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Magnetization Processes in Permalloy Overlays on Magnetic 
Bubble Devices G. W. GRrnett. 
Using colloid techniques domain structure has been studied 
in several overlay components used in contemporary bubble 
devices. In isolated elements the demagnetized state is 
generally simple, containing a small number of domains. The 
influence of anisotropy on domain structure is demonstrated. 
Elements initially respond to applied fields by reversible 
domain boundary movement but in each case it has been found 
that partial saturation and hysteresis occur once the applied 
field exceeds a critical value, H • This causes the formation 
s 
of rem::!nent states with 'magnetization buckling' similar to 
that found in larger samples of thin-film permalloy. The 
relationship between Hs and element geometry and thickness and 
the formation of buckled states by a rotating field were 
investigated. Such states may adversely affect the operation 
of a bubble device. The approach to partial saturation in a 
simple bar has been modelled on the basis of a curved domain 
wall and approximate values for the saturation field calculated. 
The external field profile of the ba.r has also been obtained. 
Domain structure in various connected chevron columns (bubble 
detectors) was also studied. In contrast to isolated elements 
the initial 'zero-field' state in these components is generally 
one of saturation. This state can be broken by components of 
applied field parallel or perpendicular to the column and 
again magnetization buckling is involved. Magnetoresistance 
changes related to the buckled state were measured and found to 
be consistent with the colloid observations. These observations 
can be used to explain the characteristic magnetoresistance 
sigmtl of a chevron column in a rotating field. 
Foreword. 
The majority of papers on magnetic bubble devices employ 
C.G.s. rather than S.I. units, and magnetic fields are usually 
measured in Oersted (Oe.) a 
1 Oersted = ~rr x 103 Ampere/meter 
(C.G,S.) (S.I.) 
For ease of comparison with previous work the results of this 
thesis are presented in Oe. 
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CHAPTFR 1. 
1.1 Introduction. 
A magnetic bubble is a cylindrical domain which can exist in 
certain thin films of magnetic material. Pubbles only occur if 
the material has strong uniayial anisotropy with the easy a.xis 
of magnetizatinn t-erpendicular to the film surface. The bubble 
domain is, in effect, a small region of reverse magnetization in 
an almost saturated layer :ctnd its stability depends upon the 
application of a mr>gnetic bins fielc rerpendicular to the film 
(see figure 1.1). Such domains were observed in thin layers of 
the hexaferrite Ba Fe12 o19 by Kooy and Enz (1960), but Bobeck 
(1967), wqs the first person to recognize their technical sig-
nific::mce. Bubble:::: remain stable or 'non=vclatile' providing a 
l'Ermanent tiar field is supplied and they are small (diameters 
lesE than lpm can now be achieved). They can also be made to 
move ouite easily by the A.pplication of extra magnetic fields. 
This C<'mbination of nroperties led Bobeck to suggest that bubbles 
might be usee to represent binary data. in a new type of memory 
device. 
~ince this idea emerged much work has been done to under-
st8nd the b::, sic pro urtie r and l:ehaviour of bubble domains and to 
develon suitable materials for devices, In most memories designed 
so far the method of controlling bubbles is to deposit a 
periodic pg.ttern of thin film elements of soft magnetic material 
on top of the bubble medium. This pattern or ' overlay • is 
usu81ly made of vrmalloy and can eA.sily be magnetized by the 
application of a uniform field in the nlane of the device. 
Bubbles are attracted by the magnetic poles which develop on 
:individu'<l overlay element:::- and reside in stable :rositions of 
I 
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Fig. 1.1 h:agnetic bubble configuration. 
2 
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minimur:' energ-y. When the in-pl8nf field is rotated, the p.qttern 
of magnetic ~'Oles on the permalloy changes 2nd bubbles are forced 
to move 2long a r:articular track. Other functions reruired in 
~ mc~ory such as feeding in data by generating strings of bubbles 
"'lnd gaps ( representing binary '1' and I 0 I ) or reading out data by 
detecting bubbles c2n 2lso be in corpora tee~ in the overlay design, 
The "li:: of this rro ject W8S t~ study m0-1.gne tic d orr1aim: in 
the over 1 ~ys user for m8gnetic bubble devices. The beh8viour of 
thec:e oom"'ins <1 etermines ~he mr>gnetization processes which occur 
in ~n overl8y 8nd hence the ~8r·rFtic fieJ(s which ~ tutble domain 
experiences. 
1.2 M2gnetism, 
Maf·netif:m hac: bEen describec fundamentally as "a particula.r 
form of the m8teria.l interactions origin2ting between moving 
electrically ch2_rgec particles" (Vonsovskii, 1979:). This inter-
action is transmitted by the ma~netic field. Thus, currents 
forme c t:v the movemEnt of e lr ctric8l c!w rge are 2.lways. the source 
of m"'g·netic fieJ.r ~nd in fact the magnetic propErties of matter 
are mainly caused by the spin ~nd orbital angular momenta of 
electrons. Different types of magnetic material c~n be distin-
r-:uished °Ccording to the way they behgve in ""Prlied rr,::o[netic 
fields. 
-] 
meter ·, 
wherE Pc 
-" 
If H is the applied m'-"gnetic field measured in ~rLpere 
then the IT!':>' netic induction in free E pa.ce i::: given bye 
is the Ptsolute r:E'rmeability of :'"ree SP'=tce (4n:l0-7 
Henry mFtre-l, ~nd ~0 is measured in TEsla. Within a medium 
4 
the m~gnetic induction iE given tya 
-1 _.. _.. 
B=p0 (H+M) ( SI, Sommerfeld convention) 
..... ..... 
=Bo+Porv: 
where Mis the m.-,gnetization defined by the vector sum of magnetic 
-1) di W'le momfnts -rer unit volume (meqeured in ampere metre • If 
the comronent of magnetiz·'tion in the direction of 8pplied field 
(MH} is divided by the V8Jue of arYplieo field (H) then we obtain 
the m~gnetic susceptibility per unit volume of m~teri 0 l. 
k =t ( I'imensionJe ss) 
k gives a measure of the ease with which a materia, is magnetized 
by 8n applied field. M~gnetic behaviour mRy also be described 
ln terms of perme01bility, p, which is the ra.tio of magnetic 
induction to 8r.ulied field. 
p=~H (measured in Henry metre-1 ) 
Relative permeability is obt8ined by dividing p by the absolute 
rerme"'bili ty of free sp::J.ce: 
p =~ (rimensionless) 
r Po 
p=l+K 
P3r8magnetic materiqls have sm8ll msitive values of 
_ .. 1', 
sut:ceptibility, UEU8lly lese than l o-- at room temperature. 
Par~m"~gnets cont8 in rerm~=ment magnetic c i roles but in the absence 
of ap~!lied fields there is a random distribution of dipole 
orientations due to thermal agit8tion The magnetization is 
therefore zero. When a field if a nplied, the r:.omentE tend to 
Ali{:n P"T""llel to the fie1d -producing" WE"'tk w2gnrtiz8tion 
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propcrtion8l to H. Much rr.ore import·'nt in technology however 
""re thoee ID8ierials which exhibit ferromagnetism. The transition 
elemente iron, cobalt And nickel and certain r~re earths are 
ferromagnetic. So too Are many alloys such as permalloy which 
combines two ferromqgnetic metalsa iron 8nd nickel. Ferromagnetic 
solids cont8in atoms with f€rmanent magnetic dipoles and "re 
ch"'r"lcterizer by a critical temrerature known "1S the Curie point. 
Above this temrerature the magnetic dipoles 8re essentially 
indef'Endent <:'ind the rn'"\tErial behaves a8 a. -:o-:~2-magnet. Below 
the Curie W'int ordering of magnetic dipoles occurs on an :=ttomic 
Ecale producing 2 SJ:Ontaneous rcagnetization, rv; • The value of M 
s s 
rises 2s. the temrerature is reduced reaching a maxirflum at absolute 
zero. 
Weiss (l9C'7) 1tteml)ted to explain ferromagnetism by 
postul8tin§'· the exist.~·nce of 8. fundamental molecular field. Below 
the Curie roint the magnetic atoms are 2,1igned parallel to the 
molecul::,r fiEld whose strfngth is pro r-ortional to the magnetiz-
"tion. On this b8..sif it c8..n be shown that there is p:=tr8..m'3.~netic 
behc:>viour above the Curie temprature, T , with a susceptibility 
c 
given by: 
'X= c if=T C = Curie Constant. 
c 
This generally 1grees well with experimental meaEurementE. At 
T=Tc' X becomes infinite so a finite value of M may e~ist with 
H=O. A physical E'XJ1lanation of the orderin§:" of magnetic dipolE-s 
is prov idfd by C'uantum me ch ·=mics in terms of inte r-atnmic e::-~change 
forces. There is "" certain degrE-e of overlan between the electron 
ch2rge distributi0ns on ad .iacent atoms. For a Eimnle Eyrtem of 
6 
_. __. 
two ..,toms with electron spin vectors ~- and S. , the energ:/ of 
I J 
exchAnge interaction tqkes the form& 
= -2JS . . S. 
I J 
where J is the exchange integr~:tl. This equation represents the 
Hr isenberg exchange interaction 1nd is a conseouence of the Pauli 
Exclusion Principle. If we change the spin orientation on either 
8tom then we tr.ust. compens2te by altering the s-patial charge 
distribution in the overlap region. 
Fer the ferrom2.gnetic elements ?e, Co and Ni 1 J haf: a }X)Si-
minimum energy. The S1lin-sr·in inten=1ction is O!.'posed by thermal 
agitation and O:>ct high enough tempen:ttures 1 ie. above Tc I thE 
order is ~Estrcyed. 
Other ty~'E-S of mafnetic ordering ~re -cossible basEd upon 
the exchange interacticn. If J is negative the state of minil11urn 
energy occurs with anti-parallel spins on adjacent atoms. This 
tyre of ordering is termed antiferromagnetic, with zero spontan-
eous magnetization existing below the critical tem1~rature. 
In other m"lterials there is antimrallel ordering with 8. 
resultant m~~netizatinn dur to imbalance between op~sing magnetic 
moments. Such behaviour is terffied ferrim~gnetic and m8y arise 
beC8USe the -::-ntiD8ralle1 magnrtic cipo]E'f.' differ in n;;-:t:-nituc!e 
or in number. The mafnetic garnets used in tuttle drvices are 
ferrimagnetic. Ferrim2gne-tic m8tfrials have Curie temrerature-s 
above which the Curie-Weiss l~w holds but in the ordered st~te 
the ~E rendence of r·.' on temrerature m8y be more corrq1E :·. th"ln for 
a i'errom<:<gnEt. The e:vist8r,cr of corr:rensation t.oints will be 
7 
discussed l8trr in relation to butblr m~teriqls. 
Although the elemrnt8ry mnments of a ~erromRgnet become 
alligned on an -=-tomic sc~lr pr('ducing a spontf-lneous m"1gneti: ~,tion 
it is an rx~rimental fact that the overall magnetization of a 
ferrom::>,~netic bocy is usuqlly zero in the :-1bsence of :1pplied 
fields. To expl~in this anr~rent contr2rliction, Weise su[gested 
tL2.t real srecirnens arF ~ctuellly split up into ?. nuJr1ter or small 
regions. Within each region or 'domain' there is uniform 
m2gnetization but the domains ore ma[netize~ in di1ferent 
directions. It is then fore r:ossible for the sample as a whole 
to be 'demagnetized'. When a magnrtic field is aprlied 
magnrtiz~tion can occur in two ways. In weak fields the boundar-
ies betwern domainr c~n move so that domains magnetized in a 
similar direction to the anplie~ field grow whilst other drmains 
cont,gct. In cert"'in 7-:ure S8mr·les of r::-ermalloy this procesE 
involves such 8 small amount rf energy that S8turation can very 
ne2rly be ::o.chieved in fields apnroxim<:1tel:.r lo - 5 times the valur 
of M 
s 
In stronger fields the magnetiz.ction in an entire domain 
may rotate towards the field direction. Bitter (1931) rroved 
that domains actwllly e:::ist by covering the surface of a ferron:ag-
netic SpEcimen with a lir1uir1 cr'ntaining fine rarticleE of magnetite. 
The magnetite particles are attracted to stray fields above 
domain boundaries thus mapping the intersection of domain struc-
ture with the specimen surface. 
The existence of domains explains why the magnetization 
process of a ferrom2gnet e:-:hibits hysteresis. If thr com:ponent 
of magnetiz8tion in the directinn of 8pplied fielcl (IV.H) is 
plotted c:g2inEt the value of ar·Dlied field H, then a curve of 
thf tY"!-~ e.hown in figurP 1.2 usu"lly ref"ul ts. (Morrish,l965) 
8 
H 
Fig. 1.2 Schematic magnetization versus applied 
field for a ferromagnetic boc'y (l;:orrish, ~-~65). 
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From an initial state of df'TUlgnetization (A) ,the value of MH 
increases to saturation at B. The section of curve AB is referred 
to 2s the 'magnetizr:ttion curve'. The full cycle of magnetization 
depicted by the D8th BCDEE is known as the 'hysteresis loop'. 
The term hysteresiE refers to the way magnetization 'lags behind' 
the applied field during this cyclE'. When the field is brought 
to zero (at point C) there is still R remanent magnetization MR 
present, and a reverse field H (the coercivity) is reruired to 
c 
completely demagnetize the s1~cioen. 
Hystfresis results from the way domain structures respond 
to ~n RJplied field. Eince the magnetic behaviour of different 
materials denends on changes in domain etructure ,the factors 
which govern domain for~ation and the different techniruee 
availatle for obsFrving domains will be discussed in the next 
chapter. 
10 
CHAPI'ER TWO MAGNETIC DOMAINS, 
2.1 Introduction. 
The behaviour of a ferr0magnetic mRterial is largely 
governed by the effects nf qppJie~ fields on the domain structure. 
Domqins exist qs a result of energy minimisation, so to understand 
the theory of magnetic dom~in structures it is necessary to 
consider the tot~l magnetic free energy of a ferromagnetic solid. 
This can be expressed 8S r-1. combination of the following comt.JOnents. 
1/ Exch8ngf energy 
2/ Anisot::.~ory energy 
3/ Magnetoelastic energy 
4/ M8.gnetostatic energy 
5/ Domain wall energy. 
2.2 Exchange Energy 
A ferromagnet possessef' permanent dipole moments and an 
interaction between electron spins results in pqrallel 8lignment 
of dipoles. For two electr0.n spins the energy of interaction 
was re pre:::ented in ch8 pter one by the Heisenberg exchange energy• 
-' _.. 
E = -2J ~ .• S. 
ex. 1 J (2.1) 
Where J is the exchange integral. For a lattice of spins, the 
total exchangF energy involves a summation over all pairs of 
spins --l. S ·I J 
E =-2 ~ J .. (Total,x 1 J lJ 
0 
~ ~ 
s .. s. 
1 J 
11 
This expression can be simplified by consioering only near~st-
neighbour interactions and by aEsuming J .. to have the same value l.J 
(J) for all p~irs of adjacent spins. The energy between two 
adjacent spins then takes the form: 
(2.2) 
for smqll values of the angle ¢between spins. On this basis, the 
macroscopic exchAnge energy density in a solid will be determined 
by the distribution of mq.gnetiz8tion vectors in the following ways 
where ot1 , c:<2 , 0(3 are the direction cosines of ma.gnetization. 
A is known as the 'ezchange constant'. 
The value of A depends on J ,S ,and the lattice sr.acing 
between spins. Exchange energy density so defined is only zero 
in regi0ns where the m-=1gnetization is uniform in direction. The 
value of A cgn be determined experimentally. For 80/20 Ni Fe, 
6 . -11 -1( -6 Methfessel et al. (19 2) obtaJ.ned A=0.55xl0 Jm 0.55xl0 
erg cm-1 ). Exchange energy is usually as~umed to be isotropic in 
magnetization direction. 
2o3 Anisotropy Energy 
It is an exrerirEent8l fact that there are 'yrP.ferred' or 
·e~sy'directions for magnetization within a ferromagnetic cry~tal. 
This may be formally expresser: using a.nisotropy energy fur,ction:: 
These functions dFy:end upon the direction of magnetization 
relative to the crystal lattice and for particular 'easy' direct-
ions the energy is a minimum. Whereas exchange energy results 
from atomic scale spin-spin interactions, magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy is due to interaction between spin moments and the 
crystal lattice. 
12 
In a uniaxial material with only one easy axis for ma[net-
ization,qnisotrony energy density is given bys 
........ etc. (2.4) 
where e is the ~ngle between magneti7ation and the preferred 
aYis, and K1 , K2 etc. 8re the anisotrory constants of the material 
( . -') ~easured 1n Jrr / . K,is usually much bigger than the other 
_L 
anisotropyconstants and therefore it iE often a good approxi-
mation to conEider only the first term in the series. The 
corresponding anisotropy function in a crystal with cubic sym-
metry iss 
(2.5) 
where c<i represent the direction cosines of magnetiz8..tion. 
Anisotropy m1=1y also be me8..sured by the value of externally applied 
field, Bk' which would bE required to rntate the magnetization 
away from the easy direction into a so-called 'hard' direction. 
• 0 • Th1s corresponds to a ret a tion of 90 1n <:>, uni2xial syE tern. By 
ecuating magne.tostatic field energy with the uniaxial anisotropy 
expression it can be shown thats 
~ = ~1 
E (2.6) 
Abubble film is an e~ample of a uniaxial system with the e8sy 
13 
axis lying perpendicular to the film plane. A bubble film capable 
of supporting 12 pm bubbles for example would have a ma[netization 
of about p0Ms = 0.01 Tesla and a value of~ aro.und 0.03. Tesla. 
It is an established fact that thin films of permalloy pro-
duced in the presence of an applied field often possess in-plane 
uniaxial 8.nisotroTiy. A great deal of research on such films was 
rerformed during the 1950's and 60's (eg. see M.S. Blois Jr.,l955). 
Although the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constants of bulk Ni-Fe 
crystals with the same composition are near zero, polycrystalline 
films m:=J.y be produced with anisotropies eouivalent to several Oe. 
The effect of anisotropy on domain structures in overlays will be 
discussed later. 
2.4 Magn~toelastic Energy. 
In general if the magnetization of a ferromagnetic specimen 
is varied, changes occur in the dimensions of the specimen. This 
effect is known as magnetostriction. The coupling which occurs 
between elastic strain and the magnetization direction is described 
by the magneto elastic energy density, E· • In the simplest case 
of a snecimen with isotropic magnetostrictions 
E = _32- A. cos
2e (Morrish (1965) P. 325) ( 2. 7) 
a- s 
for small values of the angle e between the stress ~ and the 
magnetiz8tion. In this eouation >--s is a mean saturation magneto-
striction coefficent. The value of>--s for thin films of Permalloy 
with approximately 80% Ni and20% Fe is negligible. Therefore 
the magnetic nroperties of these films are effectively independent 
of stress. 
14 
2.5 Magnetostatic Energy. 
The magnetostatic potential energy density within a ferro-
__.. 
mAgnetic body due to an externally applied magnetic induction B0 
is given bys 
~ ~ 
M·B 0 (2.8) 
This potential energy arises from the tor~ue exerted on each 
elementary magnetic dipole by the applied field. In general, a 
magnetized body of finite dimensions produces both an external field 
and a field within itself. The internal or 'demagnetizing field' 
gives rise to magnetostatic energy by intera~ting with the magnet-
ization. This self-energy density can occur whether or not there 
is an externally applied field and is given bys 
1 ...... _. 
- M·B 2 s (2.9) 
where Bs renresents the local demagnetizing field and the factor 
! arise::: in order to avoid counting dipole -dipole interactions 
twice. If the distribution of magnetization within a ferromagnetic 
body is given, the associated demagnetizing field can be obtained 
from the following general eruations 
dS + I ~~M dVJ (2.10) 
v (0 °Dell ( 1974 ) p .12 0) 
r rerresents the dist::tnce between the roint where Bs is to be 
evaluated and the point of integration, and n is a unit vector at 
the surface of the body, directed T'€rpendicularly into the body. 
If we use the concent of 'magnetic free noles' to describe the 
15 
source of field then the first integral, taken over the entire 
surface of the body, represents the component of Bs produced by 
free poles at the surface. .... " The term M·n represents the density 
of free poles per unit area. The second integral is associated 
with free poles within the body of the solid which occur whenever 
there is non-zero divergence of magnetization. 
The dE'magnetizing field is only uniform in the sr€cial case 
of an isotropic ellipsoid magnetiz.ed uniformly along a major axis. 
__. __. 
In that case B is antip"lrallel to M and prorortionP-1 in magnitude s 
to the intensity of magnetiz8tion. Therefore we may writes 
(2.11) 
where Dis the 'demagnetizing factor', a dimensionless constant 
determined by geometry. The self energy is then given by1 
E = B.o DM2 
s 2 s (2.12) 
Demagneti 7.ing factors for q range of ellipsoids have been calculated 
(Stoner, 1945),(0sborn 1945). If the semi-major axes of an 
ellipsoid A.re a,b and c then the corresponding demagnetizing 
fqctors Da,Db and De obey the relation: 
Da +Db + De = 1. (2.13) 
So from symmetry, the demagnetizing factor for a sphere (a=b=c) iss 
D = 1 3• 
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If the dimension of an ellipsoid along a, b, or c is allowed to 
become very large, the corresronding demagnetizing factor tends 
towards zero because of the ~r factor in eruation (2.10), For 
example if a = b and c tends to infinity, eouation (2.13) givesa 
De = 0, Da = Db = ! (2.14) 
This corres ronds, ap1>roximately, to the case of a long thin rod. 
The demagnetizing factor perpendicular to an infinite plane sheet 
can also be obtained as a limiting case. In the plane of the sheet 
Da = Db = o whilst nerpendicular to the sheet De = 1. The demagnet-
iz.ing field within a thin film magnetiz.ed to saturation perpendic-
ular to the film plane is therefore 
magnetostatic energy density will be 
The corresponding 
The magnetization 
would therefore be exrected to lie in the plane of a thin film in 
order to avoid such a large magnetostatic energy. For materials 
with low anisotropy such as t:ermalloy this is essentially true. 
The demagnetizing field can only be overcome by strong anisotropy 
such as that which occurs in bubble films, forcing the magnet-
ization vector to point out of the plane. 
The demagnetizing field within a body of arbitrary sha~~ 
and magnetization distribution will in general be non-uniform. 
However it is :rossible to calculate 'average' or 'effective' 
demagnetizing factors based upon the assumption that a body is 
uniformly magnetized. In that case the divergence of magnetization 
is zero so the second integral in eruation (2.10) dis2ppears and 
there are only surface free-poles to consider. The problem is 
therefore reduced to calculating the energy of a system of charged 
sheets each with a free pole density determined by M·h. This 
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a "!1nroach is valid for materials with high anisotropy. In this way 
Rhodes and Rowlands (1954) calculated demagnetiz.ing factors for 
uniformly magnetized rods with s~uare cross-section . 
2.6 Domain Wall Energy. 
Since domains are magnetized in different directions, the 
boundaries or 'walls' between adjacent dom8ins represent regions 
in which there is a change in magnetic di-pole orientation. 
Conseguently there must be exchange energy associated with a domain 
wall. There may also be anisotrOlJY energy involved if magnetic 
dipoles are rot:1ted away from easy directions and magnetostatic 
energy if magnetic 'free-poles' are produced. These contributions 
together result in a certain amount of energy ~r unit area of 
domain wall which must be taken into account when considering the 
tot8l magnetic free energy of a srecimen containing domains. Domain 
wall enfrgy and thickness may be estimated using simple models for 
the spin transition region. 
The simplest model consists of a plane wall sev1rating two 
domains magnetiz,ed in opposite directions along the easy axis of 
a uniaxial system. Magnetic dipoles rotate gradually about an axis 
perpendiculqr to the wall (assumed to be infinite in extent) and 
there is no magnetostatic energy involved. According to this 
model, known as a Bloch wall, dipole orient~tion varies only with 
dis placement x perpendicular to the wall, as illustrated in figure 
(2.1). For a unit area of wall the anisotropy energy, Fk is 
given bya 
co 
Fk = I (K 1 sin2e) dx (2.15) 
-oO 
8 
0 
180r-----------------~--------~--------~ 
0 0 
X~ 
Fig 2.1 Direction of magnetization e as a function of 
distance x measured from the centre of a 180° 
Bloch wall (solid line). Dashedline indicates 
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asymptotic wall width. (After Craik and Tetble 
(1965) p.25) 
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For simplicity we assume that suin moments are arranged on a 
simple cubic lattice with spqcing a, then from eauation (2.2) 
the exchange energy between ~ pair of adjacent suins en the x axis 
will bea 
So the total free energy rer unit area of wall due to exchange isa 
Jji2 For 2 simple cubic l~ttice, is in fact equal to the exchange 
a 
const:=1nt, A1 
00 
Fex;A Jc~/dx (2.16) 
-CO 
This expression is generally true for all types of lattice symmetry, 
The total energy per unit area of wall,Fw,is the sum of exchange 
and anisotro~y contributions& 
F w ; J01(K 1 sin2e + (2.17) 
-00 
In eouilibrium, the exchan~e energy is reduced if the wall becomes 
infinitely thick whilst anisotropy energy is minimized if wall 
thickness tends to zero. The finite wall thickness found in 
practice represents a compromise between these two opposing effects. 
Minimizing eruation (2.17) leads to the condition1 
(2.18) 
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This indicates that there is 'detailed bglancing' between the local 
anisotropy energy density and the local exchange energy density 
at each point inside the wall. The solution of eouation (2.16) 
for the equilibrium wall profile is a 
X = (~ )'~ log tan @ K1 2 (2.19) 
The w8ll does not have strictly defined limits on the x-axis, but 
an estimate of wall thickness, & , can be obtained from the tangent 
to the curve at the centre (indicated by the broken line in figure 
(2.1)) 
6 = TT ( dX )~ 
'de x = o] 
=TT(!)"~ 
Kl (2.20) 
The equilibrium wall energy per unit area is given by a 
0 
w 
1 
= 4 (.A..K) 2 ( 2. 21) 
The element cobalt is an examtJle of a uniaxial system. Substituting 
v~lues for the exchange constant of cobalt, -11 -1 A ~ 1.03 xlO Jm 
and the uniaxial anisotropy constant K1 -::= 
5 -3 
4.1 10 JM (taken from 
Craik 2nd Tebble (1965)) gives the following estimates for the 
energy and width of a 180° domain wall in cobalt1 
0' ~8 x 10-3 Jm-2 
w 
( 6 -8 o ../\.. 1. x 10 m. 
This gives an idea of the orders of magnitude involved in 
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domain wall parameters. The anisotrony of cobalt is relatively 
high, however, and it is clear from the exnression for b that much 
thicker walls are to be expected in low anisotropy materials. In 
materials with different types of anisotror.y, Bloch wall transitions 
through angles other than 180° may occur. The important character-
istic of all Bloch walls, however, is that magnetic dipoles rotate 
only·about an axis perpendicular to the plane of the W3.ll with 
zero divergence of M. This im~lies that there are no 'free poles' 
within the body of the wall to produce magnetostatic energy. 
Eventually where a Bloch wall intersects the external surface of a 
srecimen strips of 'free-role' will occur because of the component 
of magneti!.ation which emerges normal to the surface. In bulk 
materials these strips of magnetic pole 2re wide ap'1rt so the 
m?gneto st."l tic energy caused by their interaction is negligible. In 
this situation the Bloch wall nrovides a minimum energy configur-
ation for the boundary between domains. In thin magnetic films 
however the magnetostatic energy of a Bloch wall is important since 
the strips of free pole may be serarated by distances com1nrable 
~ith wall thickness. N~el (1955) considered the effect of magneto-
static energy on domain walls and predicted a new type of spin 
transition in thin films. In a so-called 'N~el wall' magnetic 
diroles rotate 8bout an axis contained in the plane of the wall so 
that magnetization may remain pBrallel to the film surface. The 
difference between Bloch and N~el walls is illustrated diagrammatic-
ally in figure 2.2 • There are no surface free ~les associated 
with a N~el w~ll but there is internal ms.gnetostatic energy 
--1 
bec:::~use the divergence of M is no longer zero. To compare the 
tot'"=ll energy cf these altern8tive configurations it is necessary 
to c~lcul~te the m8gnetoetatic contribution in esch C8Ee. In 
Fig. 2.2 Average magnetization within (a) a Bloch wall and 
(b) a Neel wall. 
Fig. 2.3 Structure of a Cross-tie wall as interpreted by 
Huber et al. (195B). 
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reality the demagnetizing fields involved are non-uniform and 
difficult to analyse exactly. In N~el's calculation the magnetic 
energy of a cylinder with elJiptical cross section is considered. 
The cylinder has dimensions comparable with those of the domain wall 
and a uniform magnetization based upon the average magnetization 
illustrated in figure 2.2 • N~el's results can be summarized 
~s follows . The demagneti~ing f8ctor for a cylinder uniformly 
magnetized 8S in figure 2.2 (a) is given by a-
d 
D =d+t 
So from eouation (2.12) the magnetostatic energy density within 
the cylinder iss 
E = gO d M 2 
s 2 (d+t) e 
(2.22) 
M is. the average magnetization of the cylinder and Neel assumed 
e 
M =M • Similarly the demagnetizing factor for a cylinder magnetized 
e s 
as in figure 2.2 (b) is given bya 
D = ! d+t 
Therefore a Bloch wall of width d in a film of thickness t has a 
magneto static energy per unit area approximately er·ual to 1 
(2.23) 
whilst the corresronc'ling energy of a Neel wall in the same si tu.ation 
is ~pnroxim~tely given by: 
F = lio dt M2 s 2 (d+t) s 
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( 2. 24) 
As expected the Bloch wal1 has lower magnetostatic energy in bulk 
specimens where t>>d. However as t is reduced there must come a 
point where the sum of exchange, anisotropy and magnetostatic 
energy is lower for a N6el wall than for a Bloch wall. According 
to N6el and to Middlehoek (1961) the transttion should occur at a 
0 
film thickness of about 400 A. Permalloy films used in bubble device 
0 
preparation are usually about 4000 A thick. Therefore, on the basis 
of Neel's estimates, domains in overlay elements should be se~Brated 
by Bloch walls. The actual energy and width of Bloch walls in 
overl~ys will be estim8ted later. 
In the two tyres of spin transition considered so far the 
direction of magnetization VRries only along an 8_xis perpendicular 
to the bound2ry layer. Any plane of atoms par2l 1 el to the boundary 
plane contains magnetic dipoles with the same orientation. This 
may be true for the two limiting cases of very thin or very thick 
specimens but more complex types of spin structure may occur in-
between. For example 'Cross-tie' walls were first reported by 
Huber, Smith 2nd Goodenough (195 8) in thin film s J--'€C imens of 
permalloy. The structure of a Cross-tie wall as interpreted by 
Huber et al. is illustrated in figure 2.3. The Cross-tie wall is 
" essentially m2_ce up of closely spaced Neel- and Bloch-ty:pe spin 
transitions. Along the centre pl8ne of the wall, m8gnetization is 
directed al ternntely Jx'1rallel and perpendicular to the surface of 
the film. BecausE the -=1nisotropy of p'ermall oy is very low, the 
complex demagnetizing fields associated with this structure distort 
the magnetization on either side of the wall as shown in figure 2.3 
It h:=ts been found experimentally (Methfessel, Middlehoek and 
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Thom~s, 1960) that cross ties occur in films between about 900 A 
0 
and 200 A thickness, serarating the two regions of thickness wherE· 
there are distinct Bloch-type or Neel-type boundarie~. 
In films thicker than 900 A0 there may still be modifications 
to the st~_ndard Bloch wall. In p8rticular, it is ·possible for the 
rense of rotation of magnetic dipoles to change along the length 
of a Bloch wall. The m~-gnetic stray field emerging from the inter-
section of the domain wall with the specimen surface then 
alternates in sign because the associated strip of 'free-pole' 
altE'rnates in polarity. This phenomenon has often been revealed 
using the colloid technioue, for example in films of r~rminvar 
and Goertz, 1952) and in whiskers of iron (DeBlois and 
Gr2hnm, 195E'). ::·x2.mples of al tern2.ting Bloch wall segment::: in 
permalloy elemFnts will be discussed later. 
2.7 Domain Structures. 
With the V"'rious contributions to magnetic free energy in a 
ferrom~gnetic solid defined, the origin of dom8ins can be 
considered oualitatively. From equation (2.3), exchange energy 
is clearly minimized if m::>,gnetic dipole·s are perfectly aligned 
giving uniform magnetization, and by definition the anisotropy 
energy is a minimum when the magnetization lies along a particular 
direction. The a.tomic scale forces of exchange and anisotropy 
on their own would therefore seem to pr·edict uniform magnetization 
r8ther than oom"lin :::-tructure. However, it was demonstrated by 
Landau and J,ifshi tz, ( 1935) that the explanation of domain sub-
division lies in the possibility of reducing magnetost3tic energy. 
In contr'lf't to exch..,nge and ~nisotropy contributions, magneto-
:::t'ltic energy 'lrises from dipole-dipole inter8ctionf' on a m'lcro-
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sco lJic scale. f~veral possible domain configurRtionE for a simple 
cube are illustrated in figure 2.4. 
Figure 2.4(a) represents a saturated state consisting of a 
single domain. The total magnetostatic energy in this case is 
~ p0 Pl; V (Rhodes and Rowlands. 1954) where Vis the volume of 
the cube. This result can be obtained by considering a system 
of two sheets of magnetic free pole and for iron represents an 
average energy density of roughly 3 x 105 Jm-3. This energy 
density can be reduced if the sample is divided into two domains 
magnetized in opposite directions as illustrated in figure 2.4(b). 
Subdividing the surface free pole in this way produces both the 
stray field outside and the demagnetizing field within the cube. 
Further subdivision, figure 2.4(c) produces an even lower magneto-
static energy component but increases the amount of energy o 
asfociated with the formation of domain boundaries. Kittel (1949) 
c8lculated thA.t the magnetnstatic energy of a series of parallel 
strips of pole with alternating sign is given by1 
where Dis the strip width. A cube with edge x m.divided into 
parallel sl~b domains with width D therefore has a total magneto-
static energy per unit volume given by1 
F = 1.705 Po M~ D/x. 
The energy stored in domain walls per unit volume is Fw = 'D/D 
where o is the energy per unit area of wall. The equilibrium 
dom8in width c:=Jn be estimated by minimizing the total energy 
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Fig. 2.4 Simple domain configurationE in 8 cube (cross-section). 
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density. For example par:1 ilel slab domains in a cube of iron 
with an edge of 1 em would be approximately 10-5M. ·wide (substitut-
ing values for t and p0M8 ) and the total energy density would be 
.... ~ ~ 
approximately 6.0 x 10/ Jm -. 
Figures 2.4(d) and(e) illustrate closure domain systems 
which eliminate magnetostatic energy completely. The normal 
com~nent of magnetic flux is conserved across each domain boundary 
and the m8gneti za tion is everY'vhere parallel to the external 
surface (excent for a small leakage of flux where Bloch walls 
meet the surface). Simple flux closure ~atterns of this sort 
havf been observed in single cryst2l whiskers of iron (De Blois 
and Grah2m, 1958) grovm so that outer surfaces corres~nd to 
erui valent ( 100) cryst8l planes, Iron has cubic ~=misotro py ( K, )O) 
so all the dom~!.ins in a closure system can be magnetized along 
easy directions. Iron also has a positive magnetostriction 
coefficent so there is a certain amount of magnetoelaEtic energy 
associated with the 'mismatch' of strain directions between ortho-
gonal domains. The optimum state will therefore depend on the 
minimization of domain wall and magnetoelastic energy contribut-
ions combined. 
Dom8ins exist in order to minimize magnetostatic energy but 
v 
the type of domain structure which occurs in a given specimen 
depends on a number of factors. The most important are the shape 
and size of the'specimen and the exchr:Jnge, anisotropy and magneto-
striction const"lnts of the m2terial. These m"lterial 1)arameters 
determine which of the magnetic energy components dominates. 
Size pl-=ys an important role in very sma.ll ps-rticles which 
may in certain circumstances eyist as single domains. This is 
bec;:>use the nduction in magnetostatic energy which could be 
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obtained by the formation of domain structure is outweigh@d by 
the positive energy asf'ociated with boundary walls. Kittel (1946) 
obtained an estimr..te for the critical rarticle siz.e below which 
single domains should occur by comparing the magnetostatic energy 
of a saturqted sphere with the energies of alternative configur-
ations. The critical size for a typical ferrom:=Jgnet according to 
this calculation is of the order of 10-8 m. 
Bulk specimens with strong uniaxial anisotropy usuRlly 
exhibit 'open-flux' domain structurEs similar in principle to 
figure 2.4(c). A typical uniaxial system consists of 180° domains 
magnetized in 0 n)()si te directions 3.long the preferred 8.YlS. In 
this c2.se the anisotropy component of magnetic energy is dominant 
and o~weighs the magnetostatic energy associated with surface 
fret: poles. In uniaxial bubble film the ratio of anisotropy field 
2 1<1;_/Ms _ . ( eruq tion 2. 6) to the demagnetizing fielc1 p0Ms defines 
the 'Qu8lity f2ctor', Q: 
(2.25) 
In -practic"ll bubble materials Q must exceed unity. 
In thin films of perm8.lloy m8.gnetostatic energy is usually 
the domin2nt factor. As a result magnetization is constrained to 
lie in the plane of the film and flux-closure' domain arrangements 
are prev2lent. Exchange coupling causes magnetic dipoles at the 
top and bottom surfaces of the film to be parallel and domain 
structures are essentially 'two-dimensional'. A review of the 
ferromagnetic properties of thin films eRn be found in the text by 
Prutton (1964). 
The c1"'f:·ic':'l dom-::.in crncept is based upon regions of uniforr: 
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Fig. 2.5 (a) Domain wa ll ?tter-n in a thin film sheet of 
permalloy (ap:prox. lOOxlOOx0.4pm) revealed in a dry 
colloid de:r-'Osi t .. (b) Possible interpretation l·.,.., 
-· 
ter~s of magnetization directions. 
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rr""~gneti za tion Ee par~_ ted by thin boundaries. This corresponds 
closely to the real situ::l.tion in materials with strong anisotropy. 
In mnterials with low anisotropy such ae perm~lloy, the variation 
in m8gnetization may take place gradually and smoothly over 
dimensions much l8rger th~n a tynical domain wall width. Such a 
tr<'msi tion cr-1n be inferred from the dom8in wall pattern shovm in 
figure 2.5. The micromagnetics 8pr>roach to ferrom:-1gnetism developed 
by Brown (1962) does not aseume the existencF of domains. Instead 
the theory begins with a magnetization vector of constant magnitude 
and an orientation which sim·nly varies as some function of position. 
The forces representing exchange, anisotropy, magnetostriction 
and magnetostatic energies are introduced to find the eouilibrium 
st:1te of lowest energy. This method can be applied to simple 
systems (for example fine particles) but the behaviour of larger 
'multi-domain' systems cannot be predicted in this way. In these 
systems the conventional approach to domain theory must be 
adopted. A domain model is postulated (perhaps based upon 
observation ) 8nd expressions for each ty-re of magnetic energy 
are C8lculated. The eouilibrium domain dimensions can then be 
found by minimizing the total energy of the system. It may also 
be possible to show that the energy of a given domain structure 
is less than any alternative configuration. Fortunately there 
are now several methods 8Vailable for observing domains and domain 
walls. A review of these methods will now be given. 
2.8 Colloid Techni0ues. 
The basic colloid technioue developed from the early 
experiments of Bitter (1931) who provided the firEt direct obser-
v::Jtion of domAin t:tructure. A suspension of m2gnetic p8rticles 
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( usunlly Fe 3 o4 ) is formed in a suitable carrier liauid such as 
water. If the particles are sufficiently small, the suspension 
is stable against precipitation and forms a true colloid. A layer 
of colloid is formed between the sample and a glass coverslip. 
Domain structure at the specimen surface gives rise to non-uniform 
stray fields Rnd colloid particles tend to congregate where these 
fields Are most intense. The resulting 'colloid pattern ' c;,n be 
studied under the microscope. A colloid ~qrticle with a permanent 
_, 
dipole moment p in a loc<:~l field represented by B will have a 
magnetostRtic potenti8l energy given by: 
-" -" 
E = -p · B 
= -pBcos 8 (2.26) 
The force experienced by colloid psrticles due to variation::: in 
the field is given by: 
__. 
F = -'V (E) 
---1. 
= p'V(Bcose) ( 2. 2·7) 
Colloic p~rticles therefore tend to migrate towards equilibrium 
positions associated with field maxima. The diEtribution of field 
mAxima is determined both by the surface domain structure and by 
external1y apnlied fields. \Vhen domains are magnetized parallel 
to the surface (for ex~mple in a permalloy film) the stray field 
is strongest above domain boundaries and the resulting pattern 
usually consists of thin lines of heavy coll6id density as in fig. 
2. 5. When doma.ins h8Ve a component of magnetization normal to the 
surface, on the other h8nd, a different type of contrast may be 
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obt:=tinf"c'l. Are:=ts of surface free-pole with al tern!:lte polarity can 
give rise to stray fields directed into or out of the plane. An 
external field applied perpendicular to the surface therefore 
favours colloid collection above domains magnetized in a particular 
direction, producing so-called dom:=tin contrast. The profile of 
magnetic fields emanating from a surface divided into sheets of 
free-pole with alternate polarity has been treated by Craik (1966) 
Colloid p8tterns can nowadays be conveniently obtained using 
a commercial 'ferrofluid'. A ferrofluid is essentially an ultra-
stable colloidal suspension of single domain ferromagnetic 
p"lrticles (e.g. Fe 3c 4 ) dispersed in a carrier liquid. The pro pert-
ies and applic8tions of ferrofluids have been reviewed in a 
recent 1Janer by Popplewell and Charles (1979). Ap~rt from water, 
sever?.l c2rrier liquids are available including ester, hydrocarbon 
or silicone oil. The p"lrticles are usually coated with a 
dispers:::1nt to prevent aggregation by Van der Waal~s forces. 
The colloid technique has several limit3tions. Only surface 
structure may be studied and domain wall movements can only be 
observed if they are sufficiently slow to allow for colloid 
migration. Resolution is limited by the optical microscope. 
Resolution c~n be improved if the dried colloid technique 
developed by Craik 8nd Griffiths (1958) is used. A film of colloid 
containing cellacol is allowed to dry onto a prep'1red specimen 
surface. The film can then be removed for study either in an 
electron microscope or an optic8l microscope. Apart from an improve-
ment in resolution there _is also better contrast bec~use the dried 
film ~chieves a thic~ness much less than that of a liquid colloid 
l8yer. The colloid p"1rticles therefore experience higher intensity 
stray fiE'lrlf' in the immecli:=tte neighbourhood of the s~~mnle. This 
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tE'chnique records a static domain pattern ~nd this is obviously 
a drawb8ck if changes in dom"lin structure are to be observed. 
A more recent improvement in technique is described by Khaiyer 
and O'Dell (1976). They report the observation of domain walls in 
perm~lloy b8rs using ferrofluid and 'Interference Contrast'. This 
technique W8S first described by Nomarski and Weil (1955) and 
since then several microscope manufacturers (e.g. Vickers) have 
made interference contrast modules commercially available to be 
fitted onto optical microscopes. The basic principle ls that 
the incident light beam iP sheared into two orthogonal and 
coherent "'1l8ne polnrised components by a birefringent element in 
the illuminating path. A mr:ttched birefringent wedge in the viewing 
p2th e.x::>ctly recombines the two wave forms. A perfectly flat 
s1.;ecimen r-imply producef a con::ot'lnt background colour but slight 
vari"'tions in height result in a ch2.nge of interference colour. 
In metsllurgic~l use, v~riations in depth of the order.of l0-3pm 
arising from bound8ries or inclusions may be detected. Lines of 
heavy colloid denosi t on dom8.in walls may be imaged v:i th enh"l.nced 
contrast. 
2. 9 :"12_gneto-optical Techniques. 
If a m8gnetic body is tr?nsparent, plane polarized light transmitted 
through the body experiences a rotation of the plane of polarization 
if there 8re comronents of mq:gnetizatir,n along the propagation 
direction. This phenomenon is known as the Faraday effect and 
the "'mount of rotation is proportion8l to the specimen thickness 
and to the strength of magnetization. The sense of rotation 
._') 
depends on thf direction of M, so a micro~cope fittFd with 
l~l~rizer ~nd Rn~lyzer cPn im~~e dom~ins m2gnetizert in different 
directions. The Faraday effect has been used e~tensively to study 
bubble domains in transp'lrent films. 
Rot8.tion may aJso occur in the pl8ne of polarizR.tion when 
light is reflected from the surface of a magnetized body. This 
is the Kerr effect which is usualJy employed in one of three 
different modPs: 
1/ Dola.r effec-c, where there is a component of magnetization 
norm~l to the 8t~cimen surf~ce. 
2/ Longitudinal effect, where there is a component of 
m8.gnetization par"llel to the specimen surface and to 
the plane of incidence. 
:_.,/ Tr"'.n!SV'erse effect, where the component of magnetization 
lies p'lr'lll el t~- the. specimen surface but perpendicular 
to the plane of incidence. 
In all cases the effect can be renresented by a rotation of the 
plane of pol8ri?'ltion, the sense of rot'l.tion depending on the 
direction of magneti78.tion. The different modes are discussed 
by Carey and Isaac (1966). The Kerr effect has been used in thl 
study of overlay bars, this will be discussed later. 
2.10 Electron Microscnpy. 
An electron tr8velling with velocity ~ through a medium where there 
is induction B, experiences the classical r..orentz forces 
( 2. ?B ) 
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Where e is the charge on the electron. If R. S8mple containing 
magnetic domains is sufficiently thin to allow the transmission 
of an electron beam, different domains may scatter the beam in 
different directions according to the TJorentz force. This 
exnlains in a simple way how transmission electron miscroscopy 
(Lorentz microscopy) m~y be utilized for domain observation. The 
techniaue wRs first reported by Hale, Fuller and Rubinstein (1959) 
and hqs been reviewed by Grundy (1977). Grundy describes how 
bubble domains may be observed using the electron microscope. 
Ap!=lrt from the ""'OV"'nt",a:e of high resolution the techniC1ue cr-m 
also provide inform~tion on the spin structure within bubble walls. 
Various experiments on bubble m2terials sufficently thin for 
examin~tion in the electron microsco re are reported by Grundy et 
al. (1974). The main problem with this technique is the limit-
ation on specimen thickness. With a 100 kV accelerating voltage 
0 
the ma.ximum thickneEs is about 2000 A and in the most powerfUl 
m~chines available at present the limit would seem to be about 
() 
5000 A. Bubhle domains have been observed in thin samples of 
uniaxial materials such as cobalt (bubble diameter typically 0.1 
to 0.3pm) and Pb Fe1 ? o19 (0.3-3.0pm bubbles). These materials 
m!'ly be import~mt in future device work if the trend towards 
sm'='ller bubbles continues. 
Jones, Grun~y qnd Brambley (1978) have reported the 
observ~_tion of dom~ins in r·ermalloy propag2.tion circuitE using 
Lorentz microscony. The permalloy films (approximately 0.2pm thick) 
were mounted on thin ( ~OOA) carbon substrates and an electron 
microscope with a m~_ximum accelerating voltage of ll'liV was used. 
The mechqnism of contrast in bubtle layers or permalloy films is 
iJJustrated irt figure ?.6. In the fefocused image each bubble 
e-
a b 
Fig. 2.6 Schematic illustration of contrast. for (a) bubble 
domains and (b) permalloy domains in the electron 
microscope. I represents the intensity in the 
defocussed image. 
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dom"'in W8ll appears as "l combinec1 bl"~ck-white bctnd whilst each 
domain v,rall in permalloy is im8ged 8_s either 2. bright or dark 
bQnd. The high resolution 8Vailable may be important in studying 
smaller circuit elements as bubble diameter is reduced. 
Magnetic contrast in specimens too thick for Lorentz 
microscopy has been obtained using the scBnning electron microscope 
(S.E.l'r:.). Examples may be found in papers by Banbury and Nixon 
(1967) and ~.J. Fathers et al.(l974). The contrast is referred 
to RS ty!)€ I or type II depenc'ling on whetter the deflection of 
second8ry electrons in stray fields above the specimen or the 
~eflection of incident electrons by magnetic induction within the 
s necimen is involved. l?·ec~use of the c if'ference in mechanism the 
contrast is gener?lly lnwer than th~t which c8n be obtained in 
Lorentz microscopy. To dgte no dom~in studies in overlays using 
~.L.M. h~ve been reporte~. 
The preceding discusf'ion has centered upon methods of 
observation which are C8pable of revealing dom2ins in bubble 
layers or permalloy overlays. A more complete description of 
techniaues available can be found in the texts by Carey and Isaac 
(1966) 2nd Crc>ik and Tebble (1965). The experimental details of 
the colloid technioue used in this ~reject will be described in 
chapter 5. 
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CHAPrER 3 .. W;AGNETIC BUBBI,ES" 
3.1 Introduction 
The idea of using magnetic bubbles to storE information 
W8S first presented by Bobeck (1967). Since then the magnetic 
bubbles technology has developed rapidly and several companies 
8re now prooucing commercial memory devices. At the same time 
there h~s been considerable research into the fundamental 
p ronerties of bubble domains, esrecially their dynamic cehaviour 
in applied fields. In this charter a short review of basic 
magnetic cubble properties will be given, leading on to a discus-
sion of materials, devices and the function of permalloy overlays. 
Finally, some of the areas where bubble devices might find 
application will be mentioned. 
3.2 Stability of a Bubble Domain at Rest. 
Isolated bubble domains can eyist in stable equilibrium 
provided the applied bias field, HB' is maintained within a 
certBin rgnge de fined by HR ( HB <He. If the bias field falls 
below HR (the 'run-out' field) bubbles distort into strip domains. 
If the bias field exceeds Hcthe bubbles collapse. Inbetween 
there limits the bubble diameter v~ries (almost line~rly) with 
the strength of HB. A complete theory for the static stability 
of bubble dom~tins WPS presented by Thiele (197C). The equilibrium 
bubble size is determined by a minimum energy condition. The 
total bubble energy, ET' has three com~nentss Ewthe domain wall 
energy, FBthe magnetostatic energy due to the externally applied 
bias field and E~the magnetostatic self-energy associated with the 
'-' 
bubble domain configuration 
( 3.1) 
To simplify m~tters, an infinite film of thickness h can be 
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considered, containing a single bubble with circular cross section, 
radius r and a domain wall of negligible width. This last 
assumption is reasonable considering the characteristically high 
Rnisotro~y of most bubble materials. If the wall is assumed to 
have a constant surface energy per unit area 1 ~w 1 which is inde- ·· 
pendent of bubble radius then the total energy is simply given bya 
and from eruPtion (2.8) the bias field term is given bya 
where M is the film magnetization. Ew and EB and the radial 
derivatives QEW and dER are all positive. Each of these energy 
dr or 
components therefore gives rise to an inward force on the bubble 
wall. The magnetostatic self-energy associated with a bubble 
domain is more difficult to obtain. In a rigorous analysis, Thiele 
(1969) obtained the following expressiona 
where 2r X = h' 
I(x) 
(3.4) 
00 
x3J 2 -2 (-~) 3 J 1 ( y ) • y • eX p X dy 
0 ( 3. 5) 
and J 1 (y) is the first Bessel function. The shape of the result-
.ing total ener~y function is shown in figure 3.l(a) for a typical 
g8rnet film used in device work. The minimum in total energy 
corresponds to the stable bubble r-=1dius 9nd from the graph the 
a 
b 
Fig. 
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(a) Energy of an isolated bubtle co main ~--l£ a function 
of radius in a typical garne.t film (after P.J .Grundy 
(1977)). Arrow indicates stable bubble radius. 
(b) Dependence of collapse and run-out diameters on 
the ratio ~ 
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vari8tion of bubble radius with bias field can be un~erstood 
qualitatively. Increasing the bias field alters only the EB curve 
which rises and c8uses the energy minimum to move towards smaller 
radius. The minimum also becomes shallower and eventually disap-
pears at bubble collapse. Similarly, reducing the bias field 
increases the Etable bubble radius up to the point where the 
bubble domain is no longer stable against elliptical deformations 
and 'runs-out• into a strip domain. 
Thiele showed that the range of stability between run-out 
and collapse depends on the ratio of film thickness to the par-
ameter L, the 'material length' of the pa.rticular bubble material. 
Material length is defined by the wall energy density divided 
by the magnetostatic energy per unit volume of thE saturated film& 
(3 .6) 
The collapse and run-out diameters are plotted in figure 3.1 (b) 
as functions of the ratio h/1 • Clearly Lis important in deter-
mining bubble size. In most practical devices the film thickness, 
h, has been chosen so that bubble diameter d~B~L and d~h. 
3.3 Bubble Wall Structure 
In the preceding discussion of bubble stability the bubble 
w~ll was assumed to have negligible width and was simply repre-
sented by a surface energy density, ~w· In fact the bubble wall 
may have complex internal structure and this can have a marked 
effect on the dynamic behaviour of bubbles in applied fields. 
In a recent review of this subject Humphrey (1980) remarks that 
bubble materials are characterized by high anisotropy and low 
m~gnetizatio~ (p 0Ms ~ .02 T). As a result, magnetostatic energy 
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within bubble walls is negligible comp8red with the exchange and 
anisotropy components. In chapter two the importance of magneto-
static energy in materials such as permalloy was seen in the 
distinction between essentially Bloch-type walls in bulk specimens 
and Neel walls in thin films. The wall surrounding a bubble 
domain cqn be a complex combination of both Bloch- and Neel- type 
transitions. figure 3.2 is a schematic representation of several 
r-ossible bubble wall states. The pure Bloch wall can occur with 
two types of 'chirality• (figure ).2(a,b,)) ie. there are two 
possibilities for the sense of spin rotation within the wall. 
The sense of spin rotRtion may also change around the domain 
boundary giving different Blrch segments separated by sections 
of N~el wall. The Neel sections, termed vertical Bloch lines, 
(VBL) occur in pairs and can themselves have two types of chirality 
as shown in (figure ~,.2(c ,d)). The wall can also be subdivided 
vertically and the tr"l.nsi tion region is then termed a horizontal 
Bloch line (figure 3.2(f)). The wall index, S, is defined by the 
number of com-plete 2rr spin rot:::1tions around the wall perimeter. 
Thus, for example, pure Bloch W8ll states have S=l. Discontin-
uities consistent with Bloch line structure have been observed by 
Lorentz microscopy in thin samples of m:::1terials such as cobalt 
capable of supporting sub-micron bubble domains. (e.g. Grundy 
e t al. , 1971 ) . 
3. 4 Hard Bubbles and Bubble Dynarnics. 
Peculiarities in the behaviour of bubble domains and the 
idea of complex wall structure were first described by Tabor et 
al. (1972) and by Malozemoff (1972). In particular they reported 
the existence of 'hard 0 burbles which behave differently in 
ap11lied fields from 'norm~l' bubbles. Harcl bubbles collapse at 
(a) S::1 (b) S= 1 
{c) S=O {d) s = 2 
(e) ( t ) 
(g) 
Fig 3o2 Illustra.tion of :rossible bubble wall stateso 
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a higher value of bias field than normal bubbles and the diameter 
range from run-out to collapse may be 10:1 compared with only 3al 
for a normal buhble. Bubble transport experiments frequently use 
a simple one-dimensional gradient in bias-field to drive bubbles. 
If the bias field gradient is ~· the bubble magnetostatic energy, 
EB' varies with x and so the bubble experiences a driving force 
erual to - dEB dx • The gradient may be produced by pulsing two 
parallel current-carrying conductors spaced about loorm apart on 
the film surface. In such experiments it wqs found that some 
bubbles move parallel to the gr2dient as might be expected whilst 
others move at Rn angle. The deflection (through angles as large 
as So) can be either to the right or left. Finally, 'hard' 
bubbles were found to have a much lower mobility during transport 
and this is probably their most undesirable property in a device 
situation • 
To e :,:plain all this behaviour the idea of vertical Bloch 
lines in bubble walls was introduced and in particular it was pro-
posed that the hard bubble contains a large number of closely 
packed VBL's as suggested diagrammatically in figure 3.2(g). 
This model has been auite successful in explaining the experi-
mental facts. For example in the di~cussion of isolated bubble 
stability it W"lS assumed that the Bloch wall energy density was 
independent of bubble radius. However in the case of a hard 
bubble it can be shown (Malozemoff,l972) that wall energy density 
actually rises as the bubble diameter shrinks in an increasing 
bias field. This results from thE interaction (in the form of 
exchange coupling) between closely-packed VBL's. The contracting 
force associated with the radial derivative of total wall energy, 
dE drW, is therefore reduced in comfl'Clrison with a normal bubble for 
which 'tw is approximately constant. Thus the coll8 pse of a hard 
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bubble requires a stronger bias field. 
The deflection of bubbles relative to a field gradient can 
also be explained in terms of wall structure. Bubbles containing 
no VBL's as in figure 3.2 (a) and (b) will be asymmetrical with 
respect to any direction of motion through the bubble centre. 
Slonczewski et al. (1973) showed that this asymmetry causes a 
deflection to the left or right depending on the particular 
chirality of the bubble. On the other hand a 'symmetrical' bubble 
containing two VBL's with S=O as in figure 3.2(c) may travel 
par3.llel to the field gradient. Slonczewski et al. obtained the 
following expression for the deflection angle e in terms of wall 
index Sa 
( 3. 7) 
where v is the bubblE'· velocity; 't is the gyromagnetic ratio and 
~H is the difference in bias field across the bubble diameter D. 
Another phenomenon associated with bubble translation is the so-
called 'dynamic conversion' effect whereby the number of VBL's 
may ch8nge during bubble motion. The resulting change in deflect-
ion angle causes erratic bubble movement. (Vella Coleiro et al., 
1973) 
Since the existence of hard bubbles and processes such as 
dynamic convert:ion are undesirable in a bubble device several 
methods have been developed for controlling bubble wall states and 
supressing hard bubbles. These methods include coating the 
bubble layer with a thin film of permalloy (Rosencwaig, 1972), 
adding a Eecond garnet layer with slightly different composition 
(Bobeck et al., 1972) and subjecting the garnet layer to ion-
implantation (Wolfe and North, 1972). In ench cacce the aim is to 
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form a surface layer wherE the mametization is pg.ral1el rathEr 
than perpendicular to the film. For bubble domains • capped • in 
this way the two Bloch line state is preferable and hard bubbles 
are unlikely to occur (Rosencwaig, 1972). During icn-implant?tion, 
which is the most commonly used technicue, a damaged surface 
l~yer (typically O.lpm thick) is formed with considerable local 
strain. Magnetostriction converts this into an in-plane ani::'otropy 
which may overcome the uniaxial anisotropy. A typical dosage 
k 14 . -2 might be 100 eV Ne ions at approximately 10 lOns em 
As mentioned earlier, simple bias field gradients have been 
widely used to study bubble dynamics in different materials. A 
bubble domain actually moves by rotation of the magnetic moments 
within its wall and this proce~s dissipates energy so the motion 
is damped. The level of da.mping determines the speed at which 
bubbles may be propagated and therefore has some bearing on the 
data rate which can be achieved in a device. There is C1Uite a 
spread in velocities between different bubble materials so it is 
important to be able to cuantify dynamic bubble properties. There 
are four important parameters usually used to char2.cterize bubble 
dynamics. These are the coercivity He' mobility p. breakdown 
velocity VP and saturation velocity vs. In most good cuality 
bubble garnets the coercivity, representing pinning effects on 
the domain wall, is very small. (usually less than 1 Oe.) Once 
coerci¥ity has been overcome 0 bubble velocity increases linearly 
with L\ H (bias field increment 8Cro f"S a bubble diameter)· The 
constant of proportionality is mobility, p (often quoted in em 
sec-1oe-1 ). A linear relationship between plane domain wall vel-
ocity and appliad field had been known to exist long before the 
development of bubble domains. (e.g. Galt, 1954) The damping 
effects c:1n be represented by a dr2g force perpendicular to the 
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domain wall with magni tude~v:v is the W8ll velocity and~ is a 
constant. A local field B applied parallel to the magnetization 
on one side nf a plane 18ifBloch wall exerts a pressure of 2MsB 
on that wall therefore the enuilibrium wall velocity will satisfy 
the following equation& 
( 3. 8) 
The viscous parameter~ , first introduced by Landau and I,ifshi tz 
(1935), thus leads to a linear relationship between wall velocity 
and apnlied field. The motion of a cylindrical bubble wall with 
circular cross-section can be treated in the same way (forexample 
see O'Dell, 1974), to obtain the dependence of bubble velocity 
v on biar= field • gradient' b. H 1 
v = l!.u(LlH - ~ H ) ~" n c (3.9) 
In this eouation the cnercivity H has been introduced to represent 
c 
pinning of the bubble wall by imperfections. It should be noted 
that Pw represents the plane wall mobility and that ouoted values 
of bubble mobility usu8lly refer to p = ~ . 
The link between bubble mobility and damping processes was 
stud.ied by Hagedorn (1971) who gave the following expression for 
mobility in terms of uniaxial anisotropy K , exchange constant A, 
u 
gyro.magnetic ratio o , and the Gil bert damping factor o<. a 
(3.10) 
This eouation is important when deciding on suitable bubble 
m~terials as wilJ be discussed later. The linear dependence of 
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velocity on drive field eventually breaks down at ~ critical 
velocity V and beyond this point velocity drops to a roughly p 
constant saturati:-n level Vs as shown schematically in figure (3.3). 
Slonczewski (1973) devised a model involving the dynamics of Bloch 
lines to explain 'velocity breakdo~n· effects. This model is 
based on the idea that horizontal Bloch lines may be created in 
a moving bubble w~ll, with the ability to travel vertically through 
the bubble medium. Dynamic HBL's in turn gener"!te vertic2l Bloch 
lines on intersecting the film surface, thus hardening the bubble 
and eventually leading to wall instability. According to 
Slonczewski's calculations the maximum velocity is given by 
V _ 24~A p-~ ( 3. 11 ) 
where h is the film thickness and~ is the gyromagnetic ratio. 
Druyvesteyn et al. (1975) auote a value of 4 ms-l for V by p 
substituting into eq~ (3.11) the relevant ouantities for a typical 
bubble garnet capable of supporting 6pm diameter bubbles. Since 
the period of a 6pm bubble device would be around 24pm this would 
limit the maximum bit rate and oper~ting freouency to 166KHz. 
Unfortun~tely on this point there seems to be rather poor 
agreement between theory and experiment. As Humphrey (1980) puts 
it, ."It is necessary to measure the •saturation' velocity to know 
of its existence" and the experimental 1 sa turati<·n' effects are 
usually found to occur above the theoretically predicted value. 
In experiments involving propagation tracks in particular, high 
velocities can be obtained without any signs of saturation. 
O'Dell (1974) attributes this to the stabilizing influence of the 
gradients at the bubble wal1 when a bubble domain is proparated 
in a moving • p?.rabnlic 1 field vrelJ beneath an overlay tract~. For 
v 
~gradient = mobility 
T 
. .,. 3 3 r1g. . 
(N.B. Coercivity u~u~lly very small) 
Schematic relationshi:p between bubtle velocity 
v and tia~ field graccient.6 H for a butble 
translated by a simple bias field gradient. 
~H = difference in bias field across tubble 
diarreter) 
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example Vella-Coleiro et al. (1973) obtained velocities as high 
28 -1 . as ms Wlthout any signs of saturation during domain transport 
in an epitaxial (YEu)) (GaFe)S o12 film with approximately 5rm 
diameter bubbles. The corresponding device data rate at this speed 
would be approximately 1.4MHz. .Most commercial devices being 
built at present operate at lOCKHz (m::linly because of the problems 
associated with drive field coils at higher frequency) so the 
limiting velocity effects do not yet pose a serious problem in 
devices. 
3.5 Materials. 
Having described the essential static and dynamic properties 
of buttle domains the f~ctors involved in choosing '3 suitable 
bubble material can be considered. To be competitive with existing 
memory technologies bubble devicFs must provide large capacity 
storage with high data rate a.t low cost. So two important require-
ments will be to have small bubbles and high mobility. An extensive 
review of bubble materials has been written by Nielsen (1976) • 
The static and dynamic properties of bubble domains are 
essentially determined by a number of material parameters. These 
are the characteristic material length L, the cuality factor Q, 
the uniaxial anisotropy constant Ku the magnetization Ms and the 
exchange constant A. These parameterE; are related by two e0uations. 
2K 
Q = u-ffl2 Po s (3 .12) 
(3.13) 
~ 4~u L w = pM2 = U"M2 
0 s Po s 
The material length depends on the energy per unit area of the 
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bubble wall, ~. In the e~uation above this has been expressed 
w 
in terms of A and Ku using equ~tion 2.21 derived in chapter two. 
The first basic property reauired of a bubble material is uni~ 
axial anisotropy and this must be strong enough to give Q>l for 
static bubble stability. In addition, the bubble must be capable 
of withstanding in-plane drive fields in conventional devices, 
and for a device to operate with acceptably low error rates it 
turns out that Q must be greater than about 3. 
To optimize stability bubble diameter, d should be approximately 
ecual to film thickness, h, and d should be roughly eaual to 8 to 
9 times the m8terial length. Thus bubble size and packing density 
are e~sentially decided by the value oft. As can be appreciated 
from eruation 3.13 the trend towards sm~ller bubbles has demanded 
materials with larger M . At the same time, films deposited on 
s 
substrates have taken the place of crystal platelets because of 
the condition h ~d. 
Of the four parameters introduced in the discussion of bubble 
dynamics mobility is probably the most important. According to 
1 
eruation 3.10, r is proportional to (Ku)-2 so high mobility is 
likely to be found in materials with low Ku. Although Q)3 is 
necessary for stability, materials with very high Q (and Ku) are 
probabi·y going to have inadequate mobility • On top of all these 
requirements it is also important that bubble properties should 
not vary strongly with temperature. 
These factors have to be borne in mind when surveying the 
list of uniaxial materials which are capable of supporting bubble 
domains. A great deal of the early research.waE based on 
orthoferrites, in fact these materials were used in the pioneer-
ing work of Bobeck (1967). Orthoferrite platelets with orthor-
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hombic anisotropy and the chemical formula R Fe 0 7 (R =rare earth). 
") 
can be prepared from bulk crystals. However due to low magnetiz-
ation the material length for a typical orthoferri te, YbFeO ... , is 
) 
20pm and the bubble diameters (of the order of lOOpm) are therefore 
rather large for devices. At the other extreme, thin films of 
cobalt can be produced with the necessary uniaxial anisotropy 
(along a [0001] axis) and the rna terial length corresponds to bubble 
diameters of the order of O.lpm. The problem with cobalt is its 
strong anisotropy which leads to rather poor dynamic bubble 
behaviour. Another well known uniaxial material system, the hex-
agonal' ferrites is capable of supporting bubble domains. A typical 
example, Ba Fe12o19 , can support o.o5pm bubbles (Van Uitert et al., 
1970). However this material also suffers from poor dynamic 
bubble mobility caused by a high value of Ku. 
The materials most commonly used in present-day bubble 
devices in fact belong to the rare earth garnet system with basic 
formula R3Fe5o12 • R can be a rare earth or Yttrium. The oxygen 
atoms form three types of 'pocket' or site which may be occupied 
by the other ions of the system. These sites labelled a,d and c 
have octahedral, tetrA.hedral and_ dodecahedral symmetry. The basic 
magnetic cell of Y3Fe5o12 can be expressed as Y24 Fe 40o96 , where 
24 iron atoms occupy 'd' sites whilst the remaining 16 iron atoms 
occupy •a•-sites. The 'c'-sites contain Yttrium atoms. Both 
a-a and d~d cOU'Olings are ferromagnetic. However the exchange con-
stant for a-d coupling is negative, resulting in antiferromagnetic 
ordering betweEn the 'a' and 'd' sublattices. Yttrium iron garnet 
(YIG) therefore exhibits ferrimagnetism below the Curie Point 
with a net magnetic moment per unit magnetic cell arising from 
the 24-16=8 uncompens8ted iron atoms. Yttrium is non-magnetic but 
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if a rare earth with magnetic moment replaces Yttrium the m~gnetic 
behaviour becomes more complex. There are now three magnetic 
sublattices which contribute to the magnetic behaviour and it is 
common for rare earth iron garnets to exhibit a compensation point. 
This is a temperature between zero and Tc (curie point) where 
magnetization fqlls to zero because the moments of the opposing 
sublattices ex~ctly cancel. The v~riation of magnetization with 
temperature for a typical rare earth iron garnet is illustrated 
in figure 3.4. 
The magnetic anisotropy of garnets is fundamentally cubic, 
however it was found by Bobeck et al.(l970) that certain platelets 
cut from flux-grnwn crystals have sufficient uniaxial anisotropy 
to support bubble domains. The next important step was the develop-
ment of the liquid phase epitaxy (I~PE) process for depositing 
garnet films with the sRme uniaxial anisotropy on to non-magnetic 
substrates of gadolinium gallium garnet (Gd3 Ga5 o12 or 'GGG'). 
In this process the constituent oxides are dissolved in a suitable 
flux of lead oxide-boric oxide held in supersaturation at a 
temperature around 1000°c (Giess et al., 1972, Levinstein et al., 
19'7~ ) . The substr~te has to be oriented parallel to a particular 
crystal plane (usually ( 111)) and be highly perfect since the 
epitaxial film 0 copies' the structure of its substrate. Substrate 
wafers 7 to 8 ems. in diameter cut from chzochralski-grown 
boules are available commercially. A clean and polished GGG wafer 
is immersed in the melt until a film of the required thickness has 
grown. It is believed that there are two mechanisms by which 
uniaxial anisotropy may be produced in L.P.E. films. A sm3ll 
lattice mism~tch between the epitaxial layer and substrate will 
give rise to stres~-induced anisotro~y. However there is also a 
~ Ms 
1-0 
0·5 
0 0·5 lO 
.k Tc 
Fig. 3o4 Variation of magnetization with temperature for a 
typical rare ea.rth=iron garnet exhibiting a 
compensation pointo 
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growth-induced component of anisotropy which is more difficult to 
explain. One proposed mechanism is short range ordering of Fe-
rare earth ion pairs (Rosencwaig et al. 1971). 
The garnet system is particularly useful because of its 
versatility. Para·meters such as anisotropy, Ku, can be changed by 
mixing the rare earth components and the value of ~ can be con~ 
trolled directly by diluting the iron component with non-magnetic 
elements such as Al or Ga. As a result bubble diameter may be 
varied from about 15pm down to 0.5~m. Devices being marketed at 
the present time use 3 to 4pm diameter bubbles. 
Two current areas of research into garnets are of particular 
interest. Schultz et al. (1979) report that the properties of 
garnet epi-layers may be adapted by laser annealing. Localized 
heating by the laser causes a redistribution of the sites occupied 
by Fe and Ga atoms in Ga-substituted YIG. This results in an 
increased value of M and a localized reduction in bubble diameter. 
s 
Upon cooling, the new structure and properties are 'frozen-in'. 
Voermans et al.(l979) describe mathods for increasing bubble 
mobility. By denositing L.P.E. films onto (110) rather than (111) 
surfaces an in-plane anisotropy component is produced which does 
not prevent the film from supporting bubble domr:lins but does 
increase bubble velocities by about one order of magnitude. 
Progress towards smaller diameter bubble garnets poses 
several problems, because of the need to increase M (Kestigian 
s 
et al., 1979). In the garnet systemAis roughly constant so it 
is evidEnt from equations (3.9) and (3.10) that reducing bubble 
diameter whilst keeping Q constant cauFes Ms to rise in proporticn 
t -1 · · · - 2 R . . th l f o d ;=:nd Ku to rlse ln proportlon to d alslng e va ue o 
W in R conventinnal field access device reruires the drive field 
s 
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amplitude to increase so the pnwer consumption must risE (Kryder 
et al., 1974) It is also evident from equation ).7 that larger 
values of anisotropy will have an adverse effect on the mobility. 
For bubble diameters less than 0.5pm, rare earth garnets 
do not have sufficient magnetization and alternative materials 
are needed. Amorphous alloys containing transition metal-rare 
earth combinations may be the solution. Chaudhari et al. (1974) 
re-ported that the properties of Gd-Co-X alloys where X is a non-
magnetic element (eg. Au,Cu, Mo) could be 'fine-tuned' for bubble 
domain applications. The advantage of this system is that for a 
given bubble diameter M may be made much lower than the corre-
s 
spending garnet value by suitable adjustment of the Gd/Co ratio. 
Bubble digmeters in the 0. 2 to 2pm range have been :=tchieved and 
working devices based on such alloys have been constructed in the 
laboratory. 
3.6 Conventional Bubble Devices 
In this section a brief description will be given of how 
bubble domains are used in devices and of the part played by 
permalloy overlays. 
To control bubble position, movable potential energy wells 
must be created and this is most readily achieved using inhomog-
eneous applied fields. In particular, bubbles will reside in 
regions where the bias field is lowest so it is desirable to 
produce a closely-packed pattern of bias field minima. In early 
devices this w~s achieved by 'current-access•. A pattern of 
current-carrying conductors was laid on top of the bubble medium 
and these conductors activated in seauence produced the necessary 
field gradients.(Bobeck et al., 1969) 
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For sm~ll bubbles the fabric8tion of suit~bly fine conductors 
is difficult and this method has been succeeded by a 'field-access' 
approach. In the field-access device bubbles are controlled by 
stray fields emanating from thin film permalloy elements. ThE· 
permalloy pattern is deposited onto a spacer layer (approximately 
lpm thick) of silica and is subjected to a uniform rotating in-
plane 'drive' field. The early permalloy designs were essentiRlly 
different combinRtions of the basic rectangular 'I-bar'. Of these 
the 'T-bar' track (Perneski, 1969) illustrated in figure 3.5(a) 
has been the most widely used. The opergtion of aT-bar track 
can be moet easily understood in terms of the travelling pattern 
of 'magnetic-poles• which develo~ on the bars as the drive field 
rotates. The bubble, acting as a magnetic dipole, is propagated 
through one period of the circuit for each rotation of the field. 
The shape anisotropy of a rectangular bar clearly plays an 
important nart. The drive field easily magnetizes the bar length-
ways because of the low 'demagnetiz,ing factor' but the same field 
applied across the width of the bar produces a minimal effect 
bec8.USe of the large demagnetizing fielcls in this direction. 
Figure 3.5(a) also illustr8tes the Perneski-type bubble generator, 
which consists of a large square of permalloy with a permanent 
•seed' bubble domain located beneath. The seed is forced to stretch 
out onto the T-bar track and then to break in two so that a new 
bubtle is launched onto the track during each period of the rotat-
ing field. The T-bar track is bi-directionala if the sense of 
rotation of the drive field is reversed bubbles propagate in the 
oppoEite direction ann would be 8nnihilated on arrival at the 
generator. Figure 3.5 shows two more propagatinn structure~:: 
b8sed on rect8ngu1Ar barsa the 'Y-bar' (ranylchuck,l971) and the 
Fig. 3.5 Bubble domain propag2_tion tracksa 
(a) T-bar 
(b) Y=bar 
(c) Chevro:-1 
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'chevron' (Eobeck et al.,l971). Of these the chevron is still 
used in many devices for stretchinr bubtle domains into strip 
d0mains (to b~ discusFed later). 
Different circuit elements can be characterized by their 
operating margins. The range of biqs field, H , over which the 
z 
circuit functions nroperly is plotted as a function of the drive 
field (Hxy) amplitude. Typical operating margins f0r T-bar 
propa.gation are shown in figure 3.6(a)(Almasi,l97~) together with 
an indication of the probable failure mechanisms which occur 
outEide the useful operating area. For the example given an 
oper8 ting point of 30 Oe drive field A.nd 110 Oe bias field would 
seem sensible. It has to be borne in mind, however, that all 
other functional elements such A.S generators 8nd detectors have 
their own bi8.s margins and since the whole chip oper2te·s in a 
single magnetic field combination, overlap of margins is essential. 
The period of a propagation pattern,P, defines the packing den-
sity of stored information which c::Jn be achieved. To keep bubble 
interactions to a minimum, the period is usually about four times 
th~ bubble diameter. From the point of view of fabrication the 
most critical feature in a T-bar circuit is the gap between 
elements. The neriod to gap ratio for this pattern is approximately 
1611. To increase bit density there has been a continual trend 
towards smaller bubble diA.meters. With the scaling down ofT-bar 
patterns problems were encountered since optical lithography 
cBnnot be used when the minimum feature (the gap between elements) 
approaches the wBvelength of light. For bubble diameters of 4pm 
and less an overlay design with relatively large minimum feature 
was needed. 
Partly for this reason T-b.ars have been largely supercerled 
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in modern devices by the so-called 'gan-tolerant• designs. Three 
different gap-tolerant propagation tracks are illustrated in 
figure ).7. These are (a)symmetric half-discE (Gergis et al. ,1976), 
(b) asymmetric half-discs (Bonyhard and Smith, 1976) and (c) 
asymmetric chevrons (Bobeck, 1977). These designs have a period 
to gap ratio of approximately Bal so for 4pm bubbles the gap is 
2pm compared with only lpm for a corresponding T-bar track. For 
the same lithography process and line-width control the bit density 
can effectively be increased by a factor of four. The gap-
tolerant p"'!.tterns have several other advantages. There is only 
one permalloy feature per proyagation period and there are no 
permalloy links between adjacent tracks. (Such a link existin~ 
between p1rallel T-bar tracks can mediate bubble interqctions 
under 'certain circumstances.) A]so the gap occurs between what 
are essentially p'"',rallel bars in a gap tolerant track so when the 
bubble crosses the gap between elements it experiences two strong 
parallel poles. (Adjacent bars in aT-bar track are orthogonal.) 
As a result the operating margins are improved, the minimum drive 
field for propagation can be as low as 10 Oe compared with the 
limit of approximately 20 Oe for a T-bar track. In figure 3.6 (b) 
a comparison is made between the propagation margins of half-disc 
and T-bar patterns with circuit period 18pm (Gergis et al., 1976) 
In modern devices there has also been a shift away from the 
use of Perneski type generators based on 'seed domains' in favour 
of 'nucleate generators•. A typical nucleate generator consists 
of a long 'pick-axe' shaped permallOy element with an a~sociated 
'hairpin • conductor loop. The strong pole created on the end of 
the 'pick-axe' by the drive field can be supplemented by a 
suitably timed current pulse to create a field strong enough to 
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a. 
b. 
c. 
Fig. 3.7. Three gap tolerant circuit :;:atternsa 
(a) Half=disc 
(b) Asymmetric half-disc and 
(c) Asymmetric chevron. 
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nucleate a new bubble domain. Hairpin conductors can also be used 
to collapse bubbles by reversing the current flow thus providing 
erasure. 
3.7 Bubble Detectors 
To read data out of a conventional bubble memory a system 
for detecting the rresence of bubbles is recuirer;. Several methods 
have been used for detecting bubble domains including the Faraday 
effect (Strauss, 1971), but in practice it is most convenient to 
detect the stray field of the bubble. This can be achieved by 
straightforward induction (Bobeck et al., 1969), by the Hall effect 
(Str"'cuss and Smith, 1970) or by using magnetoresistance (Almasi et 
al. ,1971). Only magnetoresistive detectors will be considered 
here since these are em~loyed in virtually all the devices being 
produced at present. 
The electrical resistance of a magnetic conductor depends 
upon the distribution of magnetization relative to the direction 
of current flow. This is the phenomenon of magnetoresist8.nce. 
In thin film rermalloy the resistivity is greatest when the 
m:::J.gnetiz:::ttion lies par:::tllel to the current flow (or antiparallel 
since magnetoresist~nce is an even effect.). If the magnetization 
0 
rotates through 90 a drop in resistivity of about 3% occurs. Thus 
if a steady current, I, is passed through a permalloy element, the 
stray field of a passing bubble domain causes changes in the 
permalloy magnetization and the corres pending resistance change, !:::.. R, 
produces a voltage signal V = I.6.R. In vractice only a fraction 
of the maximum 3% change can be achieved since the stray field 
of the bubble may only cause slight changes in the permalloy 
domain structure. Fortunately the signal can be increas~d if the 
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bubble is stretched out to form a strip domain. 
In the early 'Chinese Ch~racter' detector of Strauss et al. 0 
(1972) suitable permalloy elements were used to cause stretching 
parallel to the direction of bubble motion. After detection the 
strip was allowed to revert to a bubble domain thus providing non-
destructive read out. However, stretching along the direction of 
motion increases wrrll velocity on the leading edge of the bubtle 
and m~y incur the limiting velocity effects described in section 
~,.4. In the 'chevron exp:=tnder' detector introduced by Archer et 
al., (1972) this nroblem is overcome by stretching the but:ble 
perpendicular to the direction of motion. This is achieved by a 
series of chevron colurr:ns or stacks of increasing length. An 
important distinction between various magnetoresistive detectors 
is the thickness 0f permalloy used for the actw:;l conducting 
'sense' element. The so-called 'thick-thin'detectors use 200-400 
0 
A permalloy for the sense element and this has to be deposited 
0 
separately from the propagation circuit which is typically 4000 A 
thick. The point is that in-plane demagnetizing fields are reduced 
by using a thinner layer so the magnetizing effect of a bubble 
stray field is increased. Unfortunately this type of detector 
demands 8n extra sten in the fabrication process. 
The 'thick' exp::mder detector develo!-ed by Bobeck et al., 
0 
( 1973) cuts out this extr"'- step by employing the same 4000 A 
permalloy for both nropagation circuit and detector element. This 
means that the resistivity change is smaller so the bubble has to 
be stretched further to give a satisfactory signal. This type of 
detector is now the most popular in conventional bubble dEVices 
and an example is shown in figure 3 .s . The current path ie provided 
by a column of chevrons with interconnections. Several geometries 
•· 
... 
·~ 
Fig. 3.8 Typical geometry for a chevron colu~ bubble detector. 
Bubbles are stretched into strip domains by stacks 
of chevrons as on left of picture. The strips, 
travelling from left to rightr p3.ss beneath a 
connected colurnn carrying the detector current . 
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of detector column have been UEed in the past. A study of the 
domain structureE which occur both in isolated and connected 
elements of detector systems will be presented later. 
In operation the detector is continuously subjected to the 
rotating in-plane drive field EO in fact the resistance varies 
continuously. The effect of A. rossing bubble domain is to 
superimpose r1n additional field on top of the drive field. To 
extract a useful signal, chevron columns are usually arr2nged in 
rairs. BubbleE are ;,.>resented to an 'active' column whilst a sEcond 
• dummy' column, isolated from bubbles, Sf:es only the rotating 
drive field. The two detectors are connected to a differential 
amrlifier whose output should record only the bubble sign2.1. 
Finally, as an e ;:ample of the sort of signal which can be achieved, 
Bobeck et al., (1973) obtained a 3mV output using a 5mA current 
in a 314 chevron column for 6pm bubbles. 
3.8 Chip Organization 
Using the functions of generation, Tlro p3.gation and detection 
described so far, the basic building block of a conventionGl bubble 
memory- the shift register- can be constructed. The single shift 
register is basically a continuous loop of track served by a 
generator and detector. Bubble 1~tterns may be circulated 
indefinitely in the loop and the stored information may be accessed 
using the detector. 
If a large caye.city chip is constructed in the form of a 
single serial loop, the access time for an arbitrary bit is rather 
long.(The average access time for a 64 k bit loop operating at 100 
kHz is 0. 32 seconds) For certain a DTJl ica tions this is acceptable. 
For q memory where the sneer" of accesE is important the chip can 
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be org~nized on a 'major-minor loop' basis. The minor loops are 
essentially small shift registers and these serve to store the 
data. A data tBttern is assembled in the major loop in serial 
form and then transferred in parallel to the minor loops for 
storage. To access the memory, bubtles are transferred in parallel 
back into a major loop connected to a detector system. The major-
minor loo·r:o concept was first reported by Bobeck and Scovil in 
their rarly review of magnetic bubbles (1971). The layout of a 
simple mul tiloop chip is illustrated schem8tically in figure 3·9 
Several laboratories have successfully built major-minor loop chips. 
For example, Bonyhard and Smith (1976) describe a 68 k bit, 16pm 
period mul tiloop bubble memory chip design with a layout of 131 
minor loops containing 523 bits each. 
A multiloop design obviously reouires elements or •gates' 
which will cause transfer of bubbles between major and minor tr:1.cks. 
Furthermore, if non-destructive read-out from the minor loops is 
desired, replicate gates must be rrovidecJ. Transfer and. replicate 
go..Jtes have been designed as cornbin3.tions of speci2l permalloy 
elements with controlling conductor loops. The gates are activated 
by the field gradients which occur when the conductor is energized. 
In the absence of current, bu~bles circulate indefinitely around 
the minor loops. Fortunately it has been found that gap-tolerant 
propagate elements such as the asymmetric chevron are readily 
adaptable to the formation of 90°/180° turns and replicate/transfer 
gates. 
3.9 Device Fabrication. 
The tynical steps involved in the fabrication of conventional 
field-access bubble chips are outlined below. 
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Fig. 3.9 Schematic layout of a major-illinor loop chip. 
(Dashed lines represent condu~tors) 
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1. Prepgr8tion of GGG substrates (A Chzochra1ski-grown crystal 
is sliced into wafers which are then polished). 
2. L.P.E. growth of bubble garnet film. 
3. Ion implantation _to suppress hard bubbles. 
4. Deposit a 0.25rm Si02 layer (This reduces any stress on the 
L.P.E. garnet which might arise from the conductor layer). 
5. Derosit a conducting film (eg. gold or Al/Cu alloy) approximately 
0.5pm thick. Define and ion-mill the conductor pattern. 
6. Dey:osi t 8 .. 0. BJlm Si02 layer (This insulates the conductor layer 
from the rermalloy and produces the o ntimum s~cing between the 
permalloy propagation tracks and the bubble garnet). 
7. Deposit a 0.4pm permalloy layer, define and ion-mill the 
propagation tracks 8.nd detectors. 
8. Deposit a final Si02 layer, approximately lpm thick to 'passivate 
the device and etch windows in this layer to the gold bonding pads. 
Wires may then be bonded to the chip. 
A cross-section of the resulting structure is shown schematic-
ally in figure 3.10(R.J.Fairholme, 1974) 
In the devices produced by Plessey the films of permalloy, 
gold and silica were sputter deposited, although evaporation and 
electro plating can also be used. Patterns were defined in photo-
resist using a standard photolithography system. The wafer is ion-
milled by bomb8rding with a neutralized argon ion beam so that the 
conductor or T:J€rmalloy TP-tterns are cre8ted by using the resist 
as a 'sacrificial image'. Wafer diameters are usually around 5cm 
whilst a typic~l chin size is 0.5 x 0.5cm2 . 
The next stage is to tef't the orerating characteristic of 
every com!1lete device contained on the wafer. At PlesLey this was 
performed by 8 microprocessor-controlled probe tester capable of 
O·S pm Si ~ spacer 
conductor 
pad 1pm Si0 2 I passivat or 
1 conductors 
l.p.e garnet film 
non-magnetic substrate 
0·4 pm permalloy 
elements 
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Fig. 3.10 Structure of a typical bubble device with convent-
ional permB.lloy pro-r:agation pattern. (R.J. 
Fairholme, 1974) 
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driving a variable bias field and rotating field. With such a 
system the operating margins are tested by feeding d~ta through 
each chip. Those chips which do not meet the specified bias margin, 
which is usually around 10 Oe, are inked so that the wafer can then 
be savm and the good chips retained. Finally the successful chips 
are p8Ckaged. The rotating field is generally provided by two 
orthogonal coils fed with sine and cosine current waveforms and 
the bias field can be sup~ied by small permanent magnets combined 
with sui table mu-metal 'role-11ieces'. The complete package is 
then tested using a second microprocessor controlled test station. 
An intere E~ting proble rr~ associa.ted with fabrication is the 
effect of sten coverage. It is evident from figure 3.10 that 
bec2use of the underlying conductor p8.ttern, steps occur in the 
permalloy elements. Such steps often pose problems because the 
bias field can magnetize the step area. Thus an extra force is 
exerted on bubble domains pa.ssing near to the step and this can 
have an adverse effect on operating margins. This problem and 
some o.f the possible solutions (methods for producing a planar 
permalloy layer) are discussed in a recent raper by Roman et al., 
(1980). 
3.10 Ion Implanted-Bubble Devices. 
In section 3.4 it WRS rointed out that ion-implsntation can 
be used to cre?te a surface layer in bubble garnets where magnet-
ization lies parallel to the film nlane. Wolfe and North (1974) 
reported that planar domain structures exist in implanted layers 
and that these structures could be revealed using ferrofluid. It 
was also discovered by Wolfe et al., (1972) thRt the imvlanted 
layer could be used to manipulate bubble domains in a new tyve of 
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field Recess device. 
To crer1te a propagation pattern, a layer of gold or photo-
resist is deposited on top of an L.P.E. garnet and then patterned 
using conventional lithography. This pattern protects certain 
areas of garnet during subsequent ion-implantation and the non-
impl8.nted regions (with unaltered uniaxial anisotropy) form the 
'pro1Egr1tion track'. The track often consists of a connected string 
of discs ('contiguous discs') as illustrated in figure 3.11(a). 
Bubbles prefer to lie near the edge of a diec and as the in-plane 
field rotates bubblef: are propag8ted along the !"€rimeter of the 
disc mttern. 
Ferro fluid ey r.erime.nts h2.ve indic2. ted ( eg. Jouve ;=md Puc hal ska, 
1979) thr1t proTY'1.gation occurs because of 'charged walls' in the 
implanted layer (figure 3.ll(b)). Bubbles are linked m:=tgneto-
statically with these charged walls and the latter are rotated 
'propeller-fashion' around contiguous discs by the drive field. 
The implanted ratterns are much coarser than a conventional permalloy 
overlay, in fact it has been claimed that the 'minimum feature' may 
be as large as four times the bubble diameter (Lin et al., 1977). 
By contrast, the minimum feature in a gap-tolerant permalloy 
pattern is about half the diameter of a bubble domain. Using the 
same lithography techniques an order of magnitude increase in bit 
density would therefore seem feasible. 
Ion-implanted bubble devices have not yet reached the 
production stqge but all the functions required in a major-minor 
loop circuit such as bubble generation, transfer and detection 
have been demonstrated recently on a laboratory scale (Nelson et 
al. , 1980). 
a. 
b. 
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Fig .. · .11 (a) Illustration of ion-implanted 'contiguous-disc' 
propagation. Bubbles, represented by small circles, 
propagate around the non-implanted areas (shaded). 
H represents in-plane drive field. 
(b) The mechanism of propagation is based upon charged 
walls in the ion-implanted layer. 
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3.11 Bubble Lattice Devices. 
In conventional bubble memory devices binary information is 
coded by the presence or absence of bubbles in a shift register. 
To maintain the integrity of the stored information, butbles have 
to be kept a certain distance apart (usually 4 bubble diameters, 
centre to centre) so that bubble interactions are kept to a 
minimum. The number of bits which can be stored per unit ::>TNt in 
such a device is therefore equal to (4d)-2 where d ic- bubble 
diameter. If the number of bubbles per unit area is increased, 
mutual renulsion will eventually lead to the formation of a close-
pac~ed hexagonal bubble array or 'lattice'. Figure 3.12 shows such 
a lattice in a high contrast garnet epilayer revealed by the 
Faraday effect. Unlike the 'isolated' bubble, a lattice can be 
stable without an apnlied bias fieid. This is essentially because 
the overlapning str2y fields of adjacent bubbles rroduce a self-
biasing effect. The stability of a lattice can be treated in the 
se1me way r1s an isolated bubble by considering total magnetic energy. 
(eg. Druyvesteyn and Dorleijn, 1971). The use of a bubble lattice 
to store information was first described by Voegeli et al. (1975) 
as a means of increasing bit density. 
Instead of '-rresence -absence'coding• of binary data, a 
lattice memory has to exploit 'wall state coding'. Thus, for 
example, binary 1 and 0 can be represented in a lattice by the S=l 
and S=O bubbles which were illustrated in figure 3.2 (a) and (c). 
Most of the devices built so far have used current-carrying con-
ductors to create the necessary field gradients for bubble 
manipulation. (eg. Hu et al., 1978) To maintain the structure of 
information stored in a lattice it is not nossible to manipulate 
individu~l bu~les. Instead 8 whole column has to be added or 
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Fig. 3.12 Bubble lattice in a substituted rare e~rth-iron 
garnet in zero applied field. (Bubble diameter 
approximately 8pm.) 
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substrActed during the writing and re~ding processes. Bubtle coding 
can be achieved in -rractice because the S=O state is stable in the 
presence of a strong in-pl8ne field whilst the :::'=1 state is only 
stable in weak in-plane fields. To ::tccess data, bubbles can be 
sorted according to their deflection in a field gradient. Cne of 
the J-'roblems with this tyre of device is that writing and reading 
take place in 'isolated-bubble' regions which have different bias 
field re0uirements to the lattice. Although l.attice memories have 
not yet been developed 8.s far as conventional devices, work is 
still in progress notably at the research laboratories of IBM Ltd. 
3.12 Current-Access Bubble Devices. 
As mentioned in section 3.6, early devices used current-
carrying conductors to m'1ni pula te bubble d om:=dns but this method 
was overtaken by the development of permalloy overl2ys. It now 
appears that this situation may eventualJy be reversed by a new 
generation of current-access devices being developed by Bobeck and 
co-workers at Bell Labs. (Bobeck et al., 1979). 
In the new device the coil drive system and permalloy overlay 
are replaced by one or more thin film conducting layers deposited 
on top of the bubble medium. Each layer is etched with a p3.ttern 
of oval-shaped holes. ~~en these layers are fed with suitable A.c. 
currents,current'vortices' around the holes move magnetic bubbles. 
This type of drive was in fact first described by Walsh and Charap 
(1974). The absence of drive coils reduces the bubble packgge size 
by About one-third and simplifies the electronics required to drive 
the devices. The operating frequency c2n be incre"lsed by an order 
of magnitude and the resulting drop in access time Ehould enhance 
the notenti'11 for bubl-'le memories in computing systems. 
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).13 Applications. 
The development of v~rious types of memory device has largely 
befn stimulated by the rapid growth of the information processing 
industry. A digital computer needs memories for storing both data 
and programs and .'1n important factor determining the speed of a 
computing system is the time t"lken up by stor<:Jge and retrieval of 
information. 'Access time' is therefore the most significant 
parameter for any storage system. Unfortunately the cost ]Er bit 
rises with reductions in 2ccess time so a computing system usually 
exploits a variety of s.tor3ge systems- from expensive 'fast' memories 
(usu"'l.lly ranc1 om access) to much cheaper and slower 'mass' memcries 
(usu8lly serial access). figure 3.13, based on a review of magnetic 
materials and applications by I.S.Jacobs (1979) illustrates the 
range of devices available. 
-9 10 s. (FAfT) 
Bipolar'* 
MOS'* 
Ferrite core 
Flat thin film 
Plated wire 
ACCESf' TIME 
l0-6s. (MID_RANGE) 5xl0-3s. (SLOW) 
CCD~ 
Magnetic bubble 
Beam-addressable 
Magneto-optic 
(future) 
Fixed head disc/drum 
Moving hEad disc 
Tape 
Thin film heads 
(entering) 
INCREASING COST PER BIT 
ls. 
Figure 3.13 A survey of memory/storage technologies (after I.S. 
Jacobs, 1979). Non-magnetic technologies are marked 
thus 7t:. 
As can be seen from figure ?.13, magnetic phenomena have 
already been used extensively in the memory/storage field. In 
e~ch case the signal or inform~tion is stored in terms of the 
direction of magnetizqtion. This di"lgram also indicates the so-
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CR]led 'access-gap' which existE (or rather existed until quite 
recently) betwern 'mass' memories based on discs, drums or tape 
and 'fRst'memories based mainly on semiconductors. Multiloop 
bubble devices with access times below 5xl0-)s. could fill this 
g8p but there is already a strong competitor in the form of charge-
coupled devices (CCr 6 s). In the CCD information is represented 
by 'packets' of electric"'l charge (Amelio, 1974). W.F. Druyvesteyn 
et al. (1975) have comper~d the essential features of these two 
rival technologies. Cne of the important aclvantages of bubble 
memories is th8t they are truly non-volatile: if the power supply 
is switched off the stored information is not lost. If loss of 
information from a CCD is to be avoided the power supply cannot be 
shut down completely, only reducec. Unlike bubbles, the packets 
of electrical charge in a CCD have to be 'refreshed'. The typical 
fabrication process for a bubble memory is much simpler than the 
established processes for manufacturing semiconductor devices such 
as the CCD. In particular, less masks are needed. One mask to 
define conductors and a second to define the propg.gation circuit 
are sufficient. As a result the nroduction yield and cost per bit 
c8n be very competitive for bubble devices. The main advantage 
of CCD's is probably their compatibility with other semiconductor 
microelectronics which can be incornorated on the same chin. 
. " 
Furthermore, CCD's C8n handle both analogue and digital signals 
whilst bubble storage is limited to the handling of digital material. 
Because of the interaction between bubble domains there is the 
potential that logic could be built into a bubble device. However 
this has not yet been realized in commercial devices. For CCD'S' a 
maximum orerating frequency of 100 MHz has been predicted but the 
operating frequency of most commercial bubble devices being produced 
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at present is 100 KHz. If the new gener8tion of current access 
devices under development at Bell Labs. is successful this frequency 
could be signific8ntly increP.sed. The high frequency operation of 
drive coils in a convention~! device is more limiting than the 
intrinsic speed of bubble materials. 
Apart from filling the 'access-gap' in computer technology 
other areas of at)plication exist for bubbles. For example low 
volume, low power memories would be attractive in military and 
avionic E systems. Non-val a til i ty is also im:portant. The first 
reported commercial anplication of bubble devices has occurred in 
the telecommunications field. At Bell latoratcries ·a digitized 
voice c:ystem has been established in which a 16 k bit capacity 
single shift register stores a 12 second message. Bell Labs have 
also used bubble memories in a switching system for directing o:te 
telephone C8ll to another subscriber's number. Another interesting 
area of application arises from the displ2y potential of bub': le 
domains. Speci8_l bismuth-substituted garnets can be pre pared with 
exceptionally good Faraday rotation (Scott and Lacklison, 1976). 
In conclusion, it can be said that the prosl--'eCtE for bubble 
devices seem good. The 'state of the ari at present is that several 
companies are manufacturing 250 k bit, 16Jlm period chips whilst 
Rockwell has produced the first megabit capacity chip. The scale 
down from 16Jlm period is already underway in the laboratory and 
it has been demonstrated that conventional r:ermalloy devices, with 
gap toler~nt features I will be adequate qt least dovm to Bpm reriod I 
2pm bubble diameter (eg. Orihara et al., 1979). Below this, ion-
implanted 'contiguous discr:=' with co2rse fec>tures will become more 
importP_nt. For Eub-micron bucbles a shift from g~rnets towards 
8morphous ::1lloys FeemE inevitable. Drive systems t>~lsed on conduct-
ing f.heets f'hould ::l}Fo fe~•ture in the bubble devices of the future. 
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CHAPTFR 4 EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL WORK ON PERMALlOY OVERLAYS. 
4.1 Introduction 
Since the development of conventional bubble devices there 
has been a considerable amount of research into the distribution 
of mggnetization in permalloy elements and the resulting magnetic 
fields. A brief review of this work will now be given. 
4.2 Experimental measurements. 
Several of the techniaues described in chapter two have been 
used to study the magnetization in overlay bars. Some involve 
~ 
direct interaction with M (e.g. using polarized light or electrons) 
whilst others depend on the stray fields caused by magnetization 
(e.g. using colloid particles). 
A Kerr effect probe with a light spot of 3pm diameter was 
used by Krinchik et al. (1975) to measure the average magnetization 
in T- and I-bars and later chevron column bubble detectors 
(Krinchik et al. ,1978). They used the transverse mode but the polar 
effect can also be used for the purpose of domain wall mapping 
as described by Huijer et al.(l978). In this case the vertical 
component of magnetization as~ociated with a Bloch wall is detected. 
Ma(l976) used the transverse Kerr effect on a larger scale to 
measure the response of arrays of I-bars to uniform applied fields. 
The application of Lorentz microscopy to permalloy overlays was 
reported by Jones et al. (1978). Domain walls were imaged with 
high resolution in T- and I-bars and simple chevrons, however 
there are limitations on the thickness of sample Rnd support 
which can be used. In this case the permalloy was approximately 
0.2pm thick. 
Several workers have used the colloid techniaue (with 
Bitter colloid and subseauently ferrofluid) to reveal domain walls 
in permalloy bars. Y.S. Lin (1972) and Khaiyer and O'Dell (1976) 
studied T- and I-bars with this technique. Khaiyer and O'Dell 
also introduced Nomarski Interference Contrast as a useful 
accessory for studying colloid patterns. Ferrofluid has been 
used more recently by Huijer et al. (1979) to study the hysteretic 
behaviour of large (lOOxl2x0.3fm) rectangular bars of permalloy. 
The results of these investigations will be discussed in the next 
chapter in context with the present study of 16pm-period circuits. 
Another technique which has been applied to permalloy bars is the 
Vibrating Sample Magnetometer. Doyle and Casey (1973) measured 
the response of two-dimensional arrays of I-bars to uniform 
applied fields with a VSM. 
A few experiments have been directed towards probing the 
external field of overlay bars. Hsin et al. (1971) used large, 
scaled-up T- and I-bars several em in size for their field 
measurements. However the domain structure would clearly be quite 
different from that existing in pm-sized bars. George and Chen 
(1972) used bubble domain observations in their study of real-
istic sized elements. First the diameter of bubbles in permalloy-
free regions was plotted against bias field. This was compared 
with the diameter versus bias field curve for a bubble beneath 
an overlay and the difference g8ve a measure of the effective 
'bias field' created by the permalloy. Their results suggested 
that an I-bar magnetized by an in plane field and/or the stray 
field of the bubble domain produces a'field well' some way in 
from the end of the bar. From the bubble domain shape it was 
deduced that this well was reasonably symmetrical about a 
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vertical axis. 
4.3 Calculations 
Magnetization and field calculations fall into two groupsa 
Those bssed on domain models and those based on continuum models 
for the magnetization. In a continuum model the presence of 
domains and domain boundaries is ignored. Those calculations 
which have attempted to consider the domain structure lt:nown to 
exist in permalloy bars will be discussed in chapter 8. In 
this section a brief review of continuum n1odels will be given. 
The two approaches have been compared recently by Huijer et al. 
(1980) 
Most continuum models attempt to find a minimum energy 
configuration for M and in most cases magnetostatic energy is 
assumed to dominate. The total energy is then approximately 
given by the sum of applied field and demagnetizing field 
components 1 
E = -r0J iilcn.Hacrldv -~o Jiilm.Hdcr)dv ( 4 .1) 
v v 
__. 
Here Ha renresents the total applied field, being the sum of a 
uniform drive field and the non-uniform stray field of bubble 
domains if present. As defined in chapter 2 (ean.2.10) 9 the 
demagnetizing field Hd(r) depends on the magnetization M not only 
at r but at all other points in the volume of permalloy, v . 
...... 
For a minimum energy state small variations in M should produce 
no changes in E and it can be shown (Copeland, 1972) that 
(4.2) 
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F'or a given applied field the ma.gnetization should be so arranged 
that the demagnPtizing field is everywhere equ~l and opposite 
--" 
to the local applied field. It is generally assumed that M is 
everywhere parallel to the permalloy plane. 
Many calculations have been based on the simplest case of a 
rectangular bar and one of the earliest was described by Copeland 
(1972) 0 This one -dimens ion'3l model (M ( x)) established that the 
X 
centre of a bar would become saturated at a certain applied field 
termed 'H• 75 since the net magnetizBtion at this point was 
approximately 0.75M8 • For a bar of length I., width Wand thick~ 
ness T the following approximation was obtained: 
where 
H75 = M 1: F(!!) sL I, cs.r.) 
(4.3) 
Partial saturation measurements will be presented in chapter 6 
and compared with this model in chapter S. 
Lin (1972) applied a Fourier series approach to the case 
of a periodic array of rectangular bars. The bar shape, 
magnetization and demagnetizing fields were all represented with 
..l 
Fourier series allowing a one-dimensional M distribution to be 
determined. George and Archer (1973) developed Copeland's model 
further to consider the motion of a bubble domain along a rect-
angular bar. The magnetostatic barriers which this involved were 
interpreted in terms of drive field requirements. This work 
was basically one-dimensional but an extension to two dimensions 
was later provided by George and Hughes (1976). 
Whereas the majority of continuum models have been based 
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on the energy of a permalloy bar, Almasi and Lin (1976) estimated 
the flux emanating from a bubble domain and trapped by the 
permalloy. This allowed approximate analytical expressions for 
the operating margin to be obtainedo 
The Fourier series approach of Lin was subsequently developed 
by Dove et al. (1975) so that the influence of bubble domains 
could be included. The same group also studied the effects of 
finite permalloy permeability (Dove et al.,l976) and interaction 
effectE between neighbouring bars (Watson et al, 1976). They 
have recently presented a review of the Fourier series approach 
(Huijer et al. ,1981). 
In the past few years continuum models have been applied 
to the study of non-rectangular elements. Ishak and Della Torre 
(1978) developed an iterative method for determining the magnet-
ization distribution in an arbitrary two-dimensional permalloy 
... 
shape. Beginning with an assumed distribution for M, the demag-
netizirig field is calculated for an array of points. This is 
used to predict a new magnetization distribution and the process 
is repeated until convergence is obtained. Potential well pro-
files for symmetric and asymmetric chevrons and half-discs were 
subsequently obtained (Ishak and Della Torre 1979). Similar 
elements were treated by Matsutera and Hidaka (1979) by dividing 
each element into a finite number of square blocks. The field 
wells generated by these elements are not so regular as that 
found beneath a simple I-bar. A comparison of symmetrical and 
asymmetrical elements has suggested that the latter have improved 
field gradients. 
Finally the application of continuum modelling as an aid 
to device design has been described recently by Collins and Cole 
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_(1980). Using a large host computer and an on-line dis play 
terminal a system involving bubbles, permalloy shapes and conduct-
ors can be :modelled interactively. 
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CHAPrER 5 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT. 
5 .1 S::Jmnlel"'. 
All the s::Jmple!? studied in this project were prer\'j.red 8t 
the Allen Cl8.rk Research Centre of the Plessey Company Ltd .. 
Stand8rd technioues of bubble device fabrication were Ul"'Fd. Films 
of NiFe were first sputter-deposited onto silica-coated bubble 
g<:>rnet epilRyers or non-mRgnetic f!ubstrates (GGG). Thefe complete 
films were then tested with a B-H loop ulotter to determine 
coercivity qnd anisotropy (most often uni~xial). Finally the 
p8.ttern vva8 defined using normal photolithography and ion-milling. 
The range of sRmples avail2ble included early T-and I-bar 
circuits with neriod :32pm. However the majority of samples had 
-propag~,tion tracks based on 16}-tm-period asymmetric chevrons. 
These s:1mples also contained a variety of experimental detector 
column geometries together with pick-axe nucleAte elements. Some 
larger areas of .perma.lloy were· ·also .present in all samples. In 
each detector the column ueriod was 20pm though the width of 
individu~l chevron bars varied from approximately 6pm down to a 
nomin:1l lpm. The successful fabrication of lpm bars with con-
VEntion<:Jl nhotolithog:rap::by is difficult and in the majority of 
columns a nominal bar width of 2.lpm was employed. The overlays 
also contained a number of !- and I- bars with bar widths of 2.1 
and lpm. 
Samnles with this overall design were manufactured using 
4 different thicknesses of permalloy: 0.3, 0.35, 0.4 and o.45fm. 
A few sample:: cont8ining 16pm-period asymmetric half-discs 0.4pm 
thick on bubble garnet were also provided. 
5 • 2 ~ric ro s c o De • 
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Ferro fluid p2tterns were studied with a Vickers Ul7 (type E) 
microscope. This microscope was euitable for observation in 
transmitted 2nd reflected light simultaneously. However most of 
the work was done using reflected light and a Vickers Differential 
Interference contrast unit (Nomarski). This can be su~plied as 
a st~ndard 2ccessory with the Ml7 microscope. The range of 
objectives used included 63xDRY (N.A. 0.90), 45xOIL (N.A. 0.95) 
and Boxon. ( N. A. 1. )2). Pho tog:r8 phs were obtained on 35mm film 
using ?Ln SLR c<:>mer'"' with exposure times around 1 second. In 
some c2ses, clepending on the setting of the interference contrast 
unit, ex-r::osure timer:- of 4 or 5 seconds were required. 
5.3 Applied Fields. 
Coils for providing in-nlane fieldE (H ) and bias fields 
- xy 
(H ) were mounted directly on the microscope stage with the sample 
z 
supported in the centre. In-nlane fields wer~ produced by a 
ferrite toroid wound with four coils. Opposite coils were fed in 
serief" oprosition. The wound toroid had overall dimensions as 
followss i.d. 65mm, o.d. llOmm Rnd depth 16mm. The X-and Y-
windings can be 2ctiv2ted independently if D.C. in-plane fields 
are reauired. Lacklison et al. (1977) show a plot of the field 
produced by ferrite core drive coils. They conclude that the 
field varies by lers than 10% over 80% of the volume enclosed by 
the toroid. (The field varies most near the toroid itsrlf). 
The field variation over a bubble chip {typical sizes 5mmx5mm) at 
the centre of the toroid should therefore be very sm2ll. Bias 
fields were provirled by a small solenoid mounted vithin the toroid. 
The bi8 s coil Proclucf d 16n Oe 1Jer Amp whilst the incH vidual 
winding~ of the t~"'roid 11roviced 17.9 Ce r:er Amp. 
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6 rotating in-plane fifld can be pro~uced ty feeding the 
toroid with sine and cosine current w~vefcrmE. For simple ferro-
fluid experiments in which a field is rotated slowly and brought 
to rest at an arbitrary orientation a rotating turntable was 
manufactured as an alternative to the toroid. Small permanent 
magnets were mounted on the turntable and the in-plane field 
calibrated in terms of the ,~le separation. 
For magnetoresist~nce measurements gold wires were bonded to the 
detEctor pqds on ~. few s~mnles. This was performed at the Plessey 
r.Jabor~tories. 
5.4 Ferrofluid Ex~riments. 
?or good results with ferrofluid the sample should be as 
clean ;.o.s po~sible. For the experiments described here, specimens 
were washed in 1 Decon-90 1 solution (diluted lal9 with water) at 
55-60°C for 15-20 mins. This included at least 5 mins. immersion 
in s.n ultrasonic tank. 'l'he sample was then rinsed for a similar 
period in a succession of distilled water tanks. Aqueous-base 
ferro fluid (type 1 AOl', Ferrofluidics Corporation) was then applied 
to the S8mple whilst still wet. 
It is oesirr-1ble to obt<:Jin ferrofluid p<=J.tterns with optimum 
resolution and contn1st, especially when studying permalloy bars 
1 or 2}lnl wide. A number of experimental methods were examined. 
The sim11lest method is to 1)l~ce n. convention-;1 glass coverslip 
on top of the ferrofluid -:ond then observe with a. dry objective. 
However the picture auality obtained in this way can be limited. 
Contrast arises from the 1 riles' of enh8nced particle dem::i ty 
associated with the stray fields of domAin walls. These stray 
fields ~re highly loc 0 lized (they f~ll off rapidly with distance 
bec0use there .are equal but oprof'ite mctgnetic'free-poles' on rither 
surface of the permalloy) o IdeRlly the depth of ferrofluid shouJ d 
correspond to the 'height' of the pB.rticle deposits' above domain 
walls. Any additional ferrofluid can only serve to reduce the 
observed contr8st o Using a corventional coverslip the pattern 
often appears to be obscured in this ·..vay. 
To some extent the effect can be alleviated by suitable 
dilution of the ferrofluid, however much better contrast was 
obtained by replacing the fl8t coverslip with a thin curved fl"lkP 
of gl8.fS. (Fl8kes are produced by blowing and then breaking large 
bubbles of gl~ss). As suggested schematic~lly in figure 5.l(a) 
the fl8..ke is held, convex side dov.'11, by the surface tension of 
the surrounding liquid to form a very thin layer of ferrofluid 
at the centre. (Undiluted ferrofluicl C8.n be used). The flakes 
were estim::tted to be between 12 :=tnd 20pm in thicknesf comp"1red 
with 8.pproximately 90pm for commerci:=tlly available coverslips. 
(As an extra bonus this means that high resolution objectives 
with short working distance are easier to use). The disa.dvantage 
of this technique is that drying of the ferrofluid limits obser~ 
vation time to half an hour or less. 
To approach the limit of optical resolution it is necessary 
to use oil immersion objectives. Ferrofluid itself can be used 
as the immersion medium but there is then a drastic reduction in 
contrast as the total ferrofluid layer is now many times thicker. 
It was found that this problem could be solved by floating a layer 
of immersion oil directly on top of a thin film of ferrofluid. In 
this W8Y very high r~solution can be achieved (some details of 
wall structure within lpm bars become visible). However it was 
found difficul~ to achieve re8~ongble viewing times as there is a 
glass 
covers[ i p 
oil 
seal 
/ 
~ 
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v 1eWi ng 
area ~glass flake ~1 cm2 
~-=-===:====~ <:---ferro f l u id 
(a) 
objective 
ferrofluid 
tufnet support 
{b) 
0 ; I 
'" 
oil 
seal 
Fig. 5.1 Arl~angements u~ed in ferrofl uid experiments. 
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tendency for the oil/water interf9ce to be unstable. 
The arrangement fin~tlly chosen for the rna jori ty of experi-
ments is shovm. in fie:ure 5 .1 (b). The sample is pl~ ced in a small 
circul8r well (the samnle is fractionally thicker than the depth 
of the well) and covered with ferrofluid. A conventional coverslip 
is then nlP,ced on top of the specimen 'Hi th 2 thin film of oil 
forming a seal around the -periphPry. The oil holds the coven::lip 
down in close contact with the S8mple and the oil immersion 
objective is then brought into position. Again the resolution 
and contr~st are generPlly good but because of this 'sealed module' 
approach the viewing time can be extended over many hours. This 
is p~rticularly useful when a long series of observations are 
required in order to establish, for example, the mean field 
required to pa.rtially sRturate 8 nerm2lloy ba.r. 
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CHAPTFR 6 ISOLATED ELY.MENTS RESUI.TS AND DISCUf:SION 
6.] Energy and width of Bloch wallE in permRlloy element:::. 
In chspter 2 the magnetostatic energy of domain wall::: in 
thin films w2s discussed. According to c~lculatione of N~el based 
on a simnle w~ll model, a transition from Bloch to N6el wPlls 
0 
occurP when q film is of the orrler of a few lOOA thick. The 
0 0 
overlays studied here range in thickness from 3000A to 4500A so it 
is to be expected th9t domains in these samples are sepA.r:::tted by 
Bloch walls. However the magnetostatic contribution to wall 
energy is still important es.pecially since anisotropy is lovr. In 
the limit of zero anisotropy, wall width would be infinite were it 
not for the ma.gnetosta ~ ic energy term. / . Using Neels model 
anproximate values for the wall parameters can be obtained. The 
s~.me calculation has been performed by Middlehoek (1963) for 
0 
permalloy films in the thickness range 0 to 2000A. 
Consider a plane Bloch wall of width d and energy per unit 
area F representing a spin transition through angle 29. It is 
~ ...... 
assumed that \/·M = 0 so the component of magnetization normal to 
the wgll plane is constant. If the wall lies parallel to the xy-
plane in carte:::ian coordinates, the snins rotate about the z-axis 
as illustrated in figure 6.1. The angle 9 between the spins and 
the z axis is constant. A simple linear transition is aesumed 
EO that I 
~ = 1T -z d 
for z(- £ ~ 
d d for -2 ~ z ~ 2 
z=..Q_-
2 
z- d -------
--2 
z 
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X 
z 
Fig. 6.1 Simple model for a 29 Bloch wall of width d lying 
par9..llel to the xy-plR.ne. ~is the angle between 
the yz ~lane ~nd a plane containi~~ the magnetiz-
ation vectortthe z~axis 
d for z ) 2 
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where ~ is the angle between the yz-plane and the plane cont8ining 
the spin vector ~nd the z-axis. If for simplicity the spins are 
assumed to occupy a simple cubic lattice then the angle bttween 
two .'ldjacent spins along the z axis is: 
dn= sine (£.42 )a dz 
. rr 
= s1naaa. 
where a is the l-=tttice spacing. From eauation 2.2 the correspond-
1ng exchange energy is: 
dE 
where J and S are the exchange integral and srin 8.S defined in 
section 2.2. The exchange energy per unit area of wall will there-
fore be1 
2 2 
F = JS sin2a.!!: 
ex. a d 
2 
= A c1' n 2e rr 
.._ . d 
where A is the exchange constant. 
( 6.1) 
Using Neel's model the vnll is renresented by a cylinder with 
elliptical cross-section (fig. 2.2). From e~uation 2.23 the 
resulting m8gnetost8.tic energy per unit area of wall is given bys 
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where t is the film thickness an~ M is an qvFrage magnetization av. ~ 
within the cylinder norm8l to the film Dlane, The comp:ment of 
magnetiz"ltion normal to the film nl~ne, M , varies ~cross the walJ 1 
. n 
~n = 0, elsewhere. 
The average value of Mn within the wall iss 
The r.m.s. V"llue of M iss 
n 
= M sine /2s 
Since the model is only an ar.proximation it is not important which 
of these two values is used for M v since both will give the same 
a. 
order of magnitude of results. Taking the r.m.s. value gives the 
total magnetostatic energy per unit area of W'lll to be1 
The tot8l energy per unit "lre~ of wAll is then& 
(6.3) 
Minimizing w.r.t. d gives the following e0uation for the equilib-
rium wall widtha 
d3 (d+2t) 
(d+t) 2 
(6.4) 
Therefore, according to this model, the vPll width i~ independent 
of wall angle (28). The solution of eouation 6.4 can be substitu-
ted into eruation 6.3 to obtain the equilibrium energy per unit 
f 11 1 . . . 1 t . 2 area o. wa • The wa 1 energy 1s ev1dently proport1on~ o s1n 8 
for a given pcrmalJoy thicknes~, t, ~o the energy density of a 
90° v;all will be half thAt of a 180° wall. Tat:ing the V'llues 
-11 -1 -7 -1 5 -1 
,6_ ~ 10 J~n. , Po = 4lTxlO Hm and Ms:!.: 8xl0 Arr. for permalloy, 
0 
estimates for the energy and width of a 180 Bloch wall were 
obt"lineC. for the range a: thic¥:nes2 relevant to the present study. 
The results '"re ~ho\'ffi in figure 6.?. The wall becomes broader 
and the energy density falJ.s as film thickness incre~ses. This is 
because the magnetoetatic energy term is reduced ~s t increases. 
6.2 Bloch Wall Subdivision. 
In the preceding calculation it was assumed that the Bloch wall 
consisted entirely of left-handed or right-handed spin r~tation. 
However it was noted in chapter two that the magnetostatic energy 
arising from m~_gnetic poles 2.t the film surfRce is reduced if the 
Bloch wall subdivides into alternate left- Rnf right-han~ed 
segments. These segments are separated by Bloch-lines, regions 
of wall ~ith N~el character. Secmentation certainly occurs in 
thin film perm"'!lloy. As '-"n ex-=:mrle fig. 6.3(?..,1;) sho\'!S the ferro-
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Fig. 6.2 Energy(per unit area)and width of a 180° Bloch 
wall as function~ of permalloy film thickness (t). 
., 
(a ) 
HO 
( ( ) 
Bloch line 
.L 
Bloch tin e 
J. 
(b) 
( d ) 
---? 
eeeXooooooooooooox®eeee 
~ 
(e ) 
Fig. 6.3 Ferrofluid reveals the Bloch wall structure in a 
large area of permalloy, 0.45p.m thic};: (a and b) 
and in an I-bar 15x2.lx0.35 pm. (c and d ). The 
bias field, H, is 5 Oe in (a) and (b ) and 18 Oe 
in (c ) and (d). The deduced spin structure of the 
wall is illustrated in (e). 
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fluicl mtterns on a scw1re sheet of permB.lloy 94x94xO. 45pm.J with 
alternate bias fields applied per~endicular to the film plane. 
Fig. 6.3(c,d) shows similar broken ferrofluid deposits on an 
overl~y bar. The deduced soin structure of the 180° Bloch wall 
is sho~n in fig 6.)(e). Clearly a rigorous calculation of wall 
width and energy should include the reduction of magnetostatic 
energy c~used by subdivision. ~htrikman and Treves (1960) 
performed such a calculation on the basis of a periodic 'domain 
structure' within the wall. However in permalloy elements the 
subdivision is f~r from reriodic. The length of individu8l 
segmEnts m~y vary from less than lJlm to gre~ter than lOpm. AlEo 
it will be shovm in section 6,6 that cynamic changes. may occur 
in the diEtribution of Bloch wall segments and the number of 
Bloch lines under the influence of an in-plane field. For these 
reasons a correction to the calculated energy and width of the 
Bloch wall will not be attempted here. The estimates bafed on 
; . 
NeEls model are in ~my case apnroximate. 
6.3 Anisotropy in Permalloy Cverlay::::. 
As a first step in ~tudying ~amain structure in overlays 
some early T- and I-h~r s~mples with period 32pm were investigated. 
Dom~Lins in T-and I-b8rs h~'lve been observed by several workers. 
Y.S.Lin (1972) obtained Bitter patterns in a T-bar (bar width 
approximately 7.6pm) on non-magnFtic substrate. The structure 
consi.sted of 180°walls and eimple tri:1ngular closure domains as 
illustrated in fig. 6.4(a). Lin found that magnetization proceedEd 
by rlom~tin growth with fields applied :::>.long the bar and by 
measuring wall disnlacement a J.inear relationship between net 
magneti?ation and field was observed un to 
(a} 
i J, 
J, i 
(b) 
Fig. 6.4 Ty~ical comain structures in T~bar ele~ents 
(a) Lin (1972), (b) Khaiyer (1976). 
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Khaiyer ~nd 0°Dell (1976) and Khaiyer (1976) found simil~r 
structures in overlay bars on gl::1ss :::ubstrate and on LPE magnetic 
g~rnets. They found that the centr~l domain wall bowed slightly 
when ~ field was 8pplied and that closure domains did not form 
on rounded bar ends as shovm in fig. 6. 4 {b). This diagram also 
illustrates an 'internal closure domain' (ICD) consisting of four 
0 90 walls. Similar domains have been found in irpn whiskers, for 
exRmple by deBlois and Graham (J958). Khaiyer reported thqt bars 
deposited on m:::l_gnetic g2rnet frequently contained ICD's whilst 
those on glass substr~te did not, and that the position of domain 
w~lls could be deformed locally by the garnet stray field. Some 
of the:::e fe~tures h~ve Also been observed in 'thin' (0.2~m) 
perrrr•l]oy circuitf' by J.orentz microscope (G.A. _Jon_es et al. ,197E) 
together with ::-•ddi tional fine structure such as coarse ripple. 
In these samples, however, there was frequent non-appearance of 
domain walls in some bar:::, the authors :::ugge:::ted that this could 
be due to the thickness. It will be demonstrated later that 
thickness plays 8n important part in determining saturation fields. 
Fig. 6.5 shows rem'3nent domain p:::tterns in a 32~m-period 
T-bar circuit on magnetic garnet revealed in a dry col 1 oid deposit_ 
Several bars h:"'Ve a rem2nent structure b~sed on a central 180° 
wall a.s nescribed 8bove. Further ex2.mina.tion of the colloid 
deposit indic8tes small wall displacements due to the garnet 
the bars lying in q ~)artic;;_l ':lr Cl irection :" re filled with ICD as, 
... 
Fig. 6.5 Remanent domain wall structures in a 32 um period 
I 
overlay on magnetic bubble garnet. (Dried :ferro= 
:fluid dep0sit.) 
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domain st~~.tes form even 'lfter s·~ tur'·,tion of the b·,rs. It there-
fore secrnf." more likely that in-pl''nc :mL:otco .il~' is rcspnn:::H:le 
for the complex structure. Unfortunqtely no hysteresis measurements 
exist for the unp'1tternecl filn~o .Ln t:1is c·::::_·,, trut the de~:ree of 
Consider the m'l.gnetic energy of '3. long rect~:t.ni'Sular b~::.r 
2ont~inin~ ~ p0r.iodic stin~ of I~D's as in fig 6.6(b) and for 
compqrison the energy of a b'l.r cont~ining a single l8J0 wall 'l.S 
in fi; 6.6(a). =ach bar has width ~' thic~ness t and an qssumed 
') 
sin'-8 
and K1 1s an anisotropy constant. M~gnetostriction is ignored 
of aniE~r:~ro~JY enercy and wall energy. Concidering :'. l.:~ngth ·:: 
4','/. . ..,. 
-- -· 0 + /2" )0 
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easy ax1s 
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i ! T 
'rl 
l 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 6.6 Alternative domain structures in a long thin bar 
of permalloy of width W and thickneEs t. 
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T·vn C': · '·-=,llc~ -.,-. c·""c' ·.-'-l' •· :ol v 
·- j. - ' ' -- ..._. J. '{;- ...... .i't ..... l; v t -"' 
' .. >lcnJ:,-~~,.L ·c .. ~;: ': :~J.ll·'· that F90o = 0.5F180o. If there is 
no anisotropy domain structure 'a' is favourable, structure 'b' 
has the lower energy of the two when 
Kl > W({2-l)Fl800 
or in terms of the anisotropy field, 
( 6. 5) 
For the sample in question, W and t were approximately 4pm and 
0.4pm respectively. From fig. 6.2 the value of F180o in these 
bars would be approximately 3.1 x l0-3Jm-2 and the corresponding 
0 
domain wall width would be roughly 490 A. Substituting these 
values into 6.5 together with Ms== 8 x 105 Am-l. for permalloy 
gives ~ ) 16 x l0-4T as the condition for multiple closure domain 
structures. The effect of anisotropy on wall energy has been 
ignored in this calculation. In fact if the walls are of the order 
0 
of 490 A wide they occupy only a small volume of the bar (roughly 
1.2%for bar 'a' and-3.5% for bar 'b') so this approximation 
seems reasonable. Permalloy films deposited for bubble devices 
generally contain in-plane anisotropies equivalent to a few Oe. 
In eouation 6.5> ~ is inversely proportional to bar width, W, so 
domain structure is less likely to be modified by anisotropy in 
more recent overlay circuits withhigher packing density and 
reduced bar widths. In 16pm permalloy tracl~s containing bars 
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approximately 2pm wide no examples of elements filled with closure 
domains were found. 
The effects of anisotropy are evident in some·of -the larger 
areas of permalloy which surround the active circuit. For example 
the domain wall pattern of fig. 6.7(a) resembles the structure 
proposed by Landau and Lifshitz (1935) for uniaxial mRterials 
(Illustr8ted in fig. 6.7(b)). Fig. 6.7(c) shows a typical domain 
pattern in a long thin strip of permalloy.oriented perpendicular 
to the easy axis. The interpreted domain structure for a bar 
perpendicular to the preferred axis is given in fig. 6.7 (d). 
In these ferrofluid patterns the stripe domains of the garnet 
substrate are also clearly visible. In the absence of applied 
fields the total magnetic energy per unit length of this structure 
is given by the sum of wall and anisotropy components1 
where t is the film thickness, D is the domain spacing and y is 
the bar width. 
ET = t [n + y-D J F o + ~ 1 D 180 2 
The energy is a minimum with respect to D for the equilibrium wall 
spacing 1 
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(c) (d) 
Fig. 6. 7 (a) Closure domain structures in thin fi.l!"l :perr.-!alloy 
(b) Theor.etical structure predicted by I .s.ndau and 
Lifshitz (19;5) for a uniaxial ~aterial. (c) 
Closure domains in a bar :p€r}_:€r..dicular to the eaf:'v 
axis. (d) Idealized domain :p2.ttern. 
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Do = [2 Fl80~lyr (6.6) 
In fact the sample contains several bars with this type of domain 
structure and a range of widths from 6.2 to 19.3p.m. The wall 
spacing D was estimated for each bar from colloid patterns. In 0 
fig. 6.8 the value of D0 is plotted against yi. The graph 
.!. 
confirms a linear relationship between D0 and y
2 even though the 
bars are subjected to the stray fields from the garnet layer, a 
factor which was ignored in the preceding calculation. The best 
fit to the d~ta points gives a gradient of 2.41 x 10-3 mi. 
substituting F180o 
. -~ -2 
= 3.1 x 10 ~ Jm and Ms = 8 x 105 Am-l gives: 
So the domain structures in larger areas of permalloy are 
consistent with an overall degree of anisotropy which would be 
sufficient to modify T- and I- bar elements according to equation 
6.4 Domain Structures in 16-pm period overlays. 
Some features of thr domain structures which occur in over-
lays of the type used in more recent devices will now be discussed 
together with their behaviour in applied fields. 
Fig. 6.9 shows typical colloid deposits on 16-pm period 
asymmetric chevron elements and I-bars in ~ro applied field • 
The bars generally contain 180° walls and occasional closure 
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fig. 6.8 
t. .e0 s .00 12 .~0 '6 .~z ~ 2~um SQ. ROOT(BRR WIDTH1-~M 
Domain spacing (D0 ) versus sauare root of bar 
width (y!) for rectangular Etri ps of permalloy. 
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... 
. , 
Fig. 6.9 Ferrofluid :::P.tterns showin.£: tv-oical re~anent 
- ....... " -'-
domain structures in asymmetric chevrons on non-
magnetic garnet. Elements on bubble g~rnet shor. 
similar structures. 
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domains as observed in larger rectangular br:trs by previous workers. 
However on this scale of fabrication (bar width approximately 2.lpm) 
the corners of elements are generally rounded off because of the 
limitations of optical lithograpy. The result is that triangular 
closure domains like those observed in iron whiskers do not always 
form at the ends ofanelement. Khaiyer and O'Dell (1975) reported 
the same effect in bars Bpm wide. Instead of a closure domain 
there can be a smooth transition with magnetization rotating 
parallel to the edge of the permalloy. It is easy to show that 
this configuration is energetically favourable by comparing the 
total energy of the two structures illustrated in fig. 6.10. 
If the bar edge is tFJ.ken to be a perfect semicircle then it seems 
-l. 
reasonable to FJ.Esume the following distribution of IV; for fig. 
6.10(b) 
-l 
M(x,y) = (M cos9,-M sine) s s 
using the coordinates defined in the diagram. Since this satisfies 
~...!. V.M = 0 and there is no component of magnetization normal to the 
external surface there is no magnetostatic energy involved. 
According to equation 2.3 the exchange energy density of the 
structure is given bya 
where A is the exchange constant and C~<"1 ,~,0(3 are the direction 
cosines of magnetization. In this casea 
(b) 
y 0 
(c) 
Fig;. 6. 10 Tvvo al terna ti ve configurations for the reversal 
of magnetization in a permalloy bar. The co-
ordinate£ used. for estimating the exchange energy 
of configur::~tion (b) are shown in (c). 
c(2 = x(x2+y2)-t 
o(3 = 0 
Substituting these va]ues gives: 
or Eex. (r,e) = ~2 
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If the permalloy is assumed to have thickness t the total exchange 
energy is1 
= JR J. ¥ f:.. t d r de 
r -n r 
0 2 
= AtTT log (li) e r 0 (6.7) 
The finite lower limit, r 0 , is taken in order to exclude a singular~ 
ity at the origin. The value of r 0 is not immediately apparent 
but in the limiting case it can be no smaller than the spacing 
between two adjacent atomic 
t = 0.4pm and A~ lo-11Jm-1 
0 
moments so let r 0 ~ 3A. 
-17 gives ).2xl0 ~ for the 
Taking R ~lpm 
total energy. 
The alternative closure domain possesses both wall energy and 
magnetostatic energy since there are non-zero components .Q'f 
magnetization normal to the edge of the bar. The wall energy is 
simply a 
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The magnetostatic contribution is difficult to estimate since the 
demagnetizing field is non-uniform. However even without this 
positive contribution it is evident that the energy of structure 
'b' is at least an order of magnitude less than the energy of the 
closure domain. 
Rotation of magnetization is also evident in asymmetric 
chevron elements. Fig. 6.11 is an interpretation of the most 
commonly occuring domain structures in these elements. In 32pm-
period overlays it was found that anisotropy played an important 
part in determining the demagnetized state. In 16pm-period patterns 
no examples of bars filled with closure domains were found 
however there is some correlation between the easy axis direction 
(obtained from hysteresis measurements on permalloy films before 
processing) and the distribution of elements of types 'a', 'b' and 
'c' in fig. 6.11. This effect is illustrated in fig. 6.12. 
Similar domain configurations were observed in permalloy elements 
on magnetic garnet substrate suggesting that the stray fields 
associated with the bubble medium play a very minor role in 
determining domain structure. 
6.5 Magnetization by reversible vr2.ll movement. 
In low fields asymmetric chevron elements respond by 
reversible wall movements. Fig. 6.13 shows how the colloid 
pattern is modified by a.n a.p!)lied field of 8. 5 Oe. The central 
domain wall is displaced to one side. If the directions of 
magnetization within domains are assumed to remain constant during 
this process then the net component of magnetization can be 
estimated from wall displacement. Wall displacement was measured 
from a series of colloid patterns in which the applied field 
(a) i J, 
(b) ! i 
(c) 
J. i 
Figo 6oll Commonly occuring domain configurations in 
asJ~etric chevron elementso 
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I Preferred axis for magnetization (B- H loop) 
Fig. 6.12 In some Eamples there is correlation between the 
anisotropy r.1easured from B-H loops and the 
distribution of closure do~ins. 
'1 0 
-----
) 
8·5 Oe . 
..• 
.,.,... 6 ,~ . , . 1 
r1g. •-) As~~etr1c chevrons respond to 'weaK' 1n-p ane 
fields by reversible domain wall movement. 
. . - . ~-- ~· · - .. --r-..:- · - ........ - .. .,. ·~ 
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+· varied between -20 Oe.o Beyond these limits the position of the 
wall is difficult to determine since there is considerable loss 
of contrast. Maximum wall contrast is observed in zero applied 
field when the only sources of field which can modify the ferro-
fluid density ~re the Etrips of free pole formed above domain walls. 
Measured magnetization curves for samples 0. 3 and 0. 45p.m thick are 
plotted in fig. 6.14. The elements exhibit a linear response as 
obEerved in !-bars by Lin (1972) and by Khaiyer and O'Dell (1975). 
When the applied field is removed the wall returns to its central 
position and no displacement can then be measured within the 
limits of resolution. The conclusion is that in the 'low field' 
region the coercivity and remanence are comparable with the values 
measured in the perm'llloy films before proce:::e ing. (Hysteresis 
measurements g8ve He = 1.05 Oe for the complete O.)pm thick film 
and 0.9 Oe for the o.45pm film.) 
For each set of data points in fig. 6.14 a straight line 
p,:tssing through the origin provides a good fit. Bec~1use of the 
errors involved in me3.suring wall displacements below lprn it is 
difficult to establish whether there is a significant difference 
in gradient between the two magnftization curves. However on the 
basis of a least squares fit,the thinner sample would appear 
to approach saturation more rapidly. The dependence :)f clemaJ;nE:t-
izinc:-s fieJ('l.;3 on thi:;~·:rws~ in thill film elements will be discussed 
later. If the linear behaviour is assumed to continue beyond the 
region of observation then extrapolation suggests that the 0.3pm 
and 0.45pm elements will saturate at 37.1 Oe and 46 Oe respectively 
The actual behaviour of gap-tolerr-mt propa.gation elements in 
fields up to and beyond saturation will be described later. 
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Fig. 6.14 Magnetization versus applied field (from ferro-
fluid observations) in Bsymmetric chevrons 0.3 pm 
thick and 0.45 pm thick. 
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6. 6 Magnetization processes involving saturation and hysteresis. 
Demagnetized overlay elements usually have simple domain 
wall structures which respond to weak applied fields by reversible 
wall motion. Most theoretical models for permalloy bars asEume 
a well behaved linear response to applied fields. This assumption 
is supported by the observations of the previous section how-
ever it has been found that partiRl sAturation may occur if the 
applied field is sufficiently strong. In general this seems to 
le8d to the formation of remanent states and hysteresis, phenomena 
which may have a considerable effect on the operation of an element. 
Even when the remanence is removed, irreversible changes in domain 
structure may be discovered. 
Although similar effects have been seEn in large rectangular 
samples of permalloy they have not been reported before for 16pm-
period overlay elements. A variety of elements was studied here, 
including I-bars, T-bars, 'Pick-axe' elements, asymmetric chevrons 
and half-discs. A primary objective was to establish which 
elements would saturate and in what level of applied field. The 
dependence of saturation field on permalloy thickness and element 
geometry will be dlscussed. Some of the previous work on rect-
angular samplEs will be described first as several features of the 
domain behaviour in these specimens are also found in 16pm-period 
overlays. 
6.6.1 Magneti~ation process in large rectangular permalloy bars. 
Huijer et al. (1978) studied domain structures in 100xl2x0.3 
~ prn- bars using Bitter technioue observations and small spot Kerr 
effect measurements. They found that two types of domain configur-
ation predominated in the demagnetized bars, (illustrr1ted in 
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type I type II 
(a ) 
-:) 
H 
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H 
/ 
' / 
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' / ' / 
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( d ) 
Fig. 6.15 (a) Type I and type IT remanent domain structures 
in rectangular bars l00xl2x0.3pm (Huijer et al., 
1979) and (b' their response to in=plane fields. 
(c) shows the remanent stateE following p3.rtial 
saturation. An interpretation of the 'buckled' 
section is given in (d). 
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fig. 6.15(a)). Fig. 6.15(b) shows how the b~rs respond to a 
field applied along the bar axis. It turns out that the distribut-
ions of average magnetization along the bar (as measured by the 
Kerr effect) are very similar for type I and type II bars. This 
suggests that the actual domain structure has no significant 
influence on the overall magnetic response(Huijer et al. (1980)). 
In a different study, Huijer et al. (1979) reported that 
when the field was raised to a critical value, Hs (approximately 
7,5 Oe.) the Bloch wall reached the edge of the bar and the 
internal closure domain collapsed. On reducing the field a 
remanent state was found containing many transverse walls, as 
illustrated in fig. 6.15(c), The original domain structures were 
restored only by reducing the applied field to zero or in some 
cases applying a small reverse field. It was found in type II 
elements that the internal closure domain could return at a 
different location but that the 'type' of structure was preserved. 
This is because an extremely large field would be required to 
change the orientation of magnetization in the end closure domains. 
A type I bar has antiparallel orientation in these domains and a 
type II bar has a parallel orientation. 
The remanent state results from edge annihilation of the 
domain walls and consequently the proportion of the bar occupied 
by transverse walls increases as the ~aunt by which H exceeds H!=!. 
'-' 
A simple model was established f.or the remanent structure based 
on the assumption ~.M =0) in the middle of the bar (see fig.6.15 
(d) ) • 
Kryder et al. (1980) observed similar structures whilst 
studying the reversal of magnetization in narrow permalloy strips_ 
However in these specimens the initial state was one of longitud-
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0 
ina.l saturation (the permalloy thickness ranged from 1800A down 
0 
to 300A). On the basis of ferrofluid observations, high coercivity 
was explained in terms of a 'buckling' of magnetization perpendic-
ular to the length of the stripe. The structure of transverse 
walls in this state is essentially the same as in fig. 6.15(d). 
Kryder et al. developed a model for buckling which is best 
explained in terms of the sequence of idealized magnetization 
configurRtions shown in fig.6.16. In a weak reverse field 
0 
( lOe. for a sample 100Jlmx6. 4}tmx300A) magnetization ripple occurs 
causing a pattern of alternating magnetic poles to form along 
the edges of the stripe (fig.6.16(b) , The stray fields arising 
from this pole distribution act in alternate half-wavelengths of 
the ripple to oppose or support the direction of average magnet-
ization. Increasing H strengthens the ripple to the point where 
stray fields are large enough to 'pin' triangular closure domains 
parallel to the original direction of saturation. (fig6.16(c)), 
In the alternate half wavelengths only narrow domain walls form 
becrtuse the stray fields oppose the average magnetization. 
Kryder et al. obtained estimates for the total magnetic energy 
of the buckled state. This is a sum of applied field, anisotropy 
excha.nge and magnetostatic stray field components. The total 
energy was found to have a minimum with respect to the r.ipple 
wavelength, A 1 when A is approximately equal to the stripe width 1 
w. This agreed with the experimental observations. Although 
these calculations were performed numerically for the particular 
sa.mples they used, Kryder et al. predicted that the condition 
A~W in the buckled state should hold for thicker samples also. 
Fig 6.17(a) a.nd(b) shows two ferrofluid 1ntterns on per-
malloy strips 25pm wide and 0.4pm thick deposited on bubble 
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(a) 
- 3 + - - + + f.- I- ,--
7 ""::a1 ? .;, 7 ~ 7 .?I 7 (b) ~ 
H 
+ + - - + + - -
Fig. 6.16 f<odel explainil"'..g the for:r.ation of magnetization 
buckling (Kryder et a1., 1980)~ (a) saturated 
bar. (b) ripple leads to stray fields which cause 
triangular closure domains to form (c). 
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g~rnet substrate. The strip sho~~ in (a) illustrates a commonly 
occuring demagnetized,state but strip(b) shows a buckled domain 
pattern resulting from the application of a longitudinal saturat-
ing field.(Both photographs were taken in zero field). Although 
the spacing of walls is far from regular (due probably to the stray 
fields of the garnet layer) the type of structure is identical 
to that illustrated. in fig6,15(d). 
Buckling occurs quite generally following saturation in 
these samples, However in a,: few cases the remanent state was 
found to differ from those reported by Huijer et al. and Kryder 
et al .. The domain patterns shown in fig6.17(c) and(d) are 
examples. Again the structure consists of transverse domains, the 
interpretations given (which assume that domains at the edge 
--' -l. 
of the bar are magnetized parallel to the edge and '\l.M = 0.) 
suggest a net component of magnetization along the strip, but 
comparison with fig6.16 reveals additional triangular closure 
domains along the edge of the strip. 
On the basis of Kryder's model it would seem feasible that 
these alternative._ structures could occur in thicker permalloy 
films. Referring back to fig. 6.16 the stray fields caused by 
ripple act so as to form the large triangular domains in alternate 
half wavelengths but in the remaining half wavelengths the stray 
fields oppose the average direction of magnetization. In these 
positions walls alone formed in the samples studied by Kryder et 
al. (1980). In a thicker film the stray field could nucleate a 
small triangular closure domain instead. In the model of Kryder 
e t al. the stray field energy component, E' , is proportional to 
m 
t 2 where t is the film thickness. All othe-r components are 
proportional to t. Therefore in the samples studied here where 
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(d) 
Fig. 6·.17 Domain patterns in stri1S of :permalloy 25 Jll!l wide. 
I 
(a) Demagnetized state. (b) Remanent buckled 
state. (c) and (d) Re manent structures with 
additional closure domains. 
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0 0 
t is 4000A as opposed to 300A, I1n will certainly be dominant. 
For thin permalloy more detailed information on the processes of 
magnetization reversal in strips can be gained by using I,orentz 
microscopy rather than ferrofluid. In such a study Herd et.al. 
(1979).observed magnetization reversal in strips 2 to 30pm wide 
0 0 0 0 
and with thicknesses• 300A, 450A and 600A. For the 600A film a 
series of micrographs demonstrates that a remanent buckled state 
similar to fig 6.17(b) makes a transition to a state similar to 
fig 6.17(c) when a reverse field of 1.50e. is applied. 
6.6.2 Saturation and hysteresis in overlay bars. 
Examples of magnetization buckling in overlay elements will 
now be given. The simplest element to consider is the I-bar, 
still used to a limited extent in circuits. Plessey 16pm-period 
circuits contain I-bars with approxima.te .dimensions 15x2 .lpm and 
25x2.lpm. 
Fig. 6.18(a) shows the demagnetized domain structure in a 
25x2.lpm bar. By reference to the work of Huijer et al. (1978) 
this would correspond to a type I bar consisting of a single 
magnetic circuit. In weak applied fields the element magnetizes 
by reversible flexing of the 180° wall. However, following the 
apptication of a longitudinal field of 17.90e. a buckled configur-
ation results (fig 6.18(b), zero field). The central portion of 
the bar contains transverse domain walls and the 180° walls 
remaining on either side are clearly displaced from centre. The 
bar has a remanent magnetization in zero field. 
This state was found to persist in fields applied perpendic-
ular to the bar axis up to and above the level of field used in a 
device ( 4 OOe.). When R reverse field of 2 .lOe. is a prlied along the 
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Fig. 6.18 Sequence of domain structures in a 25x2.lx0.35 ")liJl 
I 
bar. (a) Demagnetized Etate. (b) Buckled state 
following saturation. (c) and (d) Clo sure domain 
pairs formed following subEeguent saturations. 
1.)1 
bar axis the ferrofluid pattern suddenly breaks and the configur-
ation of fig. 6.18(c) is formed. The bar is once more demagnet-
ized but there are now two internal closure domains in the region 
previously occupied by buckle. From this state the bar may again 
be partially saturated by fields H ~ H
6 
applied in either direction 
along the bar a.xis. Hs is approximately 15.5 Oe for the bar in 
ouestion. The reverse field reauired to break the remanence is 
generally a few Oe. Following saturation the bar may return to a 
single wall state or to a state captaining two internal closure 
domains. Fig 6.18(d) shows such a state following a subsecuent 
saturation. Exceptionally a bar may contain four closure domains 
following remanence. 
It was also found that bars which initally contained a single 
closure domain (corresponding to type II bars in Huijer's 
classifice.tion) could be partially S8.turated by essentially the 
same magnitude of field, H • This seems to confirm the conclusion 
s 
of Huijer et al. (1980) that the magnetostatic response does not 
vary significantly between type I and type II bars. After each 
saturation and demagnetization it was observed that type II bars 
could-contain on~ or three closure domains. 
The conclusion to be drawn from these observations is that 
bars remain type I or type II (for the magnitude of field used 
in a device) even though the number of domains can change. In 
other words the directions of magnetization at each end of a bar 
are preserved (parallel or antiparallel) so closure domains are 
created or annihilated in pairs. This is illustrated in fig 6.19 
for both types of bar. 
That the buckled state represents a net magnetization is 
confirmed by the application of a uniform field. Fig. 6.20(a) 
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Type I Type IT 
Fig. 6.19 Following partial saturation, irreversible 
changes can occur in the domain structure of 
permalloy bars. Closure domains can be created 
or annihilated in pairs. 
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{a) HQ (b) 
., . 
.. 
Fig. 6.20 Ch2.nges in the ferrofluid density above a ba!' 
subjected to alternate bias fields are 
with re m2nent magnetization (following rzrtic .. l 
saturation). H = 18 Oe. 
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shows the ferrofluid density above a 15x2.l~m bar which has been 
saturated by a field of 61 Oe. ap~ied from left to right in the 
photograph. The bias field of 18 Oe is applied out of the plane 
resulting in an enh~ncement of particle density to the right of 
the bar. Fig 6.20(b) shows that the effect is reversed with the 
direction of bias field (now directed into the plane). Maxima 
in ferrofluid ~rticle density correspond to maxima in the local 
field which is the vector sum cf the uniform bias field and the 
non-uniform stray field of the bar. Thus the observed changes 
are consistent with a remanent magnetization. 
6.6.3 Changes in Bloch Wall Structure. 
Bloch walls within permalloy elements may be divided into 
sections with different spin structure as indicated in section 
6.2. Lorentz microscopy has demonstrated that dynamic changes 
c~n occur in bubble wall structure in applied fields. Ferrofluid 
observations show that wall structure in permalloy bars may 
change under the influence of in-plane fields. 
Fi~. 6.2l(a) and(b) shows the colloid pattern on a demagnet-
ized bar with a bias field of 4.5 Oe directed alternately into 
and out of the plane. The domain wall consists of two Bloch 
segments separated by ~ Bloch line near the centre of the bar. 
For applied fields within the region of linear response it was 
found that no changes in structure could be detected. Fig. 6.21 
(c) and(d) shows the same bar in alternate bias fields following 
partial saturation by a longitudinal field of 27~0e. The 
intermediate buckled state was removed by a reverse field of 2.7 Oe. 
Although the domain structure is the same as in fig. 6.2l(a) the 
180° wall is q new wall formed after the collapse of the buckled 
(a) H() 
(c) HO 
{e) HQ 
r-· / 
m 
I 
(b) H(f) 
(d) 
(f) H(±) 
Fig. 6.21 Changes in the Bloch wall structure of a permalloy 
bar following partial saturation. Bias field 
H = 4.5 Oe. 
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state. This wall appears to contain four Bloch segments. After 
saturating the bar·~ second time the wall reverts to a state of 
two Bloch segments (fig. 6.2l(e),(f).). 
Figure 6.21 suggests that the wall structure near the ends 
of the bar remains the same. This might be expected since satur-
ation only occurs over a central portion of the bar. If this is 
generally true then alterations of wall structure have to comply 
with a boundary condition similar to that which governs changes 
in the number of domains. In particular, Bloch lines will be · 
created or annihilated in pairs. · 
6.6.4 Partial saturation in pick axe elements. 
Having established that partial saturation occurs in simple 
bars more complex overlay elements were studied. Figure 6.22 
shows a sequence of domain wall configurations in a 'Pick-axe' 
element and !-bar. Before applying fields to this sample it was 
found that both elements already possessed a remanent magnetization. 
Figure 6.22(a) shows magnetization buckle in the 'Pick-axe' and 
a Bloch wall in the !-bar which is displaced from the centre. 
However this type of remanence was only seen in one case as 
opposed to magnetization buckling. Both elements were demagnet-
ized by applying a reverse field of 6 Oe as indicated in fig. 6.22 
(b). The !-bar has type-! structure and a pair of closure 
domains is apparent in the middle of the pick~axe limb Fig. 
6.22(c) demonstrates buckled states formed by an in-plane field 
of 48 Oe. By comparing this photograph with fig. 6.18(b) it is 
apparent that a much larger proportion of the bar is occupied by 
the buckled configuration after applying 48 Oe than 8.fter apply-
ing 17.9 Oe. This agrees with the observations of Huijer et al. 
.. , 
{a) 
(b) 
< 
Rever se f i etd 
direction 
Fig. 6.22 SeQuence of domain configurations in pick-2.xe 
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and I-bar elements. (a) Initial state (b) Demagnet-
ized following the application of a small reverse 
field (6 Oe). 
··~ 
(c) ~(---4) Field ax1s 
(d) 
Fig. 6.22 Continued. (c) Buckled states formed by 
saturation in a field of 48 Oe. (d) Elements 
demagnetized by a reverse field of 3 Oe. 
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(1979) in 100xl2x0.3pm rectangular bars.The length of Bloch wall 
which suffers edge annihilation increases with the magnitude of 
applied field. Finally, fig. 6.22(d) shows the same elements 
demagnetized by a reverse field of 3 Oe. The I-bar has returned 
to its initial state but the number of domains in the pick-axe 
ha.s increased. This illustrates the fact that changes in domain 
structure similar to those found in type I and type II bars can 
also occur in more complex elements. 
6.6.5 Partial saturation in gap tolerant patterns. 
Figure 6.23(a) shows the ferrofluid pattern on a 16pm period 
asymmetric chevron element in zero field following the applicat-
ion of a field of 48 Oe in the direction shown. A section of 
magnetization buckle has formed in the small chevron limb. When 
a reverse field of 0.5 Oe is applied the chevron returns to its 
demagnetized state consisting of a small number of domains 
(fig 6.23(b). Irreversible changes in the large chevron limb 
require stronger fields. Fig. 6.23(c) shows a remanent state 
formed after the application of 77 Oe along the same direction. 
This has a region of buckle in the wide limb. This time the 
element demagnetizEs when the reverse field reaches 2.5 Oe as 
shown in fig 6.23(d). Partial saturation can also be observed 
with fields applied parallel to the limbs of the chevron 
however saturation always occurs most readily in fields parallel 
to the propagation direction (creating magnetization buckle 
in the small limb). Again it was found that pairs of closure 
domains could be formed after partial saturation. With fields 
strong enough to saturate both limbs of the chevron it was 
observed that closure domain pairs could be fnrmed with one 
..• 
1 40 
( ~ ) . 
,d 
l 
(b) 
16 pm Field axLs ~<-~) 
( ( ) 
(d) 
Fig. 6.23 Remanent states formed in asymmetric chevron 
elements (a) by a field of 48 Oe, (b) demagnetized 
by a reverse field of 0.5 Oe, (C) by a field of 
77 Oe, (d) demagnetized by a reverse field of 2.5 Ce. 
··~ 
(a) 
Field ax1s 
( ) 
(b) 
16 prn 
Fig. 6.24 (a) Typical magnetization buckling in a.n asyTimetric 
'half-dis c ' element. (b) Demagnetized by a 
reverse field of 5 Oe. 
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domain in each limb. 
Partial saturation in asymmetric half-discs produces similar 
features. Again magnetization buckling occurs first in the 
smaller limb as illustrated by fig. 6.24(a). In this case the 
permalloy is deposited on magnetic garnet substrate and satur•. 
ation occurs in fields of approximately 15 Oe. (It will be 
shown later that the presence of a bubble substrate reduces 
saturation fields) 
6.7 Depend~nce of Saturation Field on Element Geometry and 
"' 
Thickness. 
The minimum field required to partially saturate a given 
permalloy element can be estimated from a series of ferrofluid 
observations. For each element the apptied field was gradually 
increased and then reduced to zero in order to observe whether 
remqnent st8tes had formed. This procedure was repe ·ted several 
times, each time with a slightly higher maximum field until a 
remanent state was identified. This sequence was performed a 
number of times to obtain an average value of Hs' Wherever 
possible Hs was measured for two identical elements with ortho-
gonal orientations on the same chip. The intention was to 
average out any effects due to in-plane anisotropy but in fact 
no correlation (within the accuracy of the measurements) could 
be found between H
8 
and the easy axis direction. Five types of 
element were studied on samples 0.3, 0.35, 0.4 and 0.45pm thick 
In fig 6.25 the saturation field for 25x2.lpm and 15x2.lpm bars 
is plotted against permalloy thickness. Although there are 
only four points for each element a straight line seems to provide 
a satisf~ctory fit to the data. As might be expected the lower 
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Fig. 6.26 Field required for partial saturation (Hs) in 
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saturation fields ~re found in the long b8r. The ratio of 
gradients between the two least souares fits is 2.98. The 
saturation fields for asymmetric chevron, T-bar and pick-axe 
elements are given in figure 6.26. Again the dependence on 
permalloy thickness is approximately linear. As might be expected 
the long thin pick-axe has the lowest saturation fields. This 
element is designed to produce a strong pole for bubble nucleation 
consequently it saturates in fields of the order of 10 Oe. By 
contrast the more compact asymmetric chevron has a larger region 
of linear response. It is interesting to compare the values of 
Hs for these elements with those predicted by extrapolating the 
domgin wall displacement curves of fig.6.14. The latter predicts 
H8 = 37.1 Ce ~.nd-46 Oe for chevrons 0.3p.m and 0.45pm thick respect-
ively. Saturation is actually observed at 34.5 Oe and 44 Oe 
in these elements. Saturation is manifested as buckling in the 
small chevron limb. 
6.8 The formation of rernane.nt states in a rotating field. 
It has been shown that remanent states form in overlay 
components when D.C. fields of sufficient intensity are applied 
along particular directions. These states are generally stable 
in applied fields perpendicular to the direction of remanent 
magnetization and a small reverse field is usually required to 
produce demagnetization. From these observations in D.C. fields 
it is to be expected that a uniform rotating field of sufficient 
amplitude ( 2. Hs) will also produce remanent states. Remanence 
should persist as the field rotates away from the axis along which 
a bar has been sqturated until there is a small reverse field 
component along this ~xis. Observations in QUasi-static rotating 
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fields confirm these predictions. 
Figure 6.27(a) shows the initial domain wall structure in 
three demagnetized elements; .pick-R.xe, !-bar and asymmetric 
chevron located at the beginning of a propagation track. The 
D.C. saturation fields determined for similar components of the 
same thickness were 8.7 Oe,l5.6 Oe and 38 Oe respectively. 
Following the application of a quasi-static rotating field of 
amplitude 8 Oe no remanence was observed. Magnetization appeared 
to proceed entirely by reversible wall motion. However fig. 6.27(b) 
shows that when the field amplitude was increased to 11 Oe a 
buckled wall configuration formed in the pick-axe. This 
photograph was taken in zero field the 'drive-field' having been 
switched off at e = 90°. With the field switched on again it 
was found that the magnetization buckle persisted until the field 
rotated to approximately e = 100°. At this point the buckle 
'collapsed' so that in zero field the element was once more 
demagnetized. The field was rotated to e = 0 and then increased 
in amplitude to 25 Oe. Subsequently remanent configurations 
formed both in the pick-axe and the !-bar. The relevant domain 
pattern is shown in figure 6.27(c) in zero field. Again the 
field was switched off ate= 90°. Figure 6.27-(d) shows both 
elements demagnetized when the field had rotated toe= 100°. 
With a rotating field of 40 Oe the domain structure in all three 
elements was observed to undergo irreversible changes. This is 
evident from fig 6.27(e) (zero field)o In this case the field 
was switched of in the direction e = 180°. The asymmetric chevron 
clearly poses~es a new domain structure. Finally after the 
application of a rotating field with s:::-adually decreasing 
Prc:pli tuce all three elements were demagnetized producing the 
1 .:::. '/" 
- ' ! 
(a) 
{b) 
... 
( () 
Fig.· 6.27 Series of remanent states for~ed by a rota ting 
field of increasing magnitude (see text). 
l .:o .v 
{d) 
{e) 
(f) 
Fig. 6.27 Continued (see text) 
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easy-axis' for partial saturation 
- Tt . 9=2 
~ R2versi.ble wall motion 
Pigo 6.28 Typical observed hysteresis in a quasi-static 
rotating field H. 
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ferrofluid pattern shown in fig. 6.27(f). The structure resembles 
the original shown in fig. 6.27 (a). The typical hysteretic 
behaviour for an element in rotating field is summarized in fig. 
6.28 for the case of an asymmetric chevron. 
6.9 Partial saturation in overlay bars on magnetic garnet. 
In a. bubble device the overlay experiences an in-plane drive 
field and the non-uniform bubble field. The bubble generally 
follows a magnetostatic potential well created by the overlay. 
As a result the in-plqne component of bubble field within an 
overlay element supports the uniform drive field (on average). 
This suggests that the uniform applied field required to partially 
saturate an overlay- bar should be reduced if a bubble domain 
occupies the magnetostatic potential well beneath the bar. As a 
first step in investigating the influence of the bubble medium, 
partial saturation fields were obtained for various elements on 
magnetic garnet. No bia~ field was applied so the garnet con-
tained a random pattern of stripe domains. For each element Hs 
was obtained a~ an average over many ferrofluid observations 
(as described earlier). The values of H for each element are 
s 
compared in fig 6.29 with the corresponding saturation fields in 
elements of the same thickness (0.35pm) on non-magnetic substrate 
(G.G.G. ). As expected H is reduced in each case by the presence 
s 
of the bubble medium but the amount of reduction increases from1.5 
Oe for a pick-axe element to 20 ne. fora l5x2. lum I=bar. In fact 
the reduction appears to increase almost linearly with the original 
magnitude of H8 on non-magnetic substrate. 
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6.10 Significance of hysteresis for device owration. 
Hysteresis in an overlay should affect the operation of a 
bubble device because of the stray fields associated with 
remanent magnetization. Cohen et al. (1979) observed that high 
remanence and coercivity produce poor operation in both H-I bar 
and half-disc circuits manifested in large values of the minimum 
drive field (Hxy min). The above authors studied H-I bar circuits 
in which the effect is worse. A measure of 'coercivity' was 
obtained by locating a bubble beneath nne end of a permalloy bar 
and then recording the minimum field required to transfer the 
bubble to the opposite end of the bar• 'Hbbl'• In general 
samples with high Hbbl had large values of Hxy min' This was 
attributed to the 'anomalous propagation' failure mechanism in 
which a bubble fails to pass from an I to an H particularly if 
there is already R bubble {in the adjacent track) located on the 
H. Remanence in the·H~.bar is Fupported by the stray field of the 
second bubble domain. Evidence for high remanence was also 
gained from ferrofluid observations. Domain walls were observed 
in demagnetized bars whilst in other bars (with remanence) no 
walls could be detected. For a given applied field (26 Oe) · 
remanence was observed in 0.5pm thick bars but not in lpm thick 
bars. This is consistent with the results given in fig. 6.25 
and 6.26 which show an approximately linear increase of Hs with 
thickness. 
The present study indicates that remanence also occurs in 
gap-tolerant propagation tracks. The behaviour of asymmetric 
half-discs and chevrons is similara in both the buckled states 
form first in the small limb. In a gap-tolerant circuit how-
ever adjacent tracks are not connected and only one bubble at a 
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time is associated with a given permalloy feature. Anomalous 
propagation as found in H-I bar circuits cannot occur in a gap-
tolerant design. However it is possible to predict a failure 
mechanism based on the observed magnetization buckling in 
asymmetric chevrons and half-discs which will raise the value of 
Hxy min" Referring back to fig. 6.28, a bubble propagating from 
left to right during this rotating field sequence would be 
located approximately at 'A' at e =¥and would normally be drawn 
towards a strong pole forming on the next element to the right 
(assuming the bubble domain is magnetized into the plane of the 
' 
di~gram). However, remanence in the small chevron limb at X 
would produce a residual attractive pole thus reducing the effect-
ive field gradient across the gap. 
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CHAPTER 7 DETECTOR COLUMNS ~ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 
7.1 Basic remanent domain structures. 
A typical domain wall pattern in a chevron detector column 
as revealed by ferrofluid is shown in fig. 7.l(a). As with 
pro~~gation elements the basic structures in elements on non-
magnetic substrate or bubble garnet are the same. Whereas isolated 
elements contain 180° domain walls and closure domains typifying 
the demagnetized condition, the pattern of transverse walls in 
the detector column suggests a saturated state with a continuous 
flow of magnetization. George et al. (1976) observed similar 
ferrofluid patterns on this type of detector in the absence of 
applied fields. In fact this type of configuration seems to 
occur quite generally for this geometry of detector. Columns 
with nominal bar widths of lpm. 2.lpm and 6?m all had similar 
domain structures. 
That each limb of a column should be saturated is consiste.nt 
with the minimum energy principle. Magnetization runs parallel 
to the edge of the column so there is no stray field energy and 
the total area of domain walls is minimized. A b~sic distinction 
between different column designs lies in the position of the 
connecting bar between chevrons. If the connecting bar is drawn 
in from the enqs of the chevrons the minimum energy state is 
such that the flow of magnetic saturation still follows the path 
taken by the detector current. However, additional closure 
domains may form as shown in thE ferrofluid patte1~. of fig. 7.l(b). 
Several geometries of column were studied. In all but one 
case similar features of domain structure were observed. All 
these columns showed some type of continuous magnetization flow 
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(a) 
20 pm 
{b) 
Fig. 7.1 (a) Tvnical fer~oflui6 cenoEit on a connected-c;,... ..;.. ~ 
chevron column in zero field ~uggestir€ a continuou~ 
:flow of magne tiz.ation a.loTt..g the column. 
(b) Details of domain structure may vary with column 
geometry. 
... 
.. 
20 ~m 
?ig . 7.2 An e:-:ceptional column design in which the elements 
are not saturated (zero field). 
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which was apparently not affected by varying conditions of in-
plane anisotropy from sample to sample. The one exception was 
the column design shown in fig. 7.2. In this case the connecting 
bars between elements are much narrower than the elements them-
selves and the column is not magnetically saturated. However 
the wall displacements (in zero field) do suggest that there is 
a net component of magnetiz:::~.tion in the column (probably limited 
by the amount of flux which the connecting bar can carry when 
saturated). The presence or absence of domains in a detector is 
important when the response to applied fields is considered. 
7.2 Magnetization reversal in a closed loop of permalloy. 
In zero field, detector columns are generally characterized 
by domain structures with continuous flux flow. If a uniform in-
plane field is applied across a detector column the magnetization 
in chevron limbs iH directed alternately parallel and antiparallel 
to the field. Before describing the response of such a config-
uration to applied fields the behaviour of a simpler but analagous 
system will be discussed. 
The. experiments of Williams and Shockley (1949) on 'picture 
frame' specimens are well known. Their sample consisted of a 
hollow rectangle of single crystal iron with overall dimensions 
1.9xl.3x0.074cm. thick. The minimum energy state was found to 
consist of four domains running in the same direction forming a 
closed loop of flux (fig. 7.3(a)). In applied fields magnetizat= 
ion occurred by the formation and lateral displacement of Bloch 
walls. 
Figure 7.3(b) shows the ferrofluid pattern on a permalloy 
'picture frame' with overall dimensions 29x23x0.3pm. Bloch walls 
. , 
I
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(a) 
(c) H = 13·5 De 1 
(b) Zero field 
... 
(d) H = 9·5 Oe (----
Fig. 7.3 Minimum energy domain structure observed in a 
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'picture frame' sr;-eci:"::en of Si-Fe by Williams and 
Shockley (1949). (b) Zero field domain structure 
in a closed loop of ~rmalloy. (c) and (d) show 
magnetization reversal yroceeding by buckling. 
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occur in the four corners but each limb is saturated as in a 
detector column. For small in-plane fields no changes are apparent 
in the structure but if the field intensity is increased to 
roughly 13.5 Oe a clear pattern of magnetization buckle forms 
in one of the limbs (fig 7.3(c)). If the direction of applied 
field is rotated through 90° buckle forms in the adjacent limb, 
this time at a lower field (approximately 9,5 Oe.) (fig. 7.)(d)). 
Buckling represents an intermediate stage in the process of 
magnetization reversal so the dir€ction of magnetization flow in 
the loop is clockwise. 
Fig 7.4 shows a sequence of ferrofluid patterns with an in-
plane field of increasing magnitude. The buckling which is 
visible at 14.5 Oe (fig. 7.4 (a)) subsequently breaks at 20.4 Oe 
to form the intermediate state shown in fig. 7.4 (b). As the 
field is i~reased the intermediate state is reduced at 22 Oe to 
a simple Bloch wall (fig. 7.4 (c)). Beyond this point the 
limb can respond to applied fields by lateral displacement of the 
Bloch wall. However if the magnitude of the applied field falls 
below a certain value the Bloch wall is annihilated at the edge 
of the bar. If the field is then increased magnetization reversal 
proceeds by buckling once more. Similarly if the applied field 
is increased above a certain level the Bloch wall is annihilated 
at the opposite side of the bar. The limb is then saturated 
parallel to the applied field. Subsequently reducing the applied 
field again causes buckling. 
In fig. 7.4 (c)the small regions of magnetization buckle 
essentially form the transition between a section of permalloy 
magnetically saturated in one· sense and a section substantially 
magnetized in the op~site sense. It will be shown lat·er that 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
H=14·50e 
T 
I 
H = 20·4 Qe 
H= 22 Oe 
1.60 
1 \ I 
'i ~ 
Fig. 7.4 In a closed loop of pe r malloy reversal proceeds 
beyond bucklin~ to fer~ 180° walls (initial state 
of magnetization cloc:\:wise). 
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a similar configuration may occur in chevron columns. 
7.3 Magnetization reversal in chevron detector columns. 
The response of a detector to transverse fields (Hx) is 
illustrated in fig. 7,5 (a) for the case of a chevron column on 
non-m~etic substrate. As in the case of a picture frame speci-
men the initial domain structure is stable in weak applied fields 
( ie. approximately 0-10 Oe) however when the field reaches a 
certain level transverse domain walls, characteristic of buckling, 
appear in one of the chevron limbs. It is not possible to state 
conclusively to which of the structures shown in fig. 6.17(b),(c) 
or (d) the buckling corresponds. From the location of buckling 
it can be deduced that the direction of magnetization flow in 
the column is as illustrated in fig. 7.5 (b). 
Fig 7.6 (a) shows magnetization buckling in a detector 
column on magnetic garnet substrate subjected to a transverse 
field of 14.2 Oe. As expected, buckling occurs in alternate limbs, 
never in adjacent limbs, however it is interesting to note that 
reversal does not occur simultaneously in all chevrons where the 
direction of magnetization opposes the field. This was evident 
in fig 7.5. Also the buckling does not fill a whole chevron limb 
simultaneously. 
As in the case of a picture frame specimen buckling breaks 
as the field increases to leave simpler structures based on 180° 
. 
walls. A small number of internal closure domains may also appear. 
Fig 7.6(b) shows the configuration which results from increasing 
the field to 16 Oe. Beyond this point the column responds to 
variations in the applied field by lateral movement of the domain 
walls. However if the applied field is reduced sufficiently (to 
1 62 
/ 
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2C pm / 
H = 34 Oe 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 7 . 5 Magnetization buckling in a chevron linb when the 
direction of magnetiz~tion opposes the applied 
field. 
.. ~ 
(a) 
(b) ., . 
20 pm 
~ 
Hx=11'}·2 Oe 
7.6 (a) Magnetization buckling in a transverse field 
is followed by (b) the formation of 180° wal l s . 
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a few Oe) the walls collapse at the edge of the column and the 
original saturated state is restored. Applying the transverse 
field once more cau~es the whole process of buckling to be 
repeated before 180°walls and reverse domains can be reformed. 
The same type of behaviour was observed in all detector columns 
(on magnetic and non-magnetic substrates ) in which the initial 
state was one of saturated magnetization. As an example fig 7.7 
(a) shows buckling in alternate limbs of a detector with centre 
connecting bars in an aprlied field of 21.5 Oe. 
The response of a column to applie4 fields clearly reveals 
the direction of magnetization flow. In some samples small 
sections of magnetization buckle were observed even in zero 
applied field. An example is given in fig. ?.?(b) for the case 
of a detector with nomi,nal bar width lpm. There is also a 180° 
wall adjacent to the buckled section. Wherever this configuration 
occurred it was found, by applying sui table fields, that the 
direction of magnetization flow reversed at that point. Thus 
the situation in fig. ?.?(b) is analagous to that in the picture 
frame sample of fig. 7.4 (c) where the buckled sections represent 
similar transitions 
To summarize, transverse fields above a certain level have 
the effect of temporarily reversing the direction of magnetization 
in alternate chevron limbs. When the field is removed the 
column returns to its initial'state. By contrast fields applied 
parallel to the column (Hy) can irreversibly switch the direction 
of magnetization throughout the whole column. Reversal occurs 
by intermediate buckling as demonstrated in fig. ?.8. This 
state is unstable, a slight increase in the applied field leads 
to a domain structure which is virtually indistinguishable from 
(a) ) 
., (b) Zero field 
2 o ~m 
Fig. 7.7 Fx?..mples of bucklir.g in chevron columns. The 
configuration in (b) occurs in zero field and 
represents a reversal of the direction of magnet-
ization flow. 
.. 
20 pm 
1' 
l 
H = 17 Oe y 
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l i nifia~ 
direction of 
magnetizat- i on 
flow 
Fig. 7.8 Fields applied rarallel to a chevron column may 
reverse the direction of flux flow. Reversal 
proceeds via an intermediate state which invol·leS 
buckli:n.g. 
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the initial state. ~pptying transverse fields, however, confirms 
that the direction of flow has been reversed. Again it is notice-
able that buckling does not appear throughout the whole column 
simultaneously. In the case of columns which contain reversal 
points as in fig. 7.7 (b) it was found that the apptication of 
a switching field parallel to the column established the whole 
column in a single state of magnetization flow. 
The only type of column studied which responded to applied 
fields without the formation of magnetization buckle was that 
which had an initial unsaturated state (fig. 7.2). In this case 
both the isolated and connected elements respond to transverse 
fields (H ) by reversible wall movements (at least up to 50 Oe)o X 
However fairly weak fields (typically 2-3 Oe) apptied parallel 
to the column cause switching between two stable states as can 
be seen from the ferrofluid pattern of fig. 7.9 in zero field. 
This pattern results from applying a field of approximately 2.5 
Oe parallel to the same column shown in fig. 7.2 (ie. from top 
to bottom in the photograph). The irreversible change in domain 
structure is evident from a comparison of fig. 7.9 with fig. 7.2. 
For each type of column the switching field was estimated 
from a series of ferrofluid observations. The results, given 
in fig. 7.10 show that the switching field depends on the position 
of connectingbarsbetween chevrons. These results are for samples 
0.45pm thick. The dependence of switching field on film thickness 
was obtained by studying the reversal process in columns 0.3, 
0.35, 0.4 and o.45pm thick. The results are plotted in fig. 7oll. 
The coercivity in thin rectangular strips of permalloy (as 
defined by the field required to switch the direction of magnet-
ization) increases as film thickness is reduced (Kryder et al.l980). 
.. 
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20 pm 
Fig. 7.9 Chevron column in which switchir~ occurs by dcmai~ 
wall movement rather than buckling. 
( 1 ) (2) 
( 3) (4) 
(5) ( 6) 
Fig. 7.10 Average field (in Oe) reauired to switch the 
direction of flux flow in various chevron columns. 
These values were measured in sample f 0. 45 pm thick. 
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Fig. 7.11 Dependence of switching field on permalloy thickness 
in four types of detector column (as numbered in 
fig. 7.10). 
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From fig. 7.11 it would appear that a similar dependence on 
. . 
thickness occurs in these chevron columns. 
7a4 Magnetoresistance variations related to buckling. 
The magnetoreEistive effect in permalloy is such that the 
electrical resistance is lower when the magnetization is perpen-
dicular to the current than when the magnetization and current 
are parallel or anti-parallel. When no fields are applied to a 
detector column the domain patterns suggest that the magnetization 
and current follow the same path. This is a high resistance 
state as was reported by George et al. (1976). The ferrofluid 
patterns described in the previous section show that field 
components parallel to the column (H ) may reverse the direction y 
of flux flow via an intermediate buckled state (fig. 7.8). Since 
the buckled configuration introduces components of magnetization 
normal to the current path a drop in resistance should occur 
during the process of reversal. Buckling also occurs in alternate 
chevron limbs when fields are applied perpendicular to a column 
(H ) • 
X 
The resistance of a detector column was measured as a 
function of applied fields. The detector current was provided 
by a stable constant voltage supply. Small variations in current 
associated with the magnetoresistance effect were monitored by 
measuring the voltage across a 10n resistor in series with the 
detector. The voltage ws.s measured with a digital voltmeter. 
In fig. 7.12(a) the p.er.-centage change in resistance is 
plotted for fields applied parallel to the column (Hy). The 
column (previously subjected to a field along the negAtive Y-axis 
sufficent to establish flux flow in that direction) shows a drop 
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to the remanent flow of magnetization. 
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in resistance as expected when the field is appiied along the 
positive Y-axis. The signal reaches a minimum and the column 
resistance then returns rapidly to near its initial value • 
If the field is reduced to zero and then appiied along the 
negative Y-axis the proce~s is repeated. The complete character-
istic resembles the magnetoresistance of a thin rectangular strip 
subjected to longitudinal fields reported byKryder etal. (1980). 
If the field is appli~d parallel to the flow of flux there is no 
significant change in resistance up to the level of field where 
switching occurs. Beyond this a gradual (and reversible) drop 
in resistance occurs as illustrated in fig. 7.12(b). Unfortunately 
ferrofluid observations cannot provide information on the 
processes which occur in strong fields. However it would seem 
reasonable that sufficiently strong fields cause the magnetization 
in chevron limbs to rotate away from the current direction and 
towards the field direction. 
The change in resistance caused by a field applied perpen-
dicular to the column (Hx) is plotted in fig. 7.13(a). As the 
field increases there is a drop in resistance 8ssociated with 
magnetization buckle. Beyond the minimum the resistance rises 
again as the buckle collapses to form 180° walls and closure 
domains. A bar divided perfectly into anti-parallel domains 
would have virtually the same high resistance as a saturated bar. 
However the simple domain structure and the continuous flow of 
magnetization have now been broken so even as the chevron limbs 
approach saturation the resistance does not rise as high as its 
initial value. Fig. 7.13(b) shows that if the field is reduced 
to zero having reached a maximum value of 41 Oe the resistance 
returns smoothly to its original value. It can be deduced that 
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Fig. 7.13. Magnetoresist8.nce in a chevron column with the 
apptied field perpendicular to the column (Hx)• 
(a) Field increasing from zero to 41 Oe. 
(b) Field decreasing back to zero. 
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0 the 180 walls are swept back to the bar edge, annihilated and 
the original domain structure is restored. 
Fig. 7.14 (a) shows a similar magnetoresistance signal in 
which the applied field was raised to a maximum of 70 Oe. Again 
there is a drop in resistance as the field increases but there 
is-also a drop in resistance as the field is reduced to zero. 
(fig. 7.14(b)) Just as in the case of a 'picture-frame' specimen 
a sufficiently strong field will saturate the chevron limbs so 
that reversal of magnetization has to proceed via a second stage 
of buckling. 
7.5 Calculated magnetoresistance of a detector column during 
buckling. 
To a first approximation the magnetoresistance effect in 
-permalloy can be expressed bya 
(7 .1) 
where p is the actual resistivity, A is the normal D.C. 
resistivity and.6p is the magnetoresistance coefficient. 8 is 
the angle between magnetization and current densitya 
-' -' 
cos 8 = M.d. 
IN!IISI 
This approximation was used by Collins and Cole (1980) in a 
calculation of detector signals based on a continuum approach 
rather than a domain model. For a detector column with a 
buckled domain structure the resistance change can be estimated 
by applying equation 7.1 to each domain. 
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Fig. 7.14 Magnetoresistance in a chevron column with the 
field applied perpendicular to the column (Hx) . 
(a) Field incrEasing from zero to 70 Oe. 
(b) Field decreasing back to zero. 
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Consider the case of a chevron column subjected to a transverse 
field Hx as in fig 7.6(a). In zero field all domains are magnet-
ized parallel (or antiparallel) to the current so the column 
resistivity is ;q, +/:j;O To estimate the percentage drop in 
resistance caused by a transverse field consider the idealized 
buckle configuration shown in fig. 7.15(a). This is essentially 
the interpretation of bu.ckling in 100xl2x0. 3pm samples given by 
Huijer et al. (1979). An 'average resistivity• can be expressed 
ass 
where the Vi represent the volumes of individual domains. 
Considering one wavelength,>-. , of the buckle configuratinna 
where t is the permalloy thickness and W, L and ~0 are as defined 
~ in fig. 7.15. From continuity of the normal component of M at 
domain boundaries& 
where 
~0 = 1T - 2c<. 
P =A +4p(l- ~ sin22o<) 
oZ = tan =12(W-l ) 
. A. 
(7.2) 
The contribution from dom~in walls has been ignored. This can 
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Fig. 7.15 (a) Parameters used to calculate the magnetoresist-
ance for an ideal buckled configuration. The 
resistance drop cqn be estimated for a chevron 
column containing Rn assumed degree of buckling 
as in (b) 
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be justified by comparing the values of A and W (both of the order 
of 2pm) with the wall widths calculated in section 6.1 {of the 
0 
order of 500A). If a fraction p of the column is occupied by 
buckle and the remainder is assumed to be saturated (e = 0), 
the average column resistivity will bea 
The fractional drop in resistance of the column is therefores 
( ~=>a+l}o -;Ocol.) 
;q,+6.p 
= 
1\ f) L . 2 U./~ X p Wsl.n 2oC.. 
.Po +llp 
{7.3) 
At the Plessey Research Centre the bulk magnetoresistance 
effect at 25~ was measured and found to be 3.2%, ie. ~~ 0.0;2. 
~ A+ 
The remaining parameters can be estimated by referring back to 
the ferrofluid pattern in fig. 7.6(a)a 
.A:!:: w 
l .I'- E..w 
3 
C( ~ tan-l 2 3 
If buckling occurred simultaneously in all bars where the magnet-
ization opposes the applied field p would be approximately 0.36. 
However fig. 7.6 (which is representative of many ferrofluid 
observations) suggests that the fraction of the cblumn.involved 
may be only half thiE' vRlue. Substituting p = 0.18 and the 
estimates forA, lando( given above into eauation 7.3 gives 0.33% 
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as the calculated drop in resistance. This agrees reasonably 
well with the experimental measurements in transverse fields. 
For example the curves given in figs 7.1?· and 7.14 have minima 
of -0.29~ and -0.44%.respectively. 
In fields applied parallel to the column (Hy) the resistance 
change is generally smaller (eg. 0.2% in fig. 7.12). If the 
whole column were involved in buckling simultaneously during 
reversal, equa.tion 7,3 with p = 1 would suggest a resistance 
drop of 1. 8%·. The fact the actual drop is generally much smaller 
tends to confirm the view that at a given insta.nt only a fraction 
of the column is involved in buckling. 
7.6 Significance of buckling in a detector column subjected to 
a rotating field. 
Having established the basic behaviour of a chevron column 
in terms of buckling and magnetization reversal the characteristic 
magnetoresistive waveform in a uniform rotating drive field can 
be considered. 
Hubbell et al. (1975) made systematic measurements of 
resistance in a chevron column as a function of the magnitude 
and orientation of an in-plane field. The geometry of their 
detector was similar to that studied here (end-connected chevronE 
as in fig. 7.6) and the scale was also comparable (nominal bar 
width& 2.5pm and column width 20pm). The permalloy was also 
0 
sputter deposited to a thickness of 4500A on glass substrates. 
The characteristics of the magnetoresistance waveform 
vary with the amplitude of rotating field. Fig. 7.16 shows the 
waveforms in four distinct regions between zero and 90 Oe. A 
distinctive feature in eAch region is the freauency of the 
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Fig. 7.16 (a),(b),(c),(d) Representative magnetoresistive 
waveforms for a. chevron column (Hubbell et al., 
1975). Schematic representations of ma.gnetization 
fanning in a thin permalloy strip: (E) and (f) 
A.nd a chevron column: (g) and (h) (West et al., 
1975 ) • 
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response in terms of the frequency of the rotating field ( w). 
In low fields the wave-form has the sa.me frequency, w . There is 
a single peak in resistance each cycle but this peak can occur 
either at a =¥or~ depending on the magnetic history of the 
sample. If the sample is subjected to a D.c. field of a few Oe 
in the direction e = ~ or e = ¥ beforehand the subsequent wa.ve-
form1will .. peak at 9 =-~or·~ respectively. Above a critipal·. 
field (for Hubbell's sample, 20 Oe) a 2wwaveform with peaks at 
¥and ~is se~n (f.ig. 7.16(c)) and above a· second critical field 
the waveform is found to have four maxima per cycle and a 4w 
characteristic (as in fig 7.16 (d) at 90 Oe). 
To explain this behaviour, and in particul~r the w to 2w 
transition, West et al. (1975) postulated that the column 
possessed a· domain structure with magnetization 'fanning'. Fig. 
7.16(e) represents a rectangular permalloy bar with a fanned 
magnetization structure. Applying a field parallel to the average 
direction of magnetization reduces the degree of fanning and 
causes the magnetoresistance in that direction to increase (fig. 
7.16(f)), Applying a field in the opposite direction causes the 
fanning to increase and the resistance to fall. According 
to this model the chevron column can occupy one of two remanent 
states, each containing an element of fanning as illustrated in 
fig. 7 .16(g) and (h). If the detector occupies the state shown 
in fig. 7.16 (g) and the applied rotating field has an amplitude 
which is sufficient to switch the column to its alternative 
state then the resistance will be highest when the field is 
applied along 6 = ~ and will be a minimum when 9 = ~· The 
reverse is true if the detector occupies the remanent state 
shown in fig. 7.16 (h). When the rotating field amplituoe exceeds 
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a critical value the detector can be switched between the two 
basic states so the resistance peaks twice per cycle, thus 
explaining the w to 2w transition. 
The ferrofluid observations and resistance measurements 
presented earlier can be used to form an alternative model for a 
a.etector column in rotating fields. In this model the chevron 
column is assumed to have two basic remanent states of equal and 
opposite saturation. ·The column can in fact be subdivided into 
sections alternating hetween these two states (as in the ferro":' 
fluid pattern of fig. 7.7 (b)) but it will be assumed that a 
moderate D.C. field has been ap.plied to establish the whole 
column in a single state. The saturated state has lower energy 
than a fanned structure because fanning introduces surface free 
poles and a positive magnetostatic energy term. The drive field 
can be resolved into components para.llel (Hy) and perpendicular 
(Hx) to the column. Parallel field components above a critical 
value H1 can switch the column between the two basic states. 
Perpendicular components above a second, broader, level H2 can 
switch the direction of magnetization in alternate chevron limbs. 
H2 exceeds H1 (from experiment) and in both cases the switching 
proceeds via an intermediate stage of magnetization buckling. 
This causes a drop in resistance. 
Consider first the apptication of a weak rotating field 
H ( H1 to a column with remanent magnetization flow in the 
direction e = ~· There will be a peak in magnetoresistance when 
rr the field is at e = 2 because there is no significant change 
in the domain structure. Fig. 7.12 (b) confirms that there is 
initially no change in resistance for fields a.pplied parallel to 
a remanent flow. At 8 - 2rr the field is insufficient to reverse 
- 2 
the direction of flow but it will give rise to a certain degree 
of buckling and a drop in resistance. For intermediate values 
of 9 the resistance will also be less than its peak value since 
Hx and.~y components may both give rise to a certain degree of 
buckling depending on the particular magnitude of H. Therefore 
the actual waveform of fig. 7.16(a), with frequencyw, is 
consistent with this model. By the same argument anw frequency 
characteristic peaking at 9 = ~ will occur if a field H ( H1 is 
applied to a column occupying the alternative remanent state. 
For drive fields in the region H1 < H ( H2 , resistance maxima occur 
at both 9 =¥and 8 = ~nas the column switches between its 
remanent states. Again the resistance falls for intermediate 
orientations due to buckling. The Hx component will contribute 
to buckling but will not be sufficient to completely reverse the 
direction of magnetization in alternate chevron limbs. The 
resulting waveform has frequency 2was in fig. 7.16(c). Finally 
when the rotating field exceeds H2 , switching can occur in 
alternate chevron limbs to the extent that all limbs are sub-
stantially magnetized in the same direction for field orientations 
0 = 0 and 0 = TT • The resistance should therefore gain two peaks 
n 2.rr at 0 = 0 and IT in addition to those at 2 and 2 The waveform 
should have a frequency 4Win agreement with the experimental 
curve of fig. 7.16(d) (for which H = 90 Oe). That the waveform 
has a lower amplitude in this region is consistent with fig. 
7.12(b) which shows that there is a gradual drop in resistance 
when the field component parallel to a remanent state is raised 
significantly above H1 • Thus a model based on magnetization 
buckling can account for both thew 1 2LU transition and the 2UJ 1 4LU 
transition in stronger fields. The model agrees with the 
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observations of Kryder et al. (1980) who detected magnetization 
buckle in a detector column just below thew •2w transition. 
This transition has the potential to produce a large output signal 
during bubble detection (George et al., 1976). According to 
these authors a stripe domain can be considered as temporarily 
shifting the amplitude of the in-plane field by approximately 
8 Oe. Therefore a detector operating in a drive field just below 
the LU a2LU transition will produce a larger bubble signal since it 
is temporarily elevated into the 2LU region. However the switch-
ing field (H1 ) for thew 1 2LU transition is generally well below 
the level of drive field used in a 16pm-period bubble device 
(typically around 40 Oe.) This is confirmed by the measurements 
made here of switching fields (based on ferrofluid observations 
and magnetoresistance measurements). H1 can be modified by the 
positioning of connecting bars between chevrons,also by the 
choice of permalloy thickness.(fig~. 7.10, 7.11) •. Even so the 
best case of a thin (0.3pm) detector with end-connected chevrons 
had a switching field of only 27 Oe. Using thinner permalloy 
would not be feasible since this would limit the detecto~ 
current and also enhance the saturation and remanence effects 
observed in pro pa.gation elements. In stronger fields the 2w a 4w 
transition comes into effect but this transition is much broader. 
The difference is explained by the basic mechanisms of reversal 
involved. 
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CHAPTER 8 FIELD CALCULATIONS. 
8.1 Introduction. 
The magnetic field associated with a given distribution of 
magnetization in a body can be calculated using equation 2.10 
given in chapter 2a 
H = f.;grad[ J M.~ ds + r ;J.M~v] 
s v 
The first integral is taken over the surface of the body where 
a is a unit vector normal to the surface at the point of integ-
ration directed into the body. In each case r is the distance 
between the point of integration and the field point. If for 
the purpose of calculation the concept of 'magnetic free poles' 
is introduced, equation 2.10 can be interpreted in terms of 
surface and volume free pole densities. The element of surface 
dS produces a field 
(8.1) 
where~= -M.n is the surface free pole density and r is a vector 
between the surface element and the field point. This form was 
used for example by Craik (1966) to calculate fields from magnet-
ically subdivided surfaces carrying surface pole density. The 
equivalent expression for the field component from an element 
of volume dV is 
(8.2) 
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where .P = -'V.M is the volume free pole densl. ty. The field 
associated with a permalloy element can be calculated once 
the distribution of magnetization is defined, for example in 
terms of domain structure. 
Compared with the number of continuum models which have 
been developed for permalloy bars there have been few attempts 
to calculate the magnetostatic fields on the basis of a domain 
structure. For rectangular bars Della Torre and Kinsner (1973) 
used a model containing a single domain wall as illustrated 
in fig. 8.l(a) whilst Khaiyer (1976,b) produced a model which 
included triangular closure domains (fig. 8.l(b)). In both 
cases the magnetizRtion in domains was assumed to be uniform 
and walls were assumed to remain rigid as they moved under the 
influence of applied fields. Both models seem unrealistic 
considering the observed behaviour of domain walls in real-
size overlay bars. Many bars do not contain closure domains 
at all (because of the rounded shape of the ends) and the walls 
which are present are far from rigid. The typical behaviour is 
illustrated schematically in fig. 8.2. When a longitudinal 
field is applied the single Bloch wall bows and stretches and 
at H = H part of the wall comes into contact with the edge of 
s 
the bar. It has been established that the wall displacement 
versus field is approximately linear up to this point (Lin 
(1972),Khaiyer and O'Dell (1915 )). The problem with modelling 
this type of behaviour is that colloid patterns reveal only 
the domain wall. Without additional information on the 
distribution of magnetization within domains the magnetic field 
sources are not clearly defined. Fig. 8.2(a) and (b) 
illustr~tes two extreme cases. In (a) the magnetization within 
+ 
+ 
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Fig. 8.1 Frevious domain rr.ocele for a rectangular bar 
(a) Della Torre and Kinsner (1973) (b) Khaiyer 
(1976,b). 
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Fig. 8.2 Two possible interpretations for the obEervec 
bowing of a Bloch W'9ll. Lines are C.rawn to 
represent the floVi of magneti7.ation (at each ~int 
..... 
the local .M=vector is parallel to theEe lines). 
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-l -l domains is assumed to remain uniform (V'.M = 0) so the pole 
density is carried entirely by the domain wall. In (b) the 
domain magnetization is non-uniform, the positive and negative 
...... 
magnetic poles are associated with convergence of M in one 
..... 
half of the bar and divergence of M in the other in such a 
way that the Bloch wall has zero surface pole density. Fig. 8.2 
(a) and (b) could be viewed as two limiting cases. The 
situation in a real bar might lie somewhere between. For either 
case expressions can be obtained for the pole density. 
8.2 'Free~pole' density. 
Let the domain wall displacement be described by some 
function y = f(x), where x represents distance along the bar 
axis. Consider a rectangular element of thickness dx located 
at x. If the magnetization within domains is uniform, the 
portion of Bloch wall within this element carries a surface 
pole densi ty1 
o-(x) = -2Ms sinS 
where 8 is as defined in fig. 8.3 (a). Therefore since 
sinS= £:£ [ 1 + (ftl) 2]-i dx dx ' 
o-(x) 2 = -2M .Q.:i [ 1 + (ill£) J-~ s dx dx (8.3) 
The alternative configuration is shown in fig. 8.3(b). Suppose 
in this case there is a uniform volume pole density within the 
element at xa 
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(a) 
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-4 
Fig.8.3 Illustrating how (a) the surface pole density or 
(b) the volume pole density can be related to the 
wall ~isplace~ent y = f(x). 
(Thie is effectively a one-dimensional continuum model.) 
Applying Gauss' theorem to the elementa 
J<;I.Mdv = 
v 
I M.ildS 
s 
l : ;'-;> 
where the first integral is ta~en over the volume of the elemEnt 
and the second is taken over its surface (~ is a unit vector 
normr-~1 to the surface at the point of integration, dire-cted 
--1 --' 
out of the element.) Since V.M ie assumed uniform within the 
element a 
-p ( X ) w t.d X = I M .l't d s 
s 
where W is the bar width and t is the perm~J_loy thickness. The 
...... 1\ 
value of M.n is zero except on the two surfaces normal to the 
-'I\ + A, "' x-axis. Here M. n = - Ms cos'V rwhere 'f de fines the direction 
....) 
of the local M-vector as illustrated, Contributions to the 
surface integral from op-posite sides of the element cancel 
except in the section of width dy. On both sides of this 
section a 
~" M.n = M~cos e 
'-' 
J M.n d.s = 2tdy rv:s cos e 
s 
p(x) = -2~ ~cos 9 W X 
gives 
p(x) ( 8. 4) 
The volume pole dPnE'i ty is inversely pro rcrtionRl to the b::tr 
width, W, whilst the 'ch11rged wall' pole density,o-, is 
independent of W. 
In order to proceed further inform11tion is reouired on 
the wall displA.cement, y, preferably in g_n n.n::tlytic:1l form. 
According to lV:a (1976) the varir-ttion of the average magnet-
ization along a permalloy bar (meA.sured with the Kerr effect) 
resembles the corresponding variation in cross-sectional area 
for an inscribed ellipsoid. Therefore as a first approximation 
it would seem reasonable to represent the wall bowing with the 
eouation for an ellinse1 
( 8. 5) 
where. the major axis 2a corresponds to the distance between 
the ends of the domain wall And b defines the amplitude of 
wall bowing. (Only positive valuEs of yare used.) For a 
permA.lloy bar of length L and width W containing a single 180° 
Bloch wall as in fig. 8.2 
2a ~ L-W 
In the following calculations it ~ill be assumed that the two 
ends of the wall remain fixed so a is constant. As the applied 
field increases from zero to H (the field required for 
s 
partial SA. tur8 tion) , b incre8. se s from zero to W/2. Substituting 
eqn. 8.5 into eons, 8.3 and 8.4 gives& 
CT( X) (8.6) 
J ., - .. ~ 
for the charged wall model and a 
p(x) (8.7) 
for the volume free pole model. In each case the magnetic 
pole density is zero in the middle of the bar and increases 
to a maximum value at the ends of the domain wall. ~agneto-
static fields 8.Ssociated with the permalloy bar can now be 
calculated, 
8.3 Demagnetizing Field. 
The coordinates used for calculating the demagnetizing 
field for a curved wall bearing magnetic charge are illustrated 
in fig. 8.4(a), For convenience cartesian coordinates with 
origin at the centre of the bar are chosen. The element of 
~ 
wall dS at (x,y,z) creates a magnetic field dH at P, a rx>int 
in the midplane of the bar with coordinates (O,y',O)a 
_. a-cts r dH = ---'--...::... 4rrr~5 
where ; 1s the vector between dS and Pa r 2 = x2 + (y'-y) 2 + z2 
dS = dz(dx2 + cty2 )i 
= dz ctx[ 1 + (~/]! 
and from eqn. 8 '~ . / the charge density on the wall is I 
CT= 
-2M .Qx [ 1 + (!!'L/r! 
s dx dx 
CTdS= 
-?M dy d! (8.8) s 
y 
x=-a x= a 
z 
y 
--
---
----r 
~~--------------------~--r-----------------
x=-a x=a 
z 
Fi~-;. 8.4 '..Joordinatu: usee for c:-:JJcul<;Jting the internal 
ri€magnetizing fielc' ::t the mid--s1:1ne of a b::~r 
rl i s t r i L u t i o n o f 110 1 c r1 e n::::: i t y • 
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_. 
'rho c:-::::J~!C:nent of dH p=lrallel to the x-axis is: 
dHY. = 
<TdS X 
?, 4rrr/ 
M X dy dz 
dHX = s 
2rrr3 
Because the wall is symmetrical about the yz•plane 1n shape 
(and asymmetric3l in chare::e) the total x-component field at 
P is twice the integral of dH over one half of the wall 
X 
(x = 0 to a or y = b to 0). 
(8.9) 
The coordin:=ttes used for calcula.ting H in the case where 
X 
the magnetic pole density is spread through the volume of the 
bar are illustrated in fig. 8.4(b). In this case the elemental 
volume dV at (x,y,z) carries a pole density jP and the corre-
sponding field element at P is a 
where r is as defined previously. The x-component field at 
P isa 
dHx = -_£:) dVx" 
4nr" 
The t0t~l x-cornponent field at P is twice the integral of dHx 
l ') 7 
w w t t from x = 0 to a, y = -~ to ~ and z = -~ to ~· Therefore 
substituting the expression forp(x) from eqn.8.4; 
- Msb Ja 1~ f~ H - --x TTW 
-W -t 0 - -2 2 
w 
= -;:tr: r: 
2 
since 
x 2 dx dy dz 
(x2+(y'-v)2+t2)t 
< ,] 4 
(8.10) 
If magnetostatic energy dominates the behaviour of a 
~ permalloy bar the distribution of M and the resulting pole 
density should create a demagnetizing field which is everywhere 
equal and op~site to the applied field for minimum energy. 
Therefore if the demagnetizing field Hx can be calculated as 
a function of v.rall displacement, the response of a pe~malloy 
bar to a uniform in-plane field Ha can be foun1 by setting 
H = -H • x a 
Unfortunately the demagnetizing fields computed from 
eqns. 8.9 and 8.10 are non-uniform. Fig. 8.5 shows the var-
iation in H across the width of a bar (at x = 0). The bar 
X 
dimensions are 25x2.lx0.3 pm and the parameter b has been given 
the value 1.05 pm. This corresponds to pqrtial saturation 
with the curved Bloch wall extended to the edge of the bar. 
For the charged wall model, fig. 8. 5 shows th<1t Hx incre2,ses 
almost linParly qcross the bar and then becomes infinite on the 
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8.5 Variation in dema~nfti7ing field (H ' across the 
- X 
U/; ..:lth r.f .., h~r ("' ~ .. 1· ~ \ ...,t ..... = v" ~.LOr \1 "".) "" f1 .LlJ 1 \._I r-, I_.;-] ~Y -,·1 .l, ;- J n., ~\ • I '-.-4.. 
volume dietribution of free pole rlEnsity and (b) 
a chRrged walJ. The r<1r dirr1€0nsions are 25x2,1Y.C.:<pm 
and the Blnch wall is Joc~ted at y' = l.05pm. 
\': .'l 1 1 i t s e 1 f • Ror the voJumP free -pole' monel, H v;,_riee 
X 
symmetric2Jly 8bout the centre oi' the bar. 
These vari8tions reflect the fact that nEither model 
neceEsarily repreEEnts the ex~ct situation in a real bar. How-
ever, useful eEtimates for the m~gnitude of H can be obtained )( 
by averaging Across the width of the bar. For the volume free-
pole model thif is straightforward and for the che..rged wall 
model 8. rer.sonable valuE' eRn be extractec by extrapol8ting the 
line8r region (8s suggeste~ by the dashec line in fig. 8.5) 
thereby avoiding the unrealistic singularity at the domain 
wall. VRlurE of H
8 
predicted in this way forI-bars 25x2.lpm 
and 15x2.lpm are 'fllotted in fig. 8.6 and fig. 8.7 together 
with the measured S8tur~tion fields. The calculatee values 
increase linearly with permalloy thickneEs t and agree in order 
of magnitude with the measurements. The agreement is rather 
better fnr the charged wall model though even in this case the 
mea.sured points are a few Oe less than predicted. The cal cul-
ated ratio between the 15pm and 25pm bars is 2.77 compared 
with the measured ratio of 2.99. Also plotted in fig. 8.6 and 
fig. 8.7 are saturation fields predicted by an ellipsoidal 
appro:xim8tion and by Copeland's approximation (eqn. 4.3). The 
former are obtained from the demagnetizing factor of an 
inscribed ellipsoid with Axes corresponding to the dimensions 
of the bar. Osborn (1945) gave the following expression for 
the relevant demagnetizing factor in an ellipsoid with semi-
rna j or Rxe s a J. b ) c ) 0 a 
L 
4rr = c ~ s $ c a ~ 8 2 [ F ( k • 8 ) - r: o~ , e )] 
s1n/8 s1n ex. 
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?02 
cos 8 cos~ 
_sin¢_ / /TI 
sine< -sinS- k (O~c:X~ 2) 
and F(k,8) and E(k,8) are elliptic integrals of the first and 
second kinds. For 8. flat ellipsoid (r~>b~c) the following 
approximation is validc 
L = .£~l-2, V - E 
- e , 2 4rr a e 
whE-re K and E are complete elliptic integrals whose argument 
is s 
e = 
This expl8ins why the ellipsoidal values in figs. 8.6 and 8.7 
increase almost linearly with thickness. In a study of the 
avErage magnetization in arrays of I-bars by the Kerr effect, 
Ma (1976) found that centre s8turation could be ~~edicted to 
within rtbout 5% by this a.prroximA.tion. In the present case: 
the predicted v~J.ues are roughl~;S 0% larger than the measured 
points • 
as a 
For a given bar the cema.gnEtiz.ing field can be calculated 
w function of the prtrA.meter b between zero and 2· The wall 
displacement for a given applied field can then be predicted 
for 0 ~ H ~ H • The result shown i~ fig. 8. 8 for the case of a s 
25x2.lxO.) pm bar containing R charged wall, is a linear 
relationship. Although the bars studied here were rather 
nPrrow for accurate me8surements of wall displ::1cement, the 
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wr~l J ' mo c1 P 1 . ) 
?04 
results obtained for larger bars by Lin (J972) 8nd Khaiyer an~ 
O'Dell (1976) were approximately line8r. 
Unfortunately only two types of !-bar were available for 
investigation on the 16-pm period circuits fabricated. As 
a matter of interest the rectangular bars studied by Huijer 
et al. (1979) had dimensions lOOxl?.x0.3 pm. and were observed 
to saturate in the centre at annroximatelv 7.5 Oe, For this 
~ - w 
size of b8r the charged wall model and the volume-free pole 
model uredict H = 6.6 Oe and H = 8.6 Oe respectively. How-
- s s 
ever it is worth noting th2.t thef'e rectangul8r bars possess 
closure domain walls at the ends of the bar as well as the 
0 basic 180 Bloch wall along the centre. 
Finally the predicted dependence of Hs on aspect ratio 
(length to width rP..tio) is plotted in fig. 8.9. The bar width 
and thickness are fixed at 2.lpm and 0.3pm respectively. 
8.4 External Field. 
The models described in the previous section can be used 
to establish whether a curved domain wall will produce the 
type of external field observed experimentally for perm8lloy 
bars. Only the vertical ( z-component) field was computed as 
it is this component which determines the magnetost<=1tic pot-
ential well experienced by a bubble domain. 
The field well produced by an isolatEd bar containing a 
charged wall can be cqlculated using the coordinate system 
shown in fig.B.lO(a). The element of area dS at (x,yoz) 
carries a pole densitycr an<'l produces a field dH at ? (x' ,y' ,z') 
dH _ crcts r 
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Fig. 8·10 Coordinates used for calculating the z- component 
external field associated with (a) a charged wall 
or(b) a volume distribution of pole density. 
20'1 
2 2 2 2 r = (x'-x) + (y'-y) + (z'-z) 
As in the calculation of demagnetizing fields((8.8), 
udS = -2M
6 
dz dy 
The ?.-component of the field at P is 1 
dH = 
2'· 
udS ( z' -z) 
4rrr3 
= -2Ms dz dy (z'-z) 
4rr [cx•-x) 2+ (y'-y) 2+ (z'-z) 2J572 
The total z-com,anent field at '!:' is obtained by integrating 
over the entire surface of the wall which extends from x = -a 
to x = a s 
t b 
Ms 2J I 
+ ~; t J 
-t y=O 2 
( z '-z) dy dz 
with Y 2 2 a (1-:i ) 
b2 
( z' -z) dy d z 
[<x'-x)2+ (y'-y)2+ (z'-z)2]3/2 
with x = +/a 2 (1-:l2 ) • 
J b2 
( 8.11 ) 
If the bar contains a volume distribution of free ~le density 
the coordin8tes shown in fig. 8.10(b) can be used to calculate 
thE fie]~ well. In this case the elementAl volume dV at 
...... (x,:,r,z) cArries a pole df'neityp and producEs 8 field dH "~t 
c) ( X 1 1 y 0 1 Z • ) I 
-" nctv -I dH -r- r 
- -z, 
4rr r 
The z. component of dH is 1 
dH =.P-dV (z.'- z) 
z 4TT r3 
where dV = dx dy dz. 
The total z component field at n is obtRined by integrating 
over the volume of'the bRr 1 
w t 
M b s. 
::: --. x(z'-z) ctx dydz 
(8.12) 
2rnv lJT 
-w -t 
-a - -2 ? 
( a 4 _ ( a 2 _ b 2 ) x 2 ) ~ [( x'- x ) 2 + ( y ~ y ) 2 + ( z ~ z ) 2 J 3/2 
Figure 8.11 showe the field well computed for a bar with 
dimensions ?5x2.lx0.4 pm cqlculated on the basis of q charged 
domain wall(eqn. 8.11). It has been assumed that the centre 
of the b~r if" 50'1"~ Eatur~-ted, i.r. b = 0.525 pm. According to 
the results of the previous section this degree of m8gnetization 
would be SU!Yported by an in-plane field of 0.5H<=. The 
.:J 
variation in H is plotted as a function of x' and y' at z 
z' = 3. 2 pm. This corresponds to the mid -plr-me of the bubcle 
medium assuming that the latter is 4pm thick (approximately 
the bubble diameter for this size of bar) and that there is a 
sn~cer layer lpm thick. The bar produces a 'parabolic' :::h2pcd 
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~EJl ~jth a reason8ble degree of cylindrical symmetry about a 
vertical axis. This i~ the type of well which ha~ been pre-
dicted previously using continuum models (e.g, O'Dell, 1974) 
and measured experimentally from bubble observations (e.g. 
George and Chen, 1972). The centre of the well is located 
some distance in from the end of the bar (approximately 2.5pm) 
and this also 8f,reEs with experimental observations. The 
centre of the well is !1.ctually displaced a small distance (0.2 
pm) along the ~~itive y' axis in the direction of wall bo.wing. 
In fig. 8.11 (c) the variation in well depth is plotted 
as a function of z' between the imagined upper and lower surfnces 
of the bubble medium. H decays rapi~ly with z' but the average 
z 
V8lue is not f8.r from the field m3.gnitude at the mid-plane. 
(This is why the field well is plotted at z'= ~~.2pm in (a)(b)). 
In fig. 8.12 the computed field profile is plotted for 
the same bar with the same degree of magnetization. In this 
case the pole density ::tsso·ciated with the curved domain wall 
is assumed spreRd through the volume of the bar and eqn. 8.12 
is employed • The field well is similar in shape and magnitude 
to that plotted for the charged domain wall. The actu8.l values 
of H differ by a few Oe. For the 'volume free role' model z ~ 
the centre of the well is located at x' = 10.67 ~m and y'= 0, 
For thE: 'charged wall' model the well centre is at x' = 10,2)pm 
R.nd y ' = 0 • 2pm . 
8.5 Perm!'lnent Stray Field of the Bloch· Wallo 
In the preceding calcul~"~tions the stray fields arising 
from the intersection of a Bloch wall with the external surface 
•rcrP i~~nored. An estim8te of the fields c8n be mAde by 
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r~rrrRenting these intersections with lines of 'free-pole'. 
Using the Bloch wall model of fig. 6.1, the component of mR.gnet-
ization normal to the external surface vqries across the 
2 width of the wall having 8.n average v~.lue of nMs. Therefore 
let the free pole density per unit length be 1 
where cf is the wall width. 
The field ~ue to a ~ingle line of charge (J.ength 2b) 
can be obtained using the coordinates shown in fig. 8.15(a), 
The z component field at S due to the element dx at x is given 
by a 
dHz = P dx cos e 
4rrr2 
From symmetry, the total field at S is parallel to the z axis. 
Therefore by integrating between x = -b and x = b: 
Therefore the field below a Bloch wall of length 2b (as in 
fig. 8.15(b)) will be a 
In fig. 8.16 (a) H is plotted as a function of z between the 
z 
imagined upper and lower surfaces of a bubble film ~1t z = l pm 
~nd 7 = 5 pm. (Substituting b = 6.5 p.m, i.e. for a Bloch wall 
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'l . . 
to the wall. 
0 
of uniform -;:'Olarity in a 15x2.1 pm bar and t = 0.4 pm, cf:::=500A). 
Hz is roughly an order of magnitude wea~er than the field wells 
plotted in fig~. 8.12, 8.13 and falls off ·~apidly with z, 
being approximately 2 Oe in the mid-plane of the bubble medium. 
Using the coordinates shown in fig. 8.15(c)-the variation in 
Hz along an axis perpendicular to the wall can be estimated. 
At a dista.nce y along this axis 1 
H = liE. I . z + t ~ 2TT r2(b2+ 2 }_ r'2(b2+ r'2)! z r )2 
where r2= z2+ 2 y 
r'2= ( z + t)2+ 2 y 
Hz is plotted as a function of y for the mid-plane of 
the bubble medium (z = ~ pm) in fig. 8.16(b). The field grad-
ients are considerably less than those arising from the net 
magnetization of~ bar (see figs. 8.12 and 8.1)). The Bloch 
wall would therefore seem to produce at most a sm~ll perturb-
ation on the field experienced by bubble doma.ins ; a perturb-
ation in the form of a shallow mRgnetost<?.tic field well~ 
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Fig 8 16(a) z-component magnetic field directly beneath a 
Bloch wall of length 13·0 ~m in permalloy of 
thickness 0·4 ~m. In (b) the field is plotted 
along an axis perpendicular to the wall in the 
mid-plane of the bubble medium (z = JO ~m). 
?1_·-, 
CHAFTER 9 CONCI.USIONS + SUGGESTIONS FCR FURTHER WORK. 
The results presented in this thesis confirm that the 
ferrofluid technique cnn provide useful information on domains 
in permalloy overlays. Each method for observing magnetic domains 
has certain advantages and disadvantages. Ferrofluid can reveal 
domain wall structures with higher resolution than is generally 
obt~inable with the Kerr effect and can be used on eamples which 
are rather thick for the applicRtion of Lorentz microscopy. With 
the closed module approach, routine observationE can be spread 
over several hours if necessary and the UEe of oil immersion 
objectives is facili t8ted. The resolution is jL<st suffic~_ent for 
the study of domains in 16pm period circuits with approximately 
2pm bar width. The major disadvantage of the ferrofluid technique 
is that observations can only be made in at best a quasi-static 
mode. Neither the Kerr effect nor Lorentz microscopy suffer from 
this limitation. However useful information can be obtained in 
slowly changing fields and in zero field especially following 
saturation and hysteresis. 
Of the factors which determine domain structure in overlay 
ba.rs, magnetostatic energy appears dominant. In general demagnet-
ized bars were found to contain a small number of domains with 
flux closure in evidence. This applied to all typEs of geometry 
qnd is consietent with previous investigntions of T- and I-bars. 
A simple calculation based on Neefs model for magnetos.tatic energy 
in a domain wall suggests th'3.t the Bloch walls sepa.rating domains 
0 
in these samples will be quite narrow (a few hundred A in width) 
compared with domain bounda.ries in bulk permalloy. 
For permalloy b:::~rs anisotropy r;enerally plays a second:;ry 
role in determining domain structure hut it wa.s established thAt 
in-pl8ne anif:otro py may affect the demagnetiz.ed state in some 
cases. This is manifested in the distribution of internal closure 
domains. In early examples of overlay circuits bars can be filled 
with this type of domain ~nd a simple minimum energy calculation 
suggests that a relatively small anisotro1w is required. How-
ever the same calculati~n confirms that more recent circuits with 
smaller circuit period are less likely to be affected in this way 
since the reauired anisotropy field is inversely proportional to 
bar width. In these patterns internal closure domains seem to 
occur more sporadically and they can be found both in samples on 
non magnetic substrate and on bubble garnet. The applicability 
of the minimum energy principle is demonstrated ouite well by 
measurements on larger 2.reP.s of permalloy. In particular the 
relationship between domain spacing and bar width agrees well 
with theory. 
In 'weak' applied fields all 16pm period components were 
observed to res lJOnd initially by rever.sible dom::tin growth. The 
wall displacement in elements such as the asymmetric chevron is 
simply pro rortional to the applied field. This agrees with 
previous work on T- and !-bars. In this region the coercivity 
and remanence are particularly small and the basic assumptions 
of most theoretical models are reasonable. What has not been 
reported before in real-sized overlay bars is the systematic 
formation of buckled st8tes with remanent magnetization once the 
applied field exceeds a critical value Hs. In many respects the 
hysteretic properties of 16pm-period !-bars and more complex 
elements match those obsetved by Kerr effect and Bitter colloid 
in l00xl2x0.3pm bars. 
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Apart from the formation of remanence, 'irreversible' changes in 
the demagnetized state may occur following partial saturation and 
buckling. In ~rticular it was established that the number of 
closure domains and Bloch wall segments could change in multiples 
of two. Following saturation a bar can be found in Rny one of a 
number of 'higher order' states through the simpler configurations· 
are ur:ually preferred - in general they will have the lower energy 
(assuming there is no strong anisotropy present). These changes 
mRy not have a marked effect on the propagation of bubb~e 
domains but they demonstrate the limitations of apT:lying domain 
models to overlay bars. On the other hand buckled remanent states 
may have some effect on the operation of a device especially 
since they can persist in a rotating field (at least for quasi-
static fields). Residual attractive poles associated with 
remanence would certainly modify the'magnetost8tic potential well' 
experienced by bubble domains. 
The study of Hs as a function of element geometry confirms 
what might be expected intuitivEly. Long narrow elements with 
low demagnetizing fields have smAll values of Hs compared with 
more 'compact' elements • The results also show that H~ is 
'-' 
approximately propcrtional to permalloy thickness. If hysteresis 
is undesirable in overlay components the permalloy used should 
be thick. However other factors will inevitably be involved 
such as fabrication problems and detector signal requirements. 
Eight micron-period bubble circuits with 2pm bubbles are now 
being developed in the laboratory. The graphs presented in figs. 
6.25 and 6.26 can easily be used to predict saturation fields for 
8pm elements. In general permalloy thickness has been maintained 
as circuit periods have reduced~ If t is fixed the srtturation 
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fields should rise in inverse proportion to the circuit period ::• 
so Hs for an element with 8pm period should be twice that for 
the same element in a 16pm period circuit. However this does not 
mean that saturation effects will be drastically reduced since 
the drive field also rises (H~p0Ms where Ms = bubble magnetization, 
and p0Ms varies approximately as d-o.S where d is bubble diameter& 
Eschenfelder (1980,r.ll8)). 
An obvious extension of this work would be to study the 
influence of bubble domains on the formation of remanent states 
in an overlay. In theory this could be achieved using ferrofluid 
though it is difficult to image the permalloy and garnet domain 
systems simultaneously with good contrast. T~c preliminqry 
results presented in fig. 6.29 for overlays on random stripe 
domains in garnet suggest that the bubble medium could hs.ve a 
considerable influence on H8 • Also it would be useful if the 
details of magnetization buckling in these comr~nents could be 
established by Lorentz microscopy as has already been done for 
buckling in narrow strips of permalloy (e.g. Herd et al., 1979). 
Chapter 7 confirms that magnetization buckling also plays 
an important role in the response of detector columns to in-plane 
fields. The behaviour of a closed loop of permalloy is analagous 
since the natural minimum energy state in both caser is one of 
saturation with continuous flux flow. In the present study it was 
established that two types of magnetization reversal by buckling 
could occurs along the whole column or in alternate chevron limbs. 
This depends on the direction of the in-plane field (D.C.). 
A related magnetoresistance signal was expected since buck-
ling introduces transverse components of magnetization and this 
was confirmed by measuring column resistance. The pereentage 
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change in resistance is consistent with that calculated on the 
basis ol' a simple dom~_in model Rnd the shape of the signals can 
be related to the different types of reversal involved. On the 
basis of these observations in D.C. fields an alternative to the 
'magnetization fanning model' for a detector column in a rotating 
field can be developed. 
It would clearly be desirable to investigate the influence 
of stripe domains on a detector column by using ferrofluid. Again 
this would be-a difficult task especially in a rotating field of 
40 Oe where colloid contrast is poor. An investigation of the 
average magnetization using the Kerr effect for chevron columns 
in rotating fields and with stripe domains has been reported -
recently by Harrison (1980). 
In chapter 8 it was established that the field well produced 
by a permalloy bar could be modelled on the type of curved domain 
wall revealed by ferrofluid. Approximate values for the saturat-
ion field Hs can also be obtained by computing the average 
demagnetizing field at the centre of the bar. In a more rigorous 
analysis it would be better to calculate the average demagnetiz-
ing field energy over the whole volume of the bar. (The varying 
direction of M in the volume free pole model would need to be 
taken into account). This might produce more accurate values for 
H8 and it would also allow a comparison of the two configurations 
in terms of total energy. In their review of domain and continuum 
results, Huijer et al. (1980) made the observation that different 
configurations of magnetization can produce the same pole 
distribution and hence identical external fields. The field 
plots of figs. 8.11 and 8.12 suggest that to some extent the 
pole distribution itself can be varied without causing a marked 
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change in the external field profile (at least over distances 
comparable with the bubble-bar separation). 
The calculations presented in chapter 8 are not intended 
to provide a practical method for modelling overlays but rather 
as an indication of how the fi~lds might be produced in reality. 
In a working device the influence of bubble stray fields on the 
wall displacement would need to be considered and in irregular 
elements such as the asymmetric chevron or pick-axe the wall 
movements would be difficult to model. Considering also the 
irreversible changes in domain structure which take place once 
the field exceeds Hs it would seem that a continuum approach to 
modelling is more practical. However, an ideal model for magnet-
ization processes in permalloy overlays would include the residual 
pole density associated with remanent states. 
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